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Abstract

Humans readily attribute social traits to others based on their facial appearance, influencing

behaviors, social interactions, and decision making. According to influential models of social

perception, these judgments are based on two central dimensions – trustworthiness/warmth

and dominance/competence. Because of the wide-reaching impact of such social attribu-

tions, a long-standing focus has been to identify the facial features that elicit these social

judgments. However, the face is complex, comprising 3D shape, 2D complexion, and dy-

namic facial expressions, making such investigations empirically challenging. As a result,

central questions regarding fundamental facial features of social traits, and how these relate

to other social judgments such as social class and emotion, remain unanswered. In this the-

sis, I use data-driven psychophysical methods to mathematically model the 3D shape, 2D

complexion and dynamic facial expressions that elicit judgments of four key social trait di-

mensions – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. I then identify the latent

face feature space underlying these judgments using a data-reduction technique. Results

reveal two latent 3D shape and three latent 2D complexion feature spaces on the basis of

which social traits cluster into four distinct subgroups. Moreover, I show that these social

trait feature spaces correlate positively with facial expression features (shape) and age-cues

(complexion). I then examine whether these features also drive perceptions of another im-

portant social judgment – social class. To do so, I model the 3D shape and 2D complexion

of social class, using the same approach as for social traits. I compare these models using

a data reduction technique and a supervised machine learning approach. Results show that

in line with conceptual overlaps arising from social class stereotypes (e.g., poor = incompe-

tent), social class and social trait dimensions share facial features. However, no single trait’s

features fully account for social class features. Finally, I compare the social trait facial ex-

pression models to emotional expressions and social trait face shapes to reveal the features

shared between each. Results showed that longstanding associations between perception

of emotion and social traits (e.g., happy = trustworthy), only partially account for social trait

perception. The current work informs central theories of social perception, highlights drivers

of socially relevant stereotype associations, and can aid the development of psychologically

grounded digital agents.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

A central part of the human experience are the impressions we form of others and

others form of us. We build and up-date these impressions frequently (e.g., Jaeger et al.,

2019; Miller et al., 2004), extremely quickly (Todorov et al., 2009; Willis & Todorov, 2006),

and they influence our social interactions and behaviors (for a review see Todorov et al.,

2015). The outcomes of these first impressions range from the seemingly trivial – such

as engaging with someone at a party – to the highly important – such as hiring decisions

(Varghese et al., 2018). A central aim within psychology has therefore been to identify

the precise antecedents of such social judgments. To do so, one has to first understand

a) which social traits are fundamental to how humans view each other and b) the precise

characteristics that elicit perceptions of these social traits. A large body of research has

devoted itself to answering the first of these questions: Identifying the social traits central to

human perception. Similarly, identifying the precise characteristics that drive judgments of

these traits has also garnered much attention. However, it is the infinitely more complicated

question to answer because humans base their impressions on a multitude of appearance

and behavioral cues (Campanella & Belin, 2007; Hehman et al., 2015; Quadflieg & West-

moreland, 2019; Todorov et al., 2015), not to mention their own disposition and knowledge

(Xie et al., 2019). The current work focuses therefore on a single part of the human body –

the face – which is not only central to impression formation (Jaeger et al., 2019; Zebrowitz,

2018) but also to human social interaction (Jack & Schyns, 2017). The face comprises two

intrinsic cues – face shape and face complexion (i.e., skin color, blemishes, wrinkles) – and

is additionally capable of producing facial expressions for social communication. This thesis

examines how each of these three components of the face elicit perceptions for four key

social trait dimensions – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth – to a) iden-

tify the facial features (shape, complexion, and facial expressions) that are fundamental to

social trait perception and b) explore how these face features and facial expressions relate

to face features of other socially relevant judgments.

1
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1.1 Prevalence and impact of social trait perceptions

First impressions permeate our daily lives with children as young as three years

old inferring social traits from faces (Cogsdill et al., 2014). Such early judgments are so-

cially reinforced by parents (Eggleston et al., 2021) and continue throughout our lifetime

(Connolly et al., 2021). Consequently, humans are extremely proficient at attributing social

traits to others and make reliable judgments after observing a face for just 100 milliseconds

(Albert et al., 2021; Willis & Todorov, 2006). Such attributions form automatically (Ritchie

et al., 2017), subconsciously (Janssens et al., 2020), and from minimal cues (Bacev-Giles &

Haji, 2017). Moreover, humans frequently rely on facial social trait cues for decision making

even when more diagnostic information, such as others’ motivations, is available (Jaeger

et al., 2019). This is likely because facial information is readily available and intuitively pro-

cessed (Albert et al., 2021). Indeed, even caricatures of faces and facial expressions, such

as emoticons, lead to impression formation (Glikson et al., 2018) and humans also assign

such social traits to non-human entities (DeSteno et al., 2012). Similarly, people readily form

first impressions based on others’ social media profiles (Bacev-Giles & Haji, 2017). Impor-

tantly, such first impressions can be long-lasting. For example, reliable information about

someone’s trustworthiness fails to change initial judgments made based on that person’s

facial appearance unless the new information is perceived to be extreme and reliable (Shen

& Ferguson, 2021). Especially initial negative impressions are long-lasting and resistant to

change (Baumeister et al., 2001; Richey et al., 1967). Crucially, these quickly formed and

enduring first impressions affect many aspects of human life.

Such influence of first impressions ranges from from romantic choices to hiring de-

cisions (for a review see Antonakis & Eubanks, 2017). For example, social trait perception

influences partner choices with a general preference for warm and trustworthy partners

(Valentine et al., 2020). Especially in the selection of long-term partners, perceived trust-

worthiness plays a major role (Carrito et al., 2020), while attractiveness is more important

in short initial meetings (Fletcher et al., 2014; Valentine et al., 2013). Similarly, political can-

didates’ facial appearance, including their perceived trustworthiness, babyfacedness (i.e.,

facial features that resemble those of a baby), competence, and attractiveness, affects their

election success (Ahler et al., 2016; Franklin & Zebrowitz, 2016; Joo et al., 2015; Sussman

et al., 2013; Todorov et al., 2005). In particular competence judgments play an important

role in such decisions (Olivola & Todorov, 2010). Similarly, social trait judgments influence

hiring choices (Cuddy et al., 2011; Rudman & Glick, 1999). For example, perceived fa-

cial competence predicts both hiring and compensation of CEOs (Graham et al., 2012) and

perceived facial trustworthiness correlates with managers’ positions in corporate hierarchy

(Linke et al., 2016). Social trait judgments furthermore affect social interactions (Chua &

Freeman, 2022; Qi et al., 2021; Shang & Li, 2020). For example, in economic games par-
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ticipants are more likely to punish untrustworthy looking faces (Shang & Li, 2020), allocate

more payment to trustworthy looking faces (Chua & Freeman, 2022), and are more willing

to take risks after viewing a trustworthy face (Qi et al., 2021). Moreover, facial competence

and warmth impacts whether others perceive one’s social exclusion as damaging (Rudert

et al., 2017). In sum, social trait inferences have wide-reaching influences on human life

and have thus long been a central focus in social psychology.

1.1.1 Judgment accuracy

Despite such wide influence of social attributions, social trait judgments are not al-

ways accurate (e.g., Todorov et al., 2015). That is, the social traits humans attribute to others

based on their appearance seldom predict actual behavior or social outcomes (Todorov et

al., 2015). Although there is a deluge of work showing the apparent predictive power of

facial social trait ratings for real world behavior (e.g., Mueller & Mazur, 1996; Porter et al.,

2008), these are frequently marred by methodological issues such as poor control variables

(Todorov et al., 2015). For example, facial trustworthiness was shown to predict criminal be-

havior (Porter et al., 2008). However, when controlling for possible confounding factors such

as age, ethnicity, and gender, the link between trustworthiness judgments and a number

of behavioral markers, including criminality and willingness to cheat on a test, disappeared

(Rule et al., 2013). Similarly, while perceived facial competence does predict CEO hiring

and compensation (Graham et al., 2012), there is no link between CEOs’ facial competence

and actual company performance (Stoker et al., 2016). Instead, already profitable compa-

nies hire CEOs that look more competent (Graham et al., 2012), indicating that one’s facial

appearance is likely to predict others’ behavior towards oneself rather than one’s own.

Indeed, many of the links between facial appearance and real-world behavior are

likely due to self-fulfilling prophecy effects (Zebrowitz, 2017, 2018). For example, individ-

uals with higher perceived facial dominance tend to hold higher military rank (Mueller &

Mazur, 1996). However, when considering why this might be, one has to take into account

stereotypes about dominant-looking individuals (Haselhuhn & Wong, 2012; Stirrat & Perrett,

2010) that likely impact others’ behavior towards them (Haselhuhn et al., 2013), such as that

they are risk-takers (Hareli et al., 2021). Consequently, as with the example of the compe-

tent looking CEOs, dominant-looking individuals likely get selected for particular leadership

roles (Olivola et al., 2014). Additionally, any links between appearance and behavior are

compounded by individuals’ awareness of their own appearance (Slepian & Ames, 2016).

That is, people are aware of how they are perceived by others and act accordingly. For

example, social media profiles elicit accurate social attributions (e.g., Back et al., 2010) as

they allow individuals to strategically present information about themselves (Todorov et al.,

2015). However, generally human raters are more accurate when basing their judgments
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on behavioral rather than appearance cues (Olivola & Todorov, 2010).

That is not to say, however, that social trait judgments are never accurate. Indeed,

this would be counter-intuitive as accurate social judgments would yield an evolutionary

benefit (Zebrowitz, 2018). In fact, a recent meta-analysis found that trustworthiness im-

pressions are indeed somewhat accurate with small to moderate effects (Foo et al., 2021).

Some behavioral markers stood out in particular as being accurately predicted by facial

trustworthiness: aggressiveness and unfaithfulness (Foo et al., 2021). This suggests that

trustworthiness judgments do meaningfully reflect certain behaviors based on physical cor-

relates. Correspondingly, both aggression and sexual faithfulness are linked to testosterone

levels (Arnocky et al., 2018; Carre et al., 2013; Eisenegger et al., 2011) which in turn are

associated with facial appearance (Lefevre et al., 2013; Penton-Voak & Chen, 2004), ex-

plaining why facial appearance more accurately predicts these behaviors. In contrast, other

contexts reduce judgment accuracy. For example, domain-specific experts have particu-

larly poor accuracy when forming first impressions of others in the context of their specialist

domain (Re & Rule, 2016). Additionally, some social attributes, such as competence, are

judged with lower accuracy than others and their judgment accuracy is further affected by

other factors, including age (Zebrowitz et al., 2014). Accuracy of social judgments is there-

fore dependent not only on the social situation and behavioral correlate in question but also

the attribute itself.

Despite these mixed findings for social trait judgment accuracy, raters over-estimate

their ability to accurately judge others’ social traits (Ames et al., 2010; Hassin & Trope,

2000; Olivola et al., 2014). Such meta-accuracy, i.e., how accurately someone judges their

own performance on a social attribution task, is less well studied than accuracy. However,

findings suggest that people who believe they are good at judging others are no better in

terms of social trait judgment accuracy than people who are less confident in their social

trait judgments (Olivola et al., 2014). Especially in light of the wide-reaching impact of social

judgments (see section 1.1), such over-estimation of ones’ performance is worrying. Per-

haps such poor meta-accuracy is in part due to the judgment consistency between raters.

That is, while social trait judgments may not be accurate, raters frequently show high agree-

ment in their judgments (e.g., South Palomares & Young, 2018; Sutherland et al., 2018;

Vernon et al., 2014; Walker & Vetter, 2009; Willis & Todorov, 2006). Such inter-rater agree-

ment may be falsely interpreted by individuals as accuracy. Together, this work suggests

that while social trait judgments are highly reliable, they are only accurate in some contexts.
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1.2 Theories and models of social trait perception

To make sense of how these social trait judgments are formed, a number of theories

of social perception emerged. Such theories are commonly concerned with one or several

of three aspects of social perception: impression accuracy, consensus, and functionality

(Quadflieg & Westmoreland, 2019). One of the earliest theories that was particularly fo-

cused on perceptual accuracy, the Lens Model, proposed that stimuli comprise multiple

cues that are imperfectly correlated with one another (Brunswik, 1956). In this framework,

the perceiver acts as an intuitive statistician to combine these cues to arrive at a judgment

with some accuracy (Brunswik, 1956). Later, the model was refined for social inferences

(Scherer, 1978, 2003) and successfully applied to impression formation (Gifford, 1994).

However, the Lens Model is inherently correlational and assumes that perceivers base their

judgments of a given social trait on accurate weightings of different cues (Zebrowitz, 2018)

and has thus not remained popular in the social perception literature.

Later theories of social perception expanded the view of observers as intuitive statis-

ticians and moved away from the focus on impression accuracy. For example, the Weighted

Average Model of social perception posits that observers base their social trait judgments

on several behavioral cues each with a given weight (Carroll & Anderson, 1982; D. A. Kenny,

1991). It is therefore similar to the Lens Model in that it views the perceiver as an intuitive

statistician and comes with similar limitations. However, the Weighted Average Model ac-

knowledges that the weights perceivers assign to different factors are inherently subjective

and unique to each person (D. A. Kenny, 1991). Similarly, the Stage Model of Dispositional

Inferences sees impression formation as a goal-directed and iterative behavior (Trope &

Higgins, 1993). Within this framework, perceivers form impressions either algorithmically –

similar to the Lens Model – or heuristically, informed and biased by the perceiver’s own dis-

positions and experiences – similar to the Weighted Average Model (Trope & Higgins, 1993).

However, in contrast to previous theories, the Stage Model posits that perceivers continually

update these algorithmically or heuristically derived impressions based on their observed

validity (Trope & Higgins, 1993). The Stage Model therefore views social perceptions as a

dynamic process, making this model akin to more recent theories of social perception.

1.2.1 Recent theories of social trait perception

Recent theories of social perception acknowledge the complex nature of social per-

ception. For example, Dynamic Interactive Theory posits that bottom-up sensory cues and

top-down cognitive influences interact to determine first impressions (Freeman & Ambady,

2011; Freeman et al., 2020). Specifically, the theory proposes that social trait perceptions

emerge from a complex integration of vast amounts of bottom-up and top-down information.
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Particularly, auditory and visual sensory cues interact with category level cues such as sex

or ethnicity that in turn interact with stereotypes and higher-level cognitive states such as

motivation or task demands (Freeman & Ambady, 2011). For instance, the visual cue of

masculine facial features might lead to an inference of male gender which in turn is associ-

ated with stereotypes of aggression (Boshyan et al., 2014; Geniole et al., 2014). As within

the Stage Model, Dynamic Interactive Theory posits that these inferences are continually

updated through successive cycles of interaction (Freeman & Ambady, 2011). The theory

therefore shares similarities with previous frameworks and further refines our understanding

of human perceivers as complex systems.

The theories discussed above are concerned with how different cues integrate to

form first impressions and therefore focus primarily on how humans arrive at social judg-

ments. Two further theories place a greater emphasis on why social perceptions arise.

Specifically, the Social Functional approach proposes that social perceptions hold some

evolutionary benefit – they serve a social function (Adams et al., 2017). A human observer

makes behavioral forecasts based on sensory cues and these forecasts should ideally have

some ecological validity (Adams et al., 2017). In particular behaviors such as approach and

avoidance and identifying threat play an important evolutionary role (Adams et al., 2017).

Similarly, the Ecological Theory of social perception emphasizes the evolutionary benefits of

accurate social perceptions, thereby focusing on how sensory cues lead to social inferences

(McArthur & Baron, 1983; Zebrowitz, 2017). These theories therefore focus primarily on the

perceptual basis of social inferences – which also forms the focus of this thesis. Particularly

the Ecological Theory of social perception has been central in the study of how humans

perceive social traits from faces (Knutson, 1996; McArthur & Baron, 1983; Said et al., 2009;

Zebrowitz, 2017).

1.2.2 Ecological theory of social trait perception

Ecological Theory was first developed as a general account of visual perception

(Gibson, 1979) and later adapted to social perception specifically (McArthur & Baron, 1983).

The theory posits that social perceptions serve an adaptive function (McArthur & Baron,

1983). That is, observers aim to focus on useful information contained in the complex multi-

modal stimuli they encounter (McArthur & Baron, 1983). Different observers may be attuned

to different sources of information (McArthur & Baron, 1983) and thus make different per-

ceptual judgments. The theory thereby captures a potential reason for why humans make

social inferences while also explaining judgment variance between perceivers. For exam-

ple, humans are attuned to recognizing physical attributes of infancy because appropriate

behavior around infants yields an adaptive advantage (McArthur & Baron, 1983; Zebrowitz,

2017). At face value, Ecological Theory therefore contradicts the low social trait judgment
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accuracy discussed in subsection 1.1.1. If the attribution of social traits from facial features

serves adaptive value, then it is puzzling why humans perform relatively poorly at this task.

However, Ecological Theory provides a solution for this contradiction: it proposes that high

adaptive attunement comes at the cost of overgeneralization (McArthur & Baron, 1983). In

the case of infant features, for example, observers ascribe the social attributes associated

with infancy not only to babies but also to adults that exhibit infant-like physical features

such as round eyes and a round face (i.e., ’babyface’; Berry & McArthur, 1985; Zebrowitz

et al., 2003). In support of this hypothesis, babyfaced individuals are perceived as trustwor-

thy, warm, submissive, and incompetent (Jaeger et al., 2020; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008;

Zebrowitz et al., 2003; Zebrowitz et al., 2011).

Another important overgeneralization effect is emotion overvegeneralization. Emo-

tion overgeneralization refers to two related effects: (1) emotions are reliably inferred from

purportedly neutral faces, an effect that was documented as early as the 1980s (Malat-

esta et al., 1987), and the reverse effect (2) stable social traits are inferred from transient

emotional facial expressions (Knutson, 1996). The former of these effects – emotion over-

generalization from neutral faces – is likely driven by neutral face features that resemble

emotional expressions (Zebrowitz, 2017). For example, neutral faces that objectively re-

semble a happy facial expression are judged as more likable, less dangerous, and more

trustworthy than those resembling an angry facial expression (Adams et al., 2012; Ooster-

hof & Todorov, 2009; Zebrowitz et al., 2010). Indeed, emotional resemblance is a central

driver for impression formation and emotional facial content predicts trustworthiness and

dominance judgments better than other facial attributes (Jaeger & Jones, 2022).

Emotion overgeneralization is further influenced by face gender (Albohn & Adams,

2021; Zebrowitz et al., 2010). For example, female faces generally appear more infant-like

and comprise babyface features such as large eyes (Friedman & Zebrowitz, 1992; McArthur

& Apatow, 1984). In turn, a widening of the eyes forms part of the surprise facial expression

(Ekman & Friesen, 1978; Jack et al., 2012). Female faces therefore physically resemble sur-

prise facial expressions and consequently elicit higher surprise judgments than male faces

(Zebrowitz et al., 2010). Similarly, male faces physically resemble angry facial expressions

and both male and angry looking faces are rated as dominant (Albohn & Adams, 2021).

Overall, the overgenerlization literature placed a strong focus on face gender, often in con-

junction with babyfacedness (Albohn & Adams, 2021; Hess et al., 2009; Hess et al., 2000;

Zebrowitz et al., 2010). However, others have noted that emotion overgeneralization effects

are indeed independent of babyfacedness (Montepare & Dobish, 2003). Importantly, mas-

culine looking female faces also elicit higher dominance judgments than feminine female

faces (Albert et al., 2021; Sutherland et al., 2015), suggesting it is the specific facial feature

composition, rather than gender as a construct, which drives emotion overgeneralization
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(Said et al., 2009).

The emotion overgeneralization effect extends such that observers infer social traits

from emotional facial expressions. Much as neutral faces that appear angry are judged

as dominant, and those that appear happy as trustworthy, so too are angry expressions

judged as dominant, and happy expressions as trustworthy (Hareli et al., 2009; Knutson,

1996). Interestingly, variance in social judgments based on emotional expressions is lower

compared to those based on neutral faces (Hehman et al., 2017), suggesting that the more

salient emotional expression leads to greater agreement among raters. Considering the ev-

idence for shared physical features between social traits and emotions (Albohn & Adams,

2021; Jaeger & Jones, 2022; Said et al., 2009), it may be the exaggeration of those physical

features that enables this greater judgment reliability. However, it is unclear whether facial

expressions are mere exaggerations of neutral face features and both signals are degen-

erate – signaling the same information (i.e., social traits) – or whether facial features that

convey social traits comprise additional featural components that are not linked to emotion

perception.

1.2.3 Dimensional models of social trait perception

The development of these theories was accompanied by a drive to identify the main

dimensions of social perception (Allport & Odbert, 1936; Asch, 1946; Ashmore & Tumia,

1980; Fiske et al., 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). First, the central importance of social

attributions to human life (e.g., Albert et al., 2021; Antonakis & Eubanks, 2017; Jaeger

et al., 2019, see also section 1.1) and later the predictions of evolutionary and functional

theories that social perceptions are shaped by key social dimensions (Adams et al., 2017;

McArthur & Baron, 1983), lead to this push to find the main dimensions along which such

attributions are made. Systematic collations of trait descriptors date back as far as the

1930s (Allport & Odbert, 1936). Early work on impression formation was not, however,

focused on dimensional models. For example, Solomon Asch, a pioneer of impression

research, held a Gestalt, not a dimensional, view of trait impressions (Asch, 1946). That

is, he viewed impressions as formed on the basis of several traits which interact and add

up to a single unified and coherent view of a person (Asch, 1946). Importantly, in this view,

the contribution of any given social trait to impression formation is affected by other traits

associated with the same person. In his seminal work, Asch (1946) demonstrated that some

social traits, such as warmth, are central to first impressions. However, he also showed the

traits’ interdependence and demonstrated, for example, that aggressiveness can be seen

as friendly and open when presented together with adjectives such as active and helpful

(Asch, 1946). However, social psychology subsequently embraced the dimensional over

the Gestalt approach and frequently clustered trait descriptors to derive primary dimensions
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of social perception. For example, Rosenberg et al. (1968) used this technique to identify

three central dimensions for impression formation: good-bad (or social desirability), hard-

soft (or intellectual desirability), and active-passive. These bear resemblance to the main

dimensions Ashmore and Tumia (1980) identified in their investigation of sex stereotypes:

social desirability, intellectual desirability, and soft-hard which correlated highly with female-

male. Together, this body of work laid the foundation for modern dimensional models of

impression formation.

1.2.4 The stereotype content model

A highly influential model of first impressions, the stereotype content model, comes

from the field of person perception (Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske et al., 2007). As the name

suggests, this model is primarily concerned with how humans form stereotypes of others.

Fiske et al. (2002) propose that, when meeting others, people primarily focus on two things:

Firstly, whether this person means them harm and secondly, whether the person has the

ability to act on their possible intent for harm. This focus on social perception as a functional

process associated with approach and threat perception make this model very similar to the

Social Functional and Ecological theories (Adams et al., 2017; McArthur & Baron, 1983).

Within the stereotype content model, these concepts are captured by the warmth (intent for

harm) and competence (ability) dimensions (Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske et al., 2007). Accord-

ing to Fiske, these two dimensions together make up perceptions of stereotyped groups. For

example, Fiske et al. (2002) demonstrated that U.S. Americans view Asians as high in com-

petence but relatively low in warmth, which is likely due to their competence being perceived

as threatening (M. H. Lin et al., 2005). More recent work demonstrated that people mentally

represent facial features of stereotyped groups, such as nurses and managers, as reflecting

their respective warmth and competence (Imhoff et al., 2013). Warmth and competence are

also important dimensions cross-culturally (Sutherland et al., 2018). For instance, for both

British and Chinese participants, warmth emerged as the primary dimension followed by

competence when reporting spontaneous first impressions (Abele et al., 2016; Sutherland

et al., 2018).

This and previous work (Fiske et al., 2007) point towards a primacy-of-warmth ef-

fect wherein warmth is the first and more important dimension to be evaluated. Specifically,

participants rely on warmth-related concepts, such as trustworthiness and sincerity, more

so than competence-related traits, such as intelligence, when forming first impressions of

strangers (Brambilla et al., 2011; Wayne Leach et al., 2007) and when updating these im-

pressions after receiving new information (Luttrell et al., 2022). However, there is some

evidence that the primacy-of-warmth effect is context dependent with aspects of compe-

tence, such as intelligence, also playing important roles (Abele & Wojciszke, 2007; Nauts
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et al., 2014). Additionally, there is some debate over the exact relationship between warmth

and competence. While the two traits are traditionally seen as orthogonal (Fiske et al.,

2002), others have suggested a curvilinear relationship whereby competence perceptions

increase with warmth perception up to the point of highest warmth after which perceptions

of competence decline (Imhoff & Koch, 2017). Similarly, the experimental task, i.e., whether

participants compare two groups or judge each separately, also affects the relationship be-

tween warmth and competence (Judd et al., 2019; Judd et al., 2005). This relationship is

further complicated by the fact that warmth itself comprises two empirically distinct dimen-

sions: morality and sociability (Abele et al., 2016; Brambilla & Leach, 2014; Goodwin, 2015).

Morality encompasses traits such as trustworthiness and sincerity while sociability refers to

warmth, friendliness, and likability (Brambilla & Leach, 2014; Brambilla et al., 2011; Luttrell

et al., 2022).

Despite these theoretical debates, it is clear that the stereotype content model plays

a central role in person perception (Fiske, 2018). For example, important interpersonal

attitudes, such as (dis)like and respect, are tightly linked to warmth and competence judg-

ments (Wojciszke et al., 2009). Specifically, warmth perception influences like and dislike

while perceived competence predicts respect (Wojciszke et al., 2009). Importantly, although

the stereotype content model originated from the person perception, rather than face per-

ception literature, observers readily perceive warmth and competence from face information

(Imhoff et al., 2013; Kervyn et al., 2015; Sutherland et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2020). For

example, feminine-looking faces, regardless of gender, are seen as warmer than masculine-

looking faces which in turn are perceived as more competent (Wen et al., 2020). Additionally,

warmth and competence relate to threat and status perception (Fiske et al., 2002; Kervyn

et al., 2015). Specifically, faces perceived as warm appear less threatening than colder

looking faces (Kervyn et al., 2015). Similarly, competence perceptions correlate positively

with perceived status (Fiske et al., 2002). This, together with the cross-cultural evidence for

the stereotype content model (Abele et al., 2016; Sutherland et al., 2018), make this one of

the central models for social trait perception.

1.2.5 The trustworthiness-dominance model

In contrast to the primarily top-down, theoretically derived and later experimentally

validated stereotype content model, the trustworthy-dominance model arose from bottom-up

clustering of face judgments (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). Specifically, participants provided

unconstrained descriptions of faces which yielded 14 most frequent trait descriptors. A new

set of participants then rated the faces again on these 14 social traits with the addition

of dominance. Finally, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) used Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) to derive the main dimensions of face evaluation from these judgments. This resulted
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in two Principal Components (PCs) that, together, accounted for 81.6% of the variance

in face judgments and that correlated with trustworthiness and dominance attributions, re-

spectively (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). The authors therefore derived a two-factor model

of social trait perception from faces with two orthogonal dimensions: trustworthiness and

dominance. Notably, dominance did not emerge from the data as one of the most frequently

used descriptors but was included by the authors due to its theoretical relevance (Oosterhof

& Todorov, 2008; Wiggins, 1979). Later work, based on a similar design, did not identify

a dominance dimension but did identify both a trustworthiness/warmth and a competence

dimension (Sutherland et al., 2018).

Notably, the trustworthiness-dominance model resembles the stereotype content

model closely. The trustworthiness and warmth dimensions are conceptually similar, re-

ferring to intent (e.g., Fiske et al., 2007), although others propose that they are separate

dimensions of morality (trustworthiness) and sociability (warmth) (Brambilla & Leach, 2014;

Goodwin, 2015). Similarly, the dominance and competence dimensions both relate to abil-

ity (e.g., Fiske et al., 2002; Walker & Vetter, 2016). However, while trustworthiness and

warmth judgments correlate highly, dominance and competence share only low perceptual

similarity (Oliveira et al., 2019; Sutherland et al., 2016; Sutherland et al., 2020). In fact,

Oliveira et al. (2019) found only a small correlation between pixel luminance values of com-

petent and dominant faces and almost no correlation between incompetent and submissive

faces. Additionally, competence perceptions are more variable and depend, more so than

dominance perceptions, on perceiver characteristics (Hehman et al., 2017). It is, however,

poorly understood which facial features drive these perceptual differences. What is more,

similar to the primacy-of-warmth effect and Asch’s (1946) idea that social traits carry differ-

ent weights, trustworthiness and dominance, too, do not combine linearly during impression

formation (Oliveira et al., 2019). Specifically, Oliveira et al. (2019) used reverse correlation

(see subsection 1.4.1) to derive classification images of faces that represented participants’

mental representations of a specific combination of trustworthiness and dominance. Anal-

ysis of the resulting classification images of each trustworthiness-dominance combination

revealed that trustworthiness and dominance were not weighted equally and, frequently,

trustworthiness took precedence over dominance (Oliveira et al., 2019), supporting the pri-

macy of warmth hypothesis.

Nevertheless, both trustworthiness and dominance play important roles in social

trait perception from faces. Trustworthiness and dominance judgments occur extremely

quickly (Albert et al., 2021; Todorov et al., 2009; Willis & Todorov, 2006) and subconsciously

(Janssens et al., 2020; Ritchie et al., 2017). For example, participants rated masculinized

faces as dominant after just 100 milliseconds of exposure (Albert et al., 2021). Similarly,

trustworthiness perceptions can bypass the early visual cortex which is involved in con-
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scious perception (Janssens et al., 2020), suggesting automatic and subconscious pro-

cessing of these social traits. Indeed, perception of trustworthiness from facial information

endures even for richer stimuli, i.e., stimuli in which more than the facial information is avail-

able (Rezlescu et al., 2012). Even in neutral contexts, trustworthiness of a face is perceived

spontaneously by observers (Klapper et al., 2016). Trustworthiness and dominance are

therefore readily perceived from human faces and form fundamental dimensions of social

perception that are similar to the warmth and competence dimensions.

1.2.6 Central social dimensions - conflicting findings

The stereotype content model and the trustworthiness-dominance model both posit

that social trait perception is based on two underlying dimensions which roughly correspond

to intent and ability (Fiske et al., 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). However, the precise

number of central social dimensions remains unclear. For example, a large registered report

which included data from eleven world regions failed to reliably replicate the trustworthiness-

dominance model (B. C. Jones et al., 2021). Even in Western countries, within which the

model was first developed, B. C. Jones et al. (2021) identified more than two factors of so-

cial attributions. Similarly, work based on ambient images (Jenkins et al., 2011) identified

three rather than two fundamental dimensions: an approachability and dominance dimen-

sion, highly similar to those in the work of Oosterhof and Todorov (2008), and an additional

youthfulness-attractiveness dimension (Sutherland et al., 2013; Vernon et al., 2014). Impor-

tantly, ambient images vary in a wide range of aspects such as age, health, facial hair, and

head angle (Jenkins et al., 2011). In contrast, the highly constrained nature of the original

images (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) potentially meant that aspects such as age did not

vary sufficiently to emerge as unique dimensions. It should also be noted that youthfulness-

attractiveness correlated with the trustworthiness dimension (Sutherland et al., 2018), indi-

cating that the two dimensions are not independent.

Indeed, perceptions of age correlate highly with several social trait dimensions. For

example, older aged adults are seen as less competent than younger adults (Cuddy et al.,

2005), a trend that is not limited to Western cultures and which is exacerbated by aging

populations (Berry & McArthur, 1985; North & Fiske, 2015). Moreover, observers more

accurately judge competence from younger compared to older adult faces (Zebrowitz et

al., 2014), suggesting a perceptual bias that compounds these age-related stereotypes.

Similarly, facial cues to perceived and actual health (Henderson et al., 2016) influence social

trait and maturity perception (Jaeger et al., 2018; Tsankova & Kappas, 2016). For example,

blemishes not only decrease perceptions of health and age but also of trustworthiness and

competence (Jaeger et al., 2018).

Subsequent work, which focused on clustering faces rather than using dimension
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reduction, instead identified a single dimension – approachability (i.e., approach-avoidance;

A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021). This central approachability dimension aligns with the primacy-

of-warmth hypothesis (Fiske et al., 2007) and the fact that the trustworthiness-related di-

mension frequently explains the majority of variance in judgments (Oosterhof & Todorov,

2008; Sutherland et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2013; Vernon et al., 2014). Together, this

suggests that approach-avoidance is the primary dimension of social perception and corre-

sponds to warmth and trustworthiness (Slepian et al., 2017; Todorov, 2008). However, the

studies discussed so far were based on a relatively small amount of social trait descriptors –

commonly between twelve and sixteen (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2018;

Vernon et al., 2014). In contrast, analysis based on 100 descriptors C. Lin et al. (2021) iden-

tified four main dimensions: warmth, competence, femininity, and youth. These dimensions

align with those identified by Sutherland et al. (2018), Sutherland et al. (2013) but include

the additional dimension of femininity. Interestingly, femininity and masculinity have recently

been proposed to underlie social perceptions and specifically all two-factor models, includ-

ing the stereotype content and trustworthiness-dominance models (A. E. Martin & Slepian,

2021). This theory is tentatively supported by evidence that femininity and masculinity form

two separate dimensions rather than representing the ends of a single dimension (Hester

et al., 2021). However, aside from this recent development, most of the work investigat-

ing central dimensions of social perceptions has identified social traits which correspond

loosely to the dimensions of intent and ability although there is some variability and poten-

tially additional dimensions (e.g., Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske et al., 2007; C. Lin et al., 2021;

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2018; Vernon et al., 2014). As a result, the

current work focuses on these four central social trait dimensions: dominance, competence,

trustworthiness, and warmth.

1.2.7 Central social dimensions - social class

Perceptions of these four social traits correlate with another important social judg-

ment: Social class. Social class forms a central hierarchy across many species (e.g., Chiao,

2010; Sapolsky, 2004). In human society, socioeconomic status in particular is central (e.g.,

Kraus et al., 2013) and, as with social traits, perceptions of social status have important

social ramifications (e.g., Adler et al., 2000; Morrison, 2019; Nishi et al., 2015; Richardson

et al., 2020). For example, status affects physical and mental health (e.g., Adler et al., 2000;

Gray-Roncal et al., 2021; Reiss et al., 2019; Shahraki et al., 2018), employment (Morrison,

2019; Schuring et al., 2013), and access to education (e.g., Richardson et al., 2020). Im-

portantly, social class conceptually and perceptually overlaps with the stereotype content

and trustworthiness-dominance models. For example, people from lower socioeconomic

backgrounds are frequently judged as less competent but warmer than their higher status

counterparts (Carrier et al., 2014; Connor et al., 2021; Swencionis et al., 2017), suggesting
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a warmth-competence trade-off in social class stereotyping (Durante et al., 2017). Addi-

tionally, laypeople associate high social class standing with the experience of more positive

valence (i.e., greater happiness; Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002, 2009) which in turn re-

lates to warmth and trustworthiness perceptions (Adams et al., 2012; Oosterhof & Todorov,

2009).

Such stereotypes exert an important influence on social perceptions, including from

faces (e.g., Freeman et al., 2020; Kawakami et al., 2017). For example, recent research

shows that when people consider two social traits to be conceptually similar, their impres-

sions of those traits from faces also overlap (Stolier et al., 2018, 2020) and such conceptual

and perceptual overlap is determined by group stereotypes (Xie et al., 2021). For exam-

ple, participants base rich and poor judgments of others on facial features of class-related

stereotypes such as warmth-stereotypes (Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017). Yet, despite the cen-

trality of social class in human societies and the clear link to central social trait dimensions,

facial features that elicit social class perceptions remain poorly understood. As a result, it is

unclear how perceptual overlaps between social trait and social class arise.

1.3 Drivers of social trait perception

Due to the centrality of social trait attributions, finding key features that elicit percep-

tions of these traits has been a central aim in the literature (Jaeger & Jones, 2022; Oosterhof

& Todorov, 2008). Three potential sources of social trait impressions interact: Context, per-

ceiver characteristics, and target characteristics. While all three play a role in social trait

perception (Biancardi et al., 2017; Jaeger & Jones, 2022; Pace & Gnisci, 2019), the current

work focuses on target characteristics and, specifically, face shape, face complexion, and

facial expressions. However, this section gives an overview of each of the three factors –

context, perceiver characteristics, and target characteristics.

1.3.1 Context

Most broadly, social judgments are shaped by the context in which they occur. Par-

ticularly, wealth (Keres & Chartier, 2016), threat (Brambilla et al., 2018; J. Wang et al.,

2020), and social cues (Carragher et al., 2021; Hareli et al., 2018; Watkins et al., 2013)

shape social trait perceptions. For example, placing faces in scenes conveying wealth in-

creases their perceived trustworthiness (Keres & Chartier, 2016). Equally, while submissive

faces are usually judged as more likely to help than dominant faces, this effect reverses in

economic decisions (Hareli et al., 2018). Additionally, threatening contexts can change so-

cial perceptions. For example, priming women with angry male faces increases the salience

of facial dominance cues (Watkins et al., 2013) and when workers face threats from their
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colleagues, such as freeloading, they prefer a more dominant looking leader (Bøggild &

Laustsen, 2016). Similarly, trustworthiness perceptions are more important for voting deci-

sions in peacetime than in wartime (Little et al., 2012), suggesting that prosocial traits carry

higher value in positive, non-threatening situations. Finally, the social context also plays a

role in trait perception. For example, people judge others differently if they encounter them

in an online dating compared to a political campaign scenario (Todorov & Porter, 2014).

Similarly, untrustworthy faces are judged as more trustworthy when they appear in a group

(Carragher et al., 2021).

However, context is notoriously difficult to define and study as it spans a wide range

of factors as illustrated above. Additionally, each added source of variance, such as con-

text, non-linearly increases the complexity of social trait perceptions and their investigation

(Jack & Schyns, 2017). It should also be noted that while context does shape social trait

perceptions, social traits are encoded whether they are context-relevant (e.g., when buying

a house) or not (Klapper et al., 2016). However, compatible contexts, such as viewing an

untrustworthy face in a threatening context, do facilitate social trait perceptions (Brambilla

et al., 2018; J. Wang et al., 2020). Overall, however, it is more tractable to initially focus on

individual characteristics when studying social trait perception.

1.3.2 Perceiver characteristics

Social trait perceptions further vary depending on the perceiver’s own characteris-

tics. One major such factor is gender. For example, women generally assign higher trust-

worthiness ratings than men, particularly to female faces (Mattarozzi et al., 2015). However,

experimental settings involving economic games lead to a reversal of this effect and greater

trustworthiness ratings by men than women (Buchan et al., 2008; Chaudhuri & Gangad-

haran, 2007), indicating that context plays an important role in such gender differences.

Another important factor are perceivers’ personal attitudes and experiences. For exam-

ple, racial bias influences trustworthiness perception with stronger racial biases leading to

greater distrust in other-race faces (Stanley et al., 2011). Such racially biased social trait

judgments stem from a difference in the visual processing of own and other-race faces

(Charbonneau et al., 2020), underlining the importance of visual cues for social trait percep-

tion. Similarly, one’s own personality influences social judgments. For example, people who

score low on agreeableness and high on aggression rate unfamiliar faces as less trustwor-

thy than their more agreeable and less aggressive counterparts (Mattarozzi et al., 2015).

Likewise, dominant men assign lower dominance ratings to masculine looking faces than

less dominant men, suggesting lowered sensitivity to facial dominance cues (Watkins et al.,

2010). Even non-stable characteristics, such as lack of sleep, influence social trait percep-

tion (Alkozei et al., 2018). Overall, people also tend to prefer faces that look familiar (Dotsch
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et al., 2017) or bare familial resemblance (Bailenson et al., 2008; DeBruine, 2002; DeBruine

et al., 2008).

However, impressions of some social traits are more heavily influenced by perceiver

characteristics than others (Hehman et al., 2017). Specifically, perceiver characteristics play

a larger role compared to target characteristics in the perception of competence but not in

the perception of warmth or dominance (Hehman et al., 2017). It is therefore important to

account for potential perceiver effects when investigating social trait perception. This can

be done in a number of ways including 1) through tightly controlling participant characteris-

tics, such as their gender and exposure to other cultures, 2) through modeling perceptions

for each participant separately, thereby ensuring individual differences are preserved, or 3)

through including a wide range of participants from different cultural, economic, and ethnic

backgrounds. Here, I reduced perceiver influences primarily through the first two of these

approaches – by modeling each individual participant’s mental representations of different

social traits while also ensuring minimal exposure to non-Western cultures and equal par-

ticipant gender balance wherever possible.

1.3.3 Target characteristics

The final major predictor of social trait judgments are target characteristics. Besides

the face, target characteristics that impact social trait perception include the voice (Lavan,

Mileva, Burton, et al., 2021; Lavan, Mileva, & McGettigan, 2021; Ohala, 1982), clothing

(e.g., Fleischmann et al., 2016), body pose (Biancardi et al., 2017; Rennung et al., 2016),

gait (Satchell et al., 2021), and gestures (Gnisci & Pace, 2014; Pace & Gnisci, 2019). For ex-

ample, lower voice pitch increases dominance ratings of both men (Ohala, 1982; Puts et al.,

2006) and women (Borkowska & Pawlowski, 2011). Crucially, voices, much like faces, are

perceived along two fundamental dimensions – trustworthiness and dominance (McAleer

et al., 2014), underlining the wide-reaching importance of these key social traits. Similarly,

social trait impressions from voices, like faces, happen quickly although at 400 ms (Mileva &

Lavan, 2022) they are a little slower than those from faces. Additionally, the voice may play

a greater role than the face in dominance perception but a smaller role than the face in trust-

worthiness perception (Rezlescu et al., 2015). Such dominance perceptions are linked to

vocal masculinity (Wolff & Puts, 2010) akin to the link between facial masculinity and dom-

inance perception (Sutherland et al., 2015). Indeed, people also make similar judgments

about masculinity and femininity from faces and voices (Smith et al., 2016) and use both

modalities (face and voice) to update initial impressions (Masi et al., 2021). Finally, humans

perceive smiles from speech (Ponsot et al., 2018), though it unknown if here is a link be-

tween smile (i.e., happiness) perception and trustworthiness judgments as is observed for

faces (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Knutson, 1996).
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Another socially impactful target feature is body pose and, relatedly, gestures and

gait (Maricchiolo et al., 2009; Thoresen et al., 2012). Specifically, expansive gestures and an

overall space-consuming body posture increase ratings of dominance (Koppensteiner et al.,

2016; Tiedens & Fragale, 2003) while decreasing ratings of trustworthiness (Koppensteiner

et al., 2016). Similarly, a speaker appears more competent when using rhythmic gestures

(Gnisci & Pace, 2014) linked to their speech or gestures directed at objects (Burgoon et al.,

1990; Maricchiolo et al., 2009). In contrast, there is little evidence that body pose or gestures

influence perceptions of warmth (Burgoon et al., 1990; Maricchiolo et al., 2009; Rennung

et al., 2016). Overall, however, social judgments from faces appear to be more reliable than

those from body posture (Rule et al., 2012) although this is likely to vary depending on the

social context (Hostetter, 2011).

1.3.4 Face shape

The perhaps most widely studied social trait target cue is face shape. Face shape

itself is a complex information space comprised of a multitude of features (Jack & Schyns,

2017; Jaeger & Jones, 2022) including, for example, overall face shape, eyes, nose, and

mouth shapes. Because of this, researchers frequently focus on a reduced subset of these

features. For example, babyfacedness – faces with a round shape, protruding forehead,

large eyes, full cheeks, and a small nose and chin – received much attention in the impres-

sion literature (e.g., Berry & McArthur, 1985; Zebrowitz et al., 2003; Zebrowitz et al., 2011).

Specifically, immature (i.e., babyfaced) looking faces elicit higher ratings of warmth, honesty,

naïvety, and kindness than mature looking faces (Berry & McArthur, 1985; Jaeger & Jones,

2022; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). Perceived babyfacedness also correlates with other

important social dimensions, such as perceived age (Berry & McArthur, 1985). However,

babyfacedness is a relatively coarse measure which includes a number of facial features

and it is not clear which of these in particular play a role in social trait perception. Addi-

tionally, babyfacedness is not a good indicator of true behavior (Poutvaara et al., 2009; Ze-

browitz & Montepare, 2008). In an effort to focus on more behaviorally relevant features, re-

searchers therefore turned to sexual dimorphism and in particular to Facial Width-to-Height

Ratio (fWHR).

fWHR refers to the facial width, measured at the cheekbones, divided by the fa-

cial height, measured as the distance between the upper lip and mid-brow (Hehman et al.,

2015). Higher facial masculinity, and with it fWHR, are linked to higher levels of testosterone

and are thus seen as an ’honest signal’ of testosterone levels, particularly in males (Carré

et al., 2009). Indeed, facial masculinity and fWHR are believed to be associated with real-

world behaviors such as aggression (Carré et al., 2010) and untrustworthiness (Arnocky et

al., 2018; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010). Moreover, these features correlate with key social traits.
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For example, both facial masculinity and higher fWHR correlate positively with perceived

dominance and negatively with perceived trustworthiness and warmth (Albert et al., 2021;

Burriss et al., 2007; Pivonkova et al., 2011; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010; Wen et al., 2020). Sim-

ilarly, fWHR and its correlated features, including brow ridge height and chin depth, predict

perceived aggression and threat (Carré et al., 2010). In addition to fWHR, other masculine

features that drive dominance perceptions include the angle of the jaw and thickness of the

lips (Burriss et al., 2007). Specifically, dominant and aggressive looking faces comprise a

low brow, deep chin, a sharper jaw angle, thinner lips, and overall shorter, thinner faces

(Burriss et al., 2007; Carré et al., 2010). Simply increasing how masculine a face appears

increases dominance perception after exposures of as little as 100 milliseconds (Albert et

al., 2021). However, recent evidence not only questions the link between perceived and

actual dominance (H. Wang et al., 2019) but also suggests that sexual dimorphism, and

indeed fWHR and babyfacedness, are far less relevant to social judgments than emotional

facial content (Jaeger & Jones, 2022; D. Zhang et al., 2020).

Specifically, positive intent, i.e., trustworthiness and warmth, is associated with pos-

itive emotions, such as happiness (Hehman et al., 2015; Knutson, 1996; Oosterhof &

Todorov, 2009). In contrast, ability, i.e., dominance and competence, is associated with

negative emotions such as anger and disgust (Hehman et al., 2015; Knutson, 1996; Ooster-

hof & Todorov, 2009). Emotional facial content particularly drives perception of intent-related

social dimensions whereas ability is more highly associated with facial width (Geniole et al.,

2014; Hehman et al., 2015). Together, these findings demonstrate an important shortcom-

ing of hypothesis driven approaches which focus on a priori defined facial features: While

any given set of facial features may be correlated with social judgments, it may be missing

other features crucial to social perception (Jack & Schyns, 2017).

In an effort to gain a more complete understanding of the face shape features asso-

ciated with key social traits, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) used reverse correlation, a data

driven method (see subsection 1.4.1 for a discussion of this technique), to derive full face

representations associated with trustworthiness and dominance perceptions. The advan-

tage of this approach is that it simultaneously models all facial features of interest (e.g., all

shape features) without making a priori assumptions about the importance of any given sub-

set of features. However, this and similar later work faced new challenges. Firstly, Oosterhof

and Todorov (2008) derived their two central traits, trustworthiness and dominance, based

on dimension reduction of participants’ free ratings of faces. However, as subsection 1.2.6

showed, there is substantial disagreement over the number and names of central social di-

mensions (Jenkins et al., 2011; A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021; Sutherland et al., 2013). In

particular, competence and dominance share only little facial information suggesting that

they are separate, but both highly important, social traits (Oliveira et al., 2019). Addition-
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ally, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) included only male stimuli. This was likely done to keep

the experiment at a manageable length as reverse correlation experiments require high trial

numbers (Jack & Schyns, 2017). However, substantial evidence shows that male and fe-

male faces elicit different social judgments (e.g., Albert et al., 2021; Burriss et al., 2007; Oh

et al., 2019; Wen et al., 2020). Additionally, and perhaps due to this focus on male faces,

Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) identified trustworthiness and dominance as orthogonal, i.e.,

decorrelated dimensions. In contrast, later work found a significant correlation between

trustworthiness and dominance judgments for female faces (Sutherland et al., 2015). Fi-

nally, although reverse correlation models the entire face shape, the investigation of which

of these shape features are particularly important to a given social trait judgment poses

additional challenges.

To identify relevant features, extant work frequently relies either on visual inspection

of group mean images (classification images) (e.g., A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021; Ooster-

hof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2013), on comparisons of

pixel luminance values (e.g., Dotsch & Todorov, 2012; Oliveira et al., 2019), or on judg-

ments of classification images on related dimensions such as maturity or babyfacedness

(Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013). For example, Sutherland et al. (2018)

identified relevant features of their three social trait dimensions through visual inspection.

However, such visual inspection cannot objectively identify which facial features drive social

perceptions. To alleviate this limitation, a common approach is to obtain behavioral ratings

of the classification images from a new set of perceivers and on a new set of potentially re-

lated dimensions. For example, Oosterhof and Todorov (2008) obtained ratings on relevant

dimensions for each classification image, such as angry, happy, and facial maturity. This ap-

proach allows for a more objective identification of relevant facial features but nevertheless

still relies on relatively coarse measures (e.g., happy).

In a more nuanced approach, Dotsch and Todorov (2012) applied clustering to the

classification images’ pixel luminance values to identify face regions that predict judgments

of trustworthiness and dominance. This approach allows for the identification of specific face

regions which elicit a given social judgment. Specifically, pixel luminance clusters helped

identify the mouth, eye, and hair region as relevant to trustworthiness judgments and the

eyes, hair, and chin angle as relevant to dominance judgments (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012).

However, clustering of pixel luminance cannot identify what it is about a given facial feature

that correlates with social judgments. For example, if clustering of pixel luminance indi-

cates the eye region as relevant for trustworthiness judgments, it remains unclear whether

the eyes have to be bigger, further apart, higher up or any combination of these to posi-

tively contribute to perceptions of trustworthiness. Secondly, this approach yields a poor

resolution and only sporadic indicators of relevant features. For example, one pixel cluster
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identified by Dotsch and Todorov (2012) indicated only a small part of one eyebrow. Does

this indicate that the eyebrows as a whole play a role in trustworthiness perception or is it

evidence that social trait perception is lateralized and driven by highly specific types of facial

features? Even once these issues are resolved, the common use of group level classifica-

tion images still poses a substantial problem. Not only do classification images disregard

any individual variation by averaging across all participants (Jack & Schyns, 2017) but they

also increases type I error rates (Cone et al., 2020). As a result, despite the wide range

of evidence for the importance of face shape in social perception, we do not have a clear

understanding of the fundamental facial features that drive social perception.

1.3.5 Face complexion

In contrast to face shape, the literature investigating the role of face complexion, i.e.,

skin coloration, in social trait perception is sparse. This may in part be due to the greater

impact of face shape compared to complexion on social perceptions (Oh et al., 2019). Addi-

tionally, investigating face complexion poses its own challenges. First, even small changes

in the color display between monitors affect the perceived color (Thorstenson et al., 2018).

Investigations of face complexion therefore require tight experimental control, usually in a

laboratory setting (Thorstenson et al., 2018). Furthermore, although skin coloration differs

between different regions of the face (Fink & Matts, 2008), skin color manipulations are

frequently applied to the whole face due to technical limitations (Thorstenson et al., 2018;

Thorstenson & Pazda, 2021). As a result, complexion is often overlooked in social trait

perception and even studies that do include complexion variations frequently do not or can-

not include the specific complexion features that drive social perceptions (Albohn & Adams,

2021; Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). Instead facial complexion is more frequently investigated

in relation to age, health, and attractiveness (Fink & Matts, 2008; Fink et al., 2006). For

example, ’patchier’ skin color (as opposed to smooth skin color) increases perceived age,

as do wrinkles and folds (Fink et al., 2012; Fink & Matts, 2008). However, these dimensions

correlate with key social traits (Cuddy et al., 2005; Jaeger et al., 2018), making it likely that

these complexion changes also impact social trait perception. And, indeed, when including

skin coloration variations in the stimulus images, an additional youthfulness-attractiveness

dimension emerges (Sutherland et al., 2018) which original investigations, with constant

skin color, did not identify (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008).

Despite these limitations there is clear evidence that face complexion plays a role

in social trait perception (Oh et al., 2019). For example, facial redness increases perceived

dominance and aggression but also friendliness and approachability (Stephen et al., 2012;

Thorstenson & Pazda, 2021). Similarly, facial skin smoothness increases perceived trust-

worthiness (Tsankova & Kappas, 2016). Indeed, for competence, complexion may poten-
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tially play a more important perceptual role than face shape (Oh et al., 2019). In particular,

darker skin tones and overall healthier looking faces elicit higher competence judgments

(Sutherland et al., 2018) but also higher dominance judgments (Vernon et al., 2014). Simi-

larly, face complexion plays a role in emotion perception (e.g., Thorstenson & Pazda, 2021),

which itself is tightly linked with social trait perception (Hehman et al., 2017; Jaeger & Jones,

2022). Overall, humans appear to be particularly attuned to color differences on faces com-

pared to non-faces (Thorstenson, 2018), suggesting that complexion does play a role in

social perception.

1.3.6 Facial expressions

In addition to face shape and complexion, humans reliably perceive social traits

from facial expressions (Gill et al., 2014; Hehman et al., 2017; Knutson, 1996). Research

in this domain has focused almost exclusively on the perception of social traits from emo-

tional facial expressions which subsection 1.2.2 discussed in more detail. For example,

participants perceive angry facial expressions as dominant and happy facial expressions as

trustworthy (Hareli et al., 2009; Knutson, 1996). For trustworthiness perception in particu-

lar, the mouth region plays an important role (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012), suggesting that it is

particularly the smile resemblance which elicits trustworthiness and happiness judgments.

Interestingly, however, smiles can also be perceived as dominant (Niedenthal et al., 2010;

Tracy & Robins, 2008). Similarly, a smile does not always connote happiness but may con-

vey a range of emotions including embarassement, amusement, or politeness (Ambadar

et al., 2009; Keltner, 1995). It is therefore unclear whether it is indeed the happy facial

expression resemblance that is crucial to trustworthiness perception or whether any type

of smile would elicit high ratings of trustworthiness. As there are a wide range of possible

smiles (Ambadar et al., 2009; Rychlowska et al., 2017), modeling the impact of each type

of smile on social trait perception is technically challenging. Data-driven modeling of social

trait facial expressions can therefore be a fruitful avenue in discerning the precise latent

signaling structure that is driving similarities between social traits and emotional facial ex-

pressions (Jack & Schyns, 2017). Initial work in this area showed that dominance smiles

are asymmetrical and include a raising of the upper lip while reward and affiliative smiles

are more symmetrical (Rychlowska et al., 2017). Similarly, facial expressions that convey

trustworthiness comprise raised eyebrows and a smile (Gill et al., 2014) which resembles

the arched eyebrows and raised lip corners of neutral trustworthy faces (Dotsch & Todorov,

2012; Oliveira et al., 2019).

Most of the work investigating the link between emotional facial expressions and so-

cial trait perception has relied on static 2D facial expression images (Hehman et al., 2017;

Knutson, 1996). However, facial expressions are inherently dynamic, 4D signals – com-
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prising 3-dimensional space and time (Burt & Crewther, 2020). The time dimension may

be critically important to the perception of, for example, emotions and may therefore simi-

larly play a role in social trait perception (Burt & Crewther, 2020). Indeed, dynamic facial

expressions can override first impressions made from face shape alone (Gill et al., 2014).

For example, faces judged as dominant appear trustworthy when they display a trustworthy

facial expression (Gill et al., 2014). There is also evidence that facial expressions include

early, biologically rooted signals that may signal approach and avoidance before becom-

ing more complex and discriminable into different emotions (Jack et al., 2014). Approach

and avoidance signals may also play a fundamental role in social trait perception (e.g.,

A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021), highlighting the potential nuance in the link between emo-

tional expressions and social trait perception. Taken together this evidence suggests that

(1) emotional facial expressions and social traits share a perceptual basis, (2) social traits

are readily perceived from a range of dynamic facial expressions, and (3) both how dynamic

facial expressions convey social traits and how these relate to emotional facial expressions

is poorly understood.

1.3.7 Other facial features

Beyond face shape, complexion, and facial expressions, a range of other facial fea-

tures are candidates for social trait perceptual influences. For example, head tilt and position

are highly important for social trait perception and interact with eye gaze (Bee et al., 2010;

Sutherland et al., 2017; Toscano et al., 2018). Specifically, an upward tilt of the head in-

creases dominance (Mignault & Chaudhuri, 2003; Witkower & Tracy, 2019) and intimidation

(Hehman et al., 2013). In contrast, a downward head tilt can either appear dominant if it

displays observer-directed gaze (Hehman et al., 2013; Toscano et al., 2018; Witkower &

Tracy, 2019) or submissive if the eyes are downcast (Mignault & Chaudhuri, 2003; Otta et

al., 1994; Toscano et al., 2018). These effects may be related to facial width-to-height ratio

which both raising and, to a lesser extent, lowering of the head increase (Hehman et al.,

2013). Head position and gaze furthermore interact with emotional facial expressions. For

example, happy facial expressions appear more trustworthy if the head is facing the per-

ceiver rather than away from the perceiver (Sutherland et al., 2017). However, while eye

gaze plays a role in social trait perception, there is as of yet no indication that eye color is

similarly related to social trait perception (Kleisner et al., 2010; Kleisner et al., 2013).

Less well studied facial cues for social trait perception include head hair (Dotsch &

Todorov, 2012; Macrae & Martin, 2007), facial hair (Bakmazian, 2014; Neave & Shields,

2008), and makeup (Klatt et al., 2016). For example, participants perceive women with lose

hair as warmer than those with braided hair (Klatt et al., 2016) and women with brunette

hair color appear more competent than those with red or blonde hair (Kyle & Mahler, 1996).
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Similarly, bearded men appear more trustworthy (Bakmazian, 2014) and dominant (Neave

& Shields, 2008) than men without beards. Finally, wearing makeup decreases perceived

warmth (Klatt et al., 2016) but increases perceived competence (Aguinaldo & Peissig, 2021;

Etcoff et al., 2011) and trustworthiness (Etcoff et al., 2011) in women. However, the effects

of both hair and makeup on social trait judgments are likely to change with cultural shifts

(Kyle & Mahler, 1996; Rosenthal, 2004). Taken together this evidence demonstrates that

facial features that can be manipulated (e.g., makeup) play a little understood role in social

trait perception. It is therefore imperative to control for these factors if one wishes to isolate

specific face features of interest.

1.4 The current work

The previous sections raised a number of main questions that still remain within

the social trait perception literature. Firstly, it is unclear what the fundamental, latent face

features are that elicit perceptions of key social traits. Chapter 2 addresses this question

and focuses on the latent face shape and complexion features that elicit perceptions of four

key social trait dimensions – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. Impor-

tantly, I model complexion features in the three color channels of the CIELAB (International

Commission on Illumination L*a*b) color space: Lightness (dark to light), green-red, and

blue-yellow. This color space is modeled after the human visual system, designed to be

perceptually uniform, and therefore uniquely suited to studying human facial complexion

(Thorstenson, 2018). Next, chapter 3 compares these social trait shape and complexion

models to to the perception of another highly important and less well understood social di-

mension: social class. Finally, chapter 4 examines the dynamic facial expressions that elicit

perceptions of these four social traits. It does so by mathematically modeling the precise

facial movement patterns that elicit social trait judgments, represented as individual facial

muscle groups or Facial Action Units (AUs) based on the Facial Action Coding System (Ek-

man & Friesen, 1978). This allows for precise control of the facial expressions and objective

analysis of individual AU patterns. I then compare the resulting facial expression space and

that of social trait face shape to emotional facial expressions, thereby locating the source

of perceptual similarities between social traits and emotions and addressing fundamental

questions about how social traits are inferred from features resembling dynamic facial ex-

pressions.

1.4.1 Methodological considerations

To derive these models of social trait and social class perception, I use reverse

correlation. Reverse correlation is a psychophysical, data-driven technique that was first
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developed to study auditory signals (Ahumada & Lovell, 1971). However, it is now widely

used in the social perception literature to examine what facial features are associated with

a given social category, such as trustworthiness or dominance (e.g., Jack & Schyns, 2017;

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2018). Reverse correlation relies on the

random sampling of a given feature space, for example, of human faces, to derive a clas-

sification image corresponding to the participant’s mental representation of a given social

category. For example, in the most common approach, a base image of a face is repeatedly

superimposed with random noise, thus altering the appearance of the underlying image.

Participants then rate or categorize these new images. To create a classification image, re-

searchers then average the superimposed noise across those trials that a participant rated

as a given social category. In social perception literature in particular, reverse correlation

has become increasingly common (Brinkman et al., 2017). It has successfully been used

to model the facial appearance associated with key social traits (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012),

and the similarity between the trustworthiness-dominance and warmth-competence models

(Oliveira et al., 2019), to investigate how different social traits are visually integrated (Oliveira

et al., 2019), and to explore cross-cultural differences in social trait perception (Sutherland

et al., 2018). Reverse correlation is therefore an agnostic, data-driven approach with wide

applications within social psychology.

Because of its data-driven nature, reverse correlation has several advantages for the

study of human faces compared to traditional, hypothesis driven approaches (Brinkman et

al., 2017; Jack & Schyns, 2017). Firstly, the face comprises a high number of features, each

of which may or may not contribute to a given social judgment (Jack & Schyns, 2017). As a

result, there are near infinite hypotheses a researcher may propose for which features elicit

a given social attribution (Dotsch & Todorov, 2012). Even if a researcher successfully identi-

fied a specific facial feature using a hypothesis driven approach, they cannot be certain that

they are not missing another important feature (Brinkman et al., 2017). Reverse correlation

addresses this issue as it does not make a priori assumptions of which features are impor-

tant and, theoretically, samples the entire information space of interest. Secondly, reverse

correlation relies on participants’ spontaneous use of the information presented (Brinkman

et al., 2017). That is, participants utilize whatever cues they find most important to do the

task. In contrast, hypothesis driven approaches frequently vary a dimension of interest (e.g.,

race) and then ask for a given social judgment (e.g., aggression). Here, participants have

only one cue to base their decisions on – race (Brinkman et al., 2017). Finally, the reverse

correlation method is generic and can therefore be used to investigate any measurable in-

formation space (Jack & Schyns, 2017), including here 3D face shape, 2D complexion, and

dynamic facial expressions.

However, reverse correlation also has a number of potential disadvantages. Be-
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cause each stimulus is random and may therefore not contain any diagnostic facial infor-

mation, reverse correlation experiments typically require a high number of trials. This is

particularly true for high-dimensional information spaces such as 3D shape and 2D com-

plexion. A solution to this is to restrict the information space to a specific sub-dimension

of interest to reduce the number of trials needed (Jack & Schyns, 2017). Additionally, the

common technique of creating a group level classification image, thereby averaging across

all participants, increases type I error rates (Cone et al., 2020). In this thesis, I therefore

modeled social trait perception for each participant separately and made group-level infer-

ences only from these participant-wise models. Overall, however, reverse correlation is a

versatile and powerful tool to investigate social trait perception from faces.



Chapter 2

Social trait perception from faces is

driven by a common feature space

2.1 Chapter abstract

Humans form rapid first impressions of others based on their facial appearance.

Given the central importance of social perception to human societal functioning, a long-

standing goal has been to identify the face features that drive these judgments. Here, I use

a data-driven method to show that the perception of key social traits is driven by a set of

latent face features. Using a 3D-face identity generator and a perception-based data-driven

method, I mathematically model the 3D shape and 2D complexion face features that drive

the perception of dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. Principal Compo-

nent Analysis of the face feature models revealed a latent feature space that projects onto

other socially relevant dimensions. These results have direct implications for existing theo-

retical models of social face perception and the design of socially interactive digital agents.

26
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2.2 Introduction

Humans readily infer the social traits of others, such as competence and warmth

(Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2018), from their facial appearance. Such

rapid social attributions (Willis & Todorov, 2006) influence social interactions (De Neys et al.,

2017; DeSteno et al., 2012; Re & Rule, 2016) and decision making (Franklin & Zebrowitz,

2016; Joo et al., 2015; Lyons & Simeonov, 2016; Valentine et al., 2014; Wilson & Rule,

2015). With such wide-reaching implications for human social life, a central goal has been

to identify the main dimensions along which such social judgments are made (Fiske et al.,

2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) and to reveal the fundamental facial features that drive

these social perceptions (e.g., Jaeger & Jones, 2022). Influential models propose that social

trait judgments are made along two main dimensions – dominance/competence (ability) and

trustworthiness/warmth (intent) (Fiske et al., 2002; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). While such

models map the conceptual relationships between different social traits (Stolier et al., 2018),

it remains poorly understood what facial features drive these social perceptions.

The list of facial features that have at one point or another been thought to be rele-

vant to social perception is long, ranging from facial Width-to-Height ratio to babyfacedness

(Valentine et al., 2014; Zebrowitz et al., 2011). For example, perceived happiness and

babyfacedness (e.g., round face, high forehead, large eyes, small nose and chin) of a face

decrease perception of dominance and competence but increase perception of trustworthi-

ness and warmth (Knutson, 1996; Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008).

Yet, it is unclear which feature of happy expressions, for example the corners of the mouth

or dimples, drives this effect. Similarly, babyfacedness encompasses a range of shape fea-

tures (Berry & McArthur, 1985), each of which may or may not be contributing to social trait

perception. Even less is understood about the contribution of complexion information to so-

cial trait perception. With the exception of competence, complexion information contributes

less than shape to the perception of social traits (Oh et al., 2019). However, it is again un-

clear which specific complexion features, such as redness of the cheeks or contrasts around

the eyes, contribute to these perceptual differences.

Moreover, the fact that all four social traits correlate along perceptual dimensions

such as babyfacedness and emotionality (Knutson, 1996; Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Oost-

erhof & Todorov, 2008) suggests that judgments of these four social traits emerge from

a latent face feature space. Yet, while there is a drive to find those face features which

are fundamental to social perception (Jaeger & Jones, 2022), such investigations are em-

pirically challenging due to the complexity of the human face (e.g., Jack & Schyns, 2017)

which comprises both 3D shape and 2D complexion features. It therefore remains an open

question which specific facial features are shared across central social traits and are thus

fundamental to social perception. This chapter addresses this question using a data-driven
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method based on subjective social perception to mathematically model the specific face fea-

tures that drive the perception of four key social trait dimensions – dominance, competence,

trustworthiness, and warmth – in each of 30 participants.

2.3 Data-driven modeling of face features associated with

perceptions of key social traits

Given that the face is a highly complex visual stimulus, identifying precisely which

face features drive particular social perceptions is empirically challenging. To do so, I used

a data-driven approach that agnostically samples naturalistic variations in face features and

tests them against subjective human social perception (Zhan et al., 2019). Subsection 2.3.1

through subsection 2.3.7 and Figure 2.1 illustrate this method.

2.3.1 Participants

Thirty white Western participants completed the experiment (15 female, 15 male;

mean age = 23.77 years, Standard Deviation (SD) = 5.03 years). To reduce the potential

impact of cross-cultural differences in social trait perception (Sutherland et al., 2018), par-

ticipants completed a questionnaire assessing exposure to non-Western cultures (see Sup-

plementary Material – Participant questionnaire). All participants had normal or corrected

to normal vision with no symptoms of synesthesia, psychological, psychiatric or neurologi-

cal conditions that can affect face-processing, as per self-report. Participants gave written

informed consent and were paid £6/hour for participation. The experiment was approved by

the University of Glasgow College of Science and Engineering Ethics Committee.

2.3.2 Stimuli

To randomly generate faces on each experimental trial, I used a Generative Model

of 3D Face Identity (GMF) that is based on high resolution 3D captures (14,319 3D vertex

coordinates, 1024 × 536 RGB pixels) of real people (402 total, 232 female, 170 male;

mean age = 28.19 years, SD = 14.65 years; 245 white, 149 East Asian, 8 Black) and has

a high fidelity generative capacity (for full details see Zhan et al., 2019). Specifically, the

generative model represents variance in 3D shape and 2D complexion according to (1) sex,

ethnicity, age, and the interactions between them, derived using a General Linear Model

(GLM) applied to the vertex coordinates and pixel values of the faces in the database, and

(2) individual face identity, derived using a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) applied

to the vertex coordinate and pixel value residuals. Thus, identity variance is represented
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as 402 PCs for 3D shape and 402 PCs (for each of five spatial frequency bands) for 2D

complexion.

To randomly generate a face identity, I added to the age, ethnicity, and sex GLM av-

erages (i.e., 18-35 years, white, female or male), the 402 identity components with randomly

sampled PC scores for 3D shape and 2D complexion (see Figure 2.1A left). I generated a

total of 2,400 such face identities (1,200 female, 1,200 male). Next, I applied to each face

identity a 3D texture layer (representing fine details such as pores and wrinkles) randomly

selected from an individual face in the database of the same ethnicity and gender. Finally, I

fitted each face identity to a standard 3D head and neck according to the size and shape of

each individual face identity.

2.3.3 Experimental task

Each participant rated the same 2,400 face stimuli on each of the four social trait

dimensions in separate tasks for a total of 9,600 trials ([1,200 3D faces × 2 stimulus sex × 4

social trait dimensions]; see section 6.2 in the Supplementary Material for an exploration of

how many trials are needed to derive stable social trait face models). Participants completed

the experiment across 12-13 separate sessions of 1 hour each with no more than 3 sessions

per day and at least a 1-hour break between each two sessions. Within each session,

participants completed 5 blocks of 160 trials each for a total of 800 trials per session with

short breaks after each block. In each block of 160 trials, the social trait dimension task

and stimulus sex remained constant. Each participant therefore completed a total of 15

blocks per social trait dimension. I randomized the order of blocks and the stimuli across the

experiment for each participant. At the start of each block, I informed participants of the sex

of the stimulus faces in the current block and the target social trait.

On each trial, participants viewed the randomly generated 3D face on the left side

of the screen but within the participant’s center of vision and rated it on a vertically arranged

scale ranging from 1 (e.g., very submissive) to 7 (e.g., very dominant), with ’don’t know’

as the central fourth button. Both the stimulus and response options remained on screen

until response. A white fixation cross appeared during the 500 ms inter-stimulus-interval

following response. Participants responded using a Graphical User Interface (GUI). I dis-

played all face stimuli on a 1920 × 1080 resolution color-calibrated flat panel monitor at a

constant viewing distance of 72 cm, thereby subtending 14.25° (vertical) and 8.74° (hori-

zontal) of visual angle, reflecting the average size of human faces (e.g., Ibrahimagić-Šeper

et al., 2006) during typical social interaction distances (e.g., Hall, 1966). I ensured a con-

stant viewing distance using a chin rest and controlled the experiment using Psychophysics

Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) in MATLAB R2018a.
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Figure 2.1. Modeling the 3D face features that drive social trait perception. (A) Stimu-

lus generation and task procedure. On each trial, a generative model of human face identity

generated a novel face stimulus by randomly sampling naturalistic face feature variations.

Participants rated each face stimulus on each one of four social traits on a 7-point bipolar

scale (e.g., from ’very submissive’ to ’very dominant’). (B) 3D face modeling procedure.

To model the face features driving each social trait perception, I measured the statistical

relationship between the randomly generated face features presented on each trial and the

participant’s responses. This produced a statistical model of the face features that drive the

participant’s social trait perceptions (see example for one participant on right). (C) Average

3D shape and 2D complexion of social traits (median across participants), extrapolated for

clarity.
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2.3.4 Social trait face modeling procedure

Next, to model the specific face features that elicit social trait judgments, I mea-

sured the statistical relationship between the 3D face shape and 2D complexion features

presented on each trial and the participant’s responses using linear regression (see Fig-

ure 2.1B left for an illustration; see also section 6.3 in the Supplementary Material for

an exploration of the appropriateness of the linearity assumption to model these data).

Specifically, for each social trait dimension (dominant-submissive, competent-incompetent,

trustworthy-untrustworthy, warm-cold), I mass-univariately estimated the slope and intercept

for each 3D shape coordinate (x, y, z), each 2D complexion pixel in CIELAB color space,

each social trait dimension, stimulus sex, and participant separately using ridge regression.

This yielded a mathematical model describing, separately, the shape and complexion infor-

mation for each social trait dimension for a total of 240 social trait models per shape and

complexion [2 stimulus sex × 4 social traits × 30 participants].

This agnostic data-driven approach produces statistically robust quantitative models

of the face features that drive social trait perceptions that can then be analyzed to objec-

tively specify these face features. Deriving individual participant models also enables the

preservation and representation of individual variance from which population variance can

be estimated (Ince et al., 2021). Figure 2.1B right shows an example resulting face model

for the perception of dominant-submissive for one participant. I then validated the resulting

240 models prior to further analysis.

2.3.5 Validating 3D social trait face shapes

To validate each social trait 3D face shape model, I recruited a new set of 40 par-

ticipants (white, Western, 20 female, 20 male; mean age = 23.21 years, SD = 4.27 years),

using the same eligibility criteria as described above (see subsection 2.3.1). Using the 240

face shape models [30 participants × 4 social trait dimensions × 2 sex of face], I generated

from each model six faces ranging from e.g., ’very submissive’ to ’very dominant’ including

extrapolations and excluding the ’don’t know’ midpoint, resulting in a total of 1,440 faces

[6 generated faces × 240 models; 720 females, 720 males]. I fixed face complexion by

using the average model. I then created all pairwise combinations of faces from each indi-

vidual model (excluding identical pairs) for each sex separately, resulting in 3,600 pairs of

faces [30 participant face models × 4 social traits × 2 stimulus face sexes × 15 pairings of

the 6 faces]. Each individual face pair appeared once for each social trait scale end (e.g.,

"choose which face looks most submissive", "choose which face looks most dominant"),

resulting in 7,200 total unique trials. Participants viewed on each experimental trial, a pair

of same-sex faces generated from the same model, presented side-by-side (randomized

across participants), and judged which of the two appeared most like a given social trait
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(e.g., "choose which face looks most submissive") in a 2-alternative forced choice task. Par-

ticipants responded by clicking on one of the faces, with the next stimulus pair appearing

after an inter-stimulus-interval of 500 ms. I instructed participants to work quickly and base

their judgments on their first impressions. Each participant completed a total of eight sep-

arate rating tasks – i.e., most submissive, dominant, trustworthy, untrustworthy, competent,

incompetent, warm, cold – conducted in separate blocks.

Each participant completed a pseudo-random subset of 3,600 of the total 7,200 face

pair trial [15 participant face models × 8 tasks × 2 stimulus face sexes × 15 pairings of the

6 faces]. Trials were split into 16 blocks of 225 trials each, with each block comprising one

judgment task (e.g., most dominant) and the same sex of face stimuli. I randomized the order

of the stimuli in each block and the block order across the experiment for each participant

and provided short breaks after each block. I displayed all face stimuli in the same way as

described above (see subsection 2.3.1). Prior to testing, all participants provided informed

consent and completed 10 practice trials. Participants completed the experiment across

between four and five 1-hour-long sessions and took at least a 1-hour break after each set

of four blocks.

Following the validation experiment, I computed for each of the 240 individual par-

ticipant social trait shape models and for each validation participant separately, the number

of times the participant chose the correct face in the pair, i.e., recognition accuracies. For

each social trait shape model separately, I then applied a one-sample t-test at alpha = .05

to these recognition accuracies [20 validation participants × 6 faces per social trait, e.g.,

from very submissive to very dominant = 120 recognition accuracy values per model] to

test whether participants choices reflect above change accuracy (i.e., above mean = 50%).

After Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons, the majority (95.0%; 114 female,

114 male; 93.33% competent, 98.33% warm, 100% dominant, 88.33% trustworthy) of indi-

vidual participant social trait models performed with above chance accuracy. I excluded 12

models (5.0%) that performed at below chance accuracy from subsequent analyses (see

Figure 6.10A in the Supplementary Material for individual model recognition accuracies).

2.3.6 Validating 2D social trait face complexions

To validate the 2D social trait complexion models, I performed a Leave-One-Out

Cross Validation (LOOCV). A computational validation approach ensured that the relatively

larger effects of face shape compared to complexion did not mask any complexion-specific

effects during validation. Further, LOOCV most closely approximated the shape validation

procedure as I proceeded in the following steps:

1. For each social trait, sex of stimulus face, and participant separately, I mass-univariately
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regressed the responses of 29 of the 30 participants against the stimulus complexion

information, represented as the 402 identity residual PCs [402 PCs × 5 spatial fre-

quency bands] using ridge regression. Next, to identify identity residual PCs that are

significantly associated with response, I applied Monte Carlo simulation (two-tailed)

with 5,000 iterations.

2. I then trained a Generalized Linear Mixed Effects Model (GLME) on the 29 partici-

pants’ responses and only significant (see step 2) identity residual PCs. Specifically,

the GLME included fixed effects for each significant PC as well as random effects of

participants.

3. Finally, I used the model obtained in step 3 to predict response of the remaining par-

ticipant. I then correlated (Spearman’s ρ) predicted with true responses to assess how

well the model predicted responses of the left-out participant.

I repeated steps one through three for each of the 30 participants, leaving out a

different participant each time. I thus obtained a correlation value corresponding to how well

each individual participant’s 2D complexion model was predicted by the other participants’

data for each social trait and sex of stimulus face. I applied Bonferroni-Holm corrections

to the p-values of these correlations and considered complexion models with p ≤ .05 to

be validated. Using this method, a total of 220 complexion models were validated (91.7%;

108 female, 112 male; 85% competent, 95% warm, 95% dominant, 91.67% trustworthy;

see also Figure 6.10B in the Supplementary Material for individual model performance).

In sum, using LOOCV conceptually most closely approximated the shape validation as it

tested each participant’s perception of each social trait against another set of participants’

perceptions of the same social trait. Figure 2.1C shows the validated 3D face models (shape

and complexion), averaged (median) across participants, for each social trait dimension and

sex of face separately.

2.3.7 Visualizing the face features of the social trait face models

Following validation of the face models, I analyzed them to formally characterize and

visualize the specific face features of each. To do so, I first derived significant face features

using permutation testing. Specifically, I performed a non-parametric permutation analysis

(two-tailed) with 1,000 iterations on the 3D shape (x, y, z separately) and 2D complexion

(L*a*b separately) of each validated social trait model. Next, I compared these face features

to the average face (i.e., white female or male, 18–35 years). Specifically, I derived predicted

3D shape vertex values (x, y, and z coordinates) and 2D complexion pixel values in L*a*b

based on each individual validated social trait model (3D shape: n = 228 ; 2D complexion:

n = 220). I then computed the difference between these predicted values and those repre-
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senting the average face from the generative face model. For 3D shape, I subtracted the

average face’s x, y, and z vertex values from those of each predicted face and calculated

the cosine of the angle between the model’s difference from average (i.e., residual) and the

vector vertical to the tangent of each vertex of the average face. This produced a single

value per 3D face vertex, describing the magnitude and direction of the difference between

the predicted model vertex and the average face. For 2D complexion, I used a similar ap-

proach, calculating the difference from the average face, for L (luminance), a (green-red),

and b (blue-yellow) separately. Figure 2.2 shows the resulting validated and significant face

features (see also Supplementary Material Figure 6.11 for results separated into x, y, and z

plane and Figure 6.12 for replication of results across participants for each social trait).

2.4 Results

Figure 2.2 shows the median differences to the average face for each social trait and

sex of stimulus face separately. For shape, blue shows the face features that deviate inward

compared to the average face; red shows the face features that deviate outward compared

to the average face (see colorbar on right; see also Figure 6.11 in the Supplementary Ma-

terial for results separated into x, y, and z planes). For example, male faces perceived as

dominant, competent, untrustworthy, and cold are each characterized by protruding eye-

brows and chins as shown by the red regions. In contrast, female faces perceived as warm

and trustworthy are characterized by upturned corners of the mouth and raised eyebrows

as shown by the blue regions. For complexion, results are presented for each color channel

separately – Lightness, green-red, blue-yellow. Here, coloration shows complexion features

that differ from the average face – for example, lighter/redder/yellower complexion (see Sup-

plementary Material – Figure 6.13A for green-red results in colorblind friendly colors). For

example, male faces perceived as dominant, competent, untrustworthy, and cold each com-

prise darker, greener, and bluer (i.e., cooler) complexions with lighter eyebrows compared

to the average face. Similarly, female faces perceived as dominant, incompetent, untrust-

worthy, and cold each comprise darker and bluer complexion with lighter, yellower eyebrows

compared to the average face. A visual inspection of these features across social traits

suggests that the perception of certain social traits, such as dominant and competent or

trustworthy and warm, are driven by similar face features, as is suggested by the correlated

behavioral judgments of such faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Walker & Vetter, 2016, see

also Figure 6.14 in the Supplementary Material).
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Figure 2.2. Average 3D shape and 2D complexion of social traits. (A) Average 3D

shape face features. Face maps show the shape variations relative to the average face

(normalized). Red indicates outward features relative to the average; blue indicates inward

features (see colorbar). For example, dominance is associated with protruding, lowered

eyebrows/chin, and flatter cheek bones. (B) Average 2D complexion face features per color

channel (L*a*b), social trait, and sex of stimulus face (normalized within each color channel).

Coloration indicates absolute differences in complexion compared to the average face. For

example, dominance has an overall darker complexion with lighter eyebrows.
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2.4.1 Modeling the latent face features of social trait perception

To identify the latent face feature space underlying social trait judgments, I applied

a Principal Component Analysis to the set of validated social trait face models for each sex

of stimulus face and for shape and complexion separately. Specifically, for shape, I first

transformed the significant and validated shape face information into a 42,957 [14,319 3D

shape vertices × 3 x, y, z coordinates] by 228 [validated trait models = 4 social traits × 2

trait poles (e.g., dominant and submissive) × 30 participants – 12 non-validated models]

matrix for each sex of stimulus face separately. Similarly, I transformed the down-sampled

complexion information into a 183,654 [342 × 179 pixels × 3 L*a*b color channels] by

220 [validated trait models = 4 traits × 2 trait poles (e.g., dominant and submissive) × 30

participants – 20 non-validated models] matrix for each sex of stimulus face. I then applied

a PCA to each of these shape and complexion matrices separately, thereby obtaining PCA

coefficients for each 3D shape vertex and each 2D complexion pixel. Finally, I triangulated

the optimal number of PCs using a combination of the elbow method, second derivative, and

Mutual Information analysis (see Supplementary Material – Determining optimal social trait

PCs and Figure 6.6 to Figure 6.8 for details). For each significant PC, I then reconstructed

the full 3D face shape and 2D complexion – for L*a*b separately – by multiplying the 42,957

shape PCA coefficients and the 183,654 complexion PCA coefficients by the minimum and

maximum PCA score for each PC separately.

2.4.2 3D shape

For 3D face shape, results revealed two main feature spaces for female faces

(65.44% of variance explained) and two for male faces (71.37% of variance explained).

Figure 2.3A shows these two feature spaces for each sex of face separately, each dis-

played as color-coded face maps on different axes (PC1 – y-axis; PC2 – x-axis). Colored

face regions show the difference in 3D shape from the average male and female face, re-

spectively (see colorbar to right; see also Supplementary Material – Figure 6.15 and Fig-

ure 6.16 for results per x, y, z plane separately for easier identification of relevant features).

Specifically, for both male and female faces, the first feature space (PC1, represented in Fig-

ure 2.3A as the y-axis) comprises variations in protruding/raised eyebrows, flatter/protruding

cheek bones, and a larger/smaller chin. In contrast, the second feature space (PC2, rep-

resented in Figure 2.3A as the x-axis) differs across male and female faces. For male

faces, the features comprise variations in narrower/wider jaw, a protruding/flatter mouth

and upturned/downturned mouth corners. For female faces, the features primarily com-

prise variations in downturned/upturned corners of the mouth, a larger/smaller chin, and

flatter/protruding nose bridge.
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Figure 2.3. Latent face shape feature space subtending key social trait perceptions.

(A) Latent feature space. PCA applied to the 3D face shape models revealed two main

feature spaces, each represented here as color-coded face maps on separate axes (PC1

– y-axis, PC2 – x-axis). Red shows outward features compared to the average; blue show

inward features (see colorbar on right). Scatterplots show the distribution of individual par-

ticipant face models (small points) according to their PC scores and color-coded by social

trait (see key to right). Larger points represent the median across participants and dashed

lines correspond to a score of zero on each PC. Colored ellipses indicate clusters of each

PC in red (PC1) and blue (PC2) based on K-means analysis. Together these show that

PC1 creates two main clusters which are further subdivided into four main groups by PC2.

(B) Compositionality. To illustrate how the two PCs compose individual trait subgroups and

the face features associated with each, the top row shows trait clusters (K-means) with

associated facial features based on the first PC. The second row shows trait clusters with

associated facial features based on the second PC. Below, I show the subclusters of social

traits with associated facial features formed based on both PCs. (C) Hierarchical cluster-

ing. Dendrogram plots and similarity matrices below show the average similarity of these

face features across social traits, computed using pairwise Euclidean distance between PC

scores (PC1 and PC2) of all models (darker tones indicate higher similarity; lighter tones

indicate lower similarity – see colorbar to right). For example, in male faces, untrustworthy

(light brown) and cold (yellow) comprise highly similar face features.

Having derived the main feature spaces that represent these social trait face mod-

els, I then examined how the individual participant models of each social trait distribute

within these feature spaces. Specifically, I first assessed which social traits each PC was

significantly associated with using correlations (Pearson’s r ) between PC scores and binary

social trait vectors (e.g., ’dominant’ and ’not dominant’). Most comparisons, except for dom-

inant/submissive (PC2) and female competent/incompetent (PC1), were significant (p ≤ .05

after Bonferroni-Holm correction; see also Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 in the Supplementary

Material). Next, for each PC and sex of face separately, I applied K-means clustering to the

social trait model PC scores, including only social traits which were significantly associated

with a given PC. In all cases, a 2-factor solution best represented the data as assessed

via silhouette scores (see Determining optimal K-means clustering solution in the Supple-

mentary Material for details). Figure 2.3A shows the results as a scatter plot where each

small point represents an individual participant model, color-coded by social trait (see leg-

end on right). Larger points represent the average (median) across participants per social

trait. Dashed lines mark zero PC values for each PC. Clusters of PC1 are indicated as red

ellipses and of PC2 as blue ellipses, plotted at 1.5 SD around the centroid for each cluster

(see also Supplementary Material – Determining optimal K-means clustering solution).
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As shown by the distribution of the face models and clusters within each two-

dimensional feature space, the social trait models form two broad clusters on each PC

which, together, form four main sub-groups – submissive and incompetent (top left quad-

rant), trustworthy and warm (top right quadrant), and untrustworthy and cold (bottom left

quadrant), and dominant and competent (bottom right quadrant). For example, submissive

and incompetent face models cluster in the upper left quadrant, indicating that they are char-

acterized by arched eyebrows, shorter chins, downturned mouth corners, and wider faces.

To further explore the division of social traits based on these two feature sets, Figure 2.3B

shows the face features associated with each social trait cluster based on the each PC only

and then based on both PCs combined. I classified social traits as belonging to a cluster if

more than 12.5-16.57% of models in this cluster were of this social trait (≥1/number of traits

with significant correlations; see Supplementary Material – Figure 6.17 for cluster propor-

tions per social trait). The results demonstrate that, the first feature set clusters social traits

into two main groups and these clusters are then further subdivided by the second feature

set. For example, dominant, competent, untrustworthy, and cold cluster together based on

protruding eyebrows and chin (PC1). However, untrustworthy and cold are characterized

by downturned mouth corners and wider faces than dominant and competent (PC2). Ad-

ditionally, the clusters reveal the facial features that drive perceptual differences between

dominance and competence (Oliveira et al., 2019). Specifically, dominance is more strongly

characterized by lowered eyebrows and a thinner mouth (PC1) while competence is more

strongly characterized by upward arching corners of the mouth (male and female PC2) and

narrower face width (male PC2). Indeed, for female faces competence was only signifi-

cantly associated with the latter features (mouth corners), indicating a clear difference in

competence perception from male and female faces.

Finally, to confirm the presence of these clusters based on both PCs, I computed

the pairwise similarities between the PC scores of all 3D face models (i.e., the Euclidean

distance between each pair of points in each feature space) for each sex of face separately.

Figure 2.3C shows the results, averaged across models for each social trait, displayed as

a gray-scale matrix where darker tones indicate higher similarity between social traits and

lighter tones indicate lower similarity (see colorbar to right). Each matrix is ordered accord-

ing to the hierarchical similarities of the average social trait PC score with the associated

dendrogram displayed above each matrix with color-coded points representing each social

trait. Results confirm that the social traits cluster hierarchically according to shared face fea-

tures. For example, for male faces, the face models of untrustworthy, cold, dominant, and

competent form a main cluster based on arched eyebrows, protruding cheeks, and longer,

protruding chins (first feature space – PC1) with two sub-clusters (untrustworthy and cold;

dominant and competent) based on face width and mouth shape (second feature space –

PC2). In contrast, for female faces, the face models of competence are similar to those of
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submissiveness, trustworthiness, and warmth based on the upturned corners of the mouth

(second feature space – PC2). In sum, dominant, competent, untrustworthy, and cold share

a common feature set, specifically, the first feature space. These four traits are then further

distinguished based on the second feature space.

2.4.3 2D complexion

For complexion, the PCA revealed three main feature spaces for female faces (38.67%

of variance explained) and three main feature spaces for male faces (39.74% of variance

explained). As for shape, Figure 2.4A shows these three feature spaces for each sex of

face separately, each displayed as color-coded face maps on different axes (PC1 – y-axis;

PC2 – x-axis, PC3 – z-axis). Colored regions show the difference in 2D complexion from

the average male and average female face, respectively and for each color channel (see

colorbars to right; see also Supplementary Material – Figure 6.13B for green-red results

in colorblind friendly colors). Specifically, for both male and female faces, the first feature

set (PC1, represented in Figure 2.4A as the y-axis) comprises on one hand lighter, redder,

and yellower than average eyebrows and dark folds around the mouth (see in Figure 2.4A

high scores) and on the other, dark, green, and blue contrasting eyebrows and light ar-

eas around the mouth (see in Figure 2.4A low scores). In contrast, the second feature

set (PC2, represented in Figure 2.4A as the x-axis) affects overall face coloration with high

scores corresponding to lighter, redder, and yellower face complexion and low scores to

darker, greener, and bluer complexion. Finally, the third feature set (PC3, represented in

Figure 2.4A as the z-axis), comprised on one hand darker, greener, and bluer forehead and

eye regions but also lighter, redder, and yellower mouth regions and light folds around the

mouth (see in Figure 2.4A high scores). On the other hand, it comprises lighter, redder, and

yellower forehead and eye regions with darker, greener, and bluer mouth regions and dark

folds around the mouth (see in Figure 2.4A low scores).
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Figure 2.4. Latent face complexion feature space subtending key social trait percep-

tions. (A) Latent social trait feature space. To test for a common feature space, I repeated

the analysis steps of the shape analysis (PCA) which yielded three PCs (PC1 – y-axis,

PC2 – x-axis, PC3 – z-axis). Colored face maps show the complexion features of each PC

compared to the average face for each color channel – Lightness (L), green-red (a), blue-

yellow (b). Scatterplots show the distribution of individual participant face models (small

points) according to their PC scores with larger point size indicating median scores across

participants (points above 1.5 SD excluded for visualization purposes; see Figure 6.18 in

Supplementary Material for full figure). Dashed lines indicate zero PC values for each PC.

(B) Social trait clusters. Complexion face features (as texture face maps) of each sub-cluster

of each PC as derived via K-means analysis (see Figure 6.20 in Supplementary Material for

results in L*a*b separately). For each cluster, labels indicate the social traits captured by

the cluster. (C) Hierarchical clustering. Clustering of the eight social traits according to their

PC scores (all three PCs). Specifically, dendrogram plots showing how dissimilar (height

of lines) any two given social traits are (median Euclidean Distance across participant-wise

comparisons). Colored points here refer to each social trait. For example, in male faces, un-

trustworthy (light brown) and cold (yellow) are highly similar. These relationships are further

illustrated by correlation matrices with dark colors indicating high similarity (e.g., between

untrustworthy and cold in male faces) and light colors high dissimilarity (e.g., untrustworthy

and submissive).

Next, I examined the similarity of these features across social traits by projecting

each individual 2D face model into the three-dimensional feature space according to their

PC scores and evaluating their distributions. Figure 2.4B shows the results as a scatter plot

where each small point represents an individual participant model, color-coded by social

trait (see legend on right). Note that Figure 2.4A excludes data points beyond 1.5 SD for

clearer visualization of the results due to the overall smaller complexion effects and more

tightly clustered social trait models (see Figure 6.18 for full plot). Larger points represent the

average (median) across participants per social trait. Dashed lines mark zero PC values for

each PC. As shown by the distribution of the face models in Figure 2.4A within each three-

dimensional feature space, the social trait models cluster into two main sub-groups – dom-

inant, incompetent, untrustworthy and cold, and submissive, competent, trustworthy, and

warm. For example, dominant, incompetent, untrustworthy and cold scores cluster in the

upper half of the plot indicating that these traits are characterized by light, non-contrasting

eyebrows and darker, more contrasting, folds around the mouth.

To test these similarities further, I applied K-means clustering to these PC scores.

However, I examined social trait clusters within each PC separately as correlations between

PC scores and each social trait (as for shape above) showed that not all PCs were sig-
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nificantly associated with all social traits and indeed for male PC3 none of the social traits

were significantly correlated (see Supplementary Material – Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 for de-

scriptive statistics and correlation results per social trait and PC). Specifically, as for shape,

for each PC and sex of face separately, I applied K-means clustering to the social trait

model PC scores, including only significant social traits (p ≤ .05; Pearson’s r, corrected with

Bonferroni-Holm). In all cases, a 2-factor solution best represented the data as assessed via

silhouette scores (see Determining optimal K-means clustering solution and Figure 6.19 in

the Supplementary Material for details). Figure 2.4B shows the resulting social trait clusters

and their corresponding complexion face features as 2D texture face maps (see Figure 6.20

in Supplementary Material for results in L*a*b separately). This revealed that trustworthy,

warm, and submissive share overall lighter complexions with darker, contrasting eyebrows,

and redder cheeks (PC1, cluster 1) than average. In contrast, dominant, untrustworthy, and

cold share lighter eyebrows, darker shading around the corners of the mouth and, partic-

ularly for male faces, darker folders around the mouth (PC1, cluster 2). However, for PC2

and PC3 female and male complexion features diverged. For female faces, submissive and

incompetent (PC2, cluster 2) exhibited overall darker and more uneven complexion than

their opposite trait counterparts. Additionally, for female but not male faces, trustworthy and

warm were characterized by darker folds around the mouth (PC3, cluster 2).

Finally, to test for overall social trait clusters based on all three PCs, I computed

the pairwise similarities between the PC scores of all 2D face models (i.e., the Euclidean

distance between each pair of points in each feature space) for each sex of face separately.

Figure 2.4C shows the results, averaged across models in each social trait, as a gray-scale

matrix where darker tones indicate higher similarity between social traits and lighter tones

indicate lower similarity (see colorbar to right). Each matrix is ordered according to the

hierarchical similarities of the social traits, as determined by a dendrogram analysis dis-

played above each matrix with color-coded points representing each social trait. Results

confirm that the social traits cluster systematically on the basis of shared complexion fea-

tures. For example, for male faces, the face models of trustworthy, warm, submissive, and

incompetent form a main cluster with two sub-clusters (trustworthy and warm; submissive

and incompetent). In contrast, in female faces trustworthy and warm are clustered closely

with competent but less so with submissive. Similarly, competent, untrustworthy, cold, and

dominant are clustered closely in male faces while in female faces, dominant is more closely

clustered with incompetent.

2.4.4 Social traits and related social judgments

The previous sections showed that the perception of key social traits is driven by a

latent structure of two face shape feature spaces and three complexion features spaces that
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together subdivide social traits into four subgroups. Notably, for both shape and complexion,

several of the identified face features such as upturned mouth corners (shape) and dark

folds around the mouth (complexion) are also implicated in other social perceptions such as

emotion (e.g., Jack et al., 2016) and age perception (e.g., Tsankova & Kappas, 2016). The

latter result is striking as, in extant work, youthfulness emerged as a potential third central

social trait (Sutherland et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2013; Vernon et al., 2014), suggesting

that age-cues play a central role in social trait perception. I therefore next tested how each

feature space identified in previous sections correlated with (a) affective signals (for shape

only) and (b) age cues.

To test the relationship between central social trait shape and complexion features

and emotion-related facial expression feattures and age cues, I correlated their respective

3D face shape and 2D complexion features across the whole face. Specifically, for shape,

I first identified Action Units (i.e., individual facial movement patterns) that were highly rel-

evant to the perception of at least one of the six basic emotions using data from previ-

ous experiments (happy, surprised, fearful, disgusted, angry, sad; assessed via population

prevalence; Ince et al., 2021; Jack et al., 2014). Modeling the relationship with individual

Action Units as opposed to full emotion models allowed me to identify the specific features

that correlate between emotions and social traits as opposed to overall feature similarities.

Next, I created 3D shape representations for each emotion-related AU (n = 38) separately

using a Generative Face Grammar (GFG; Yu et al., 2012, see subsection 4.3.2 for details).

Similarly, using the GMF, I created 3D shapes corresponding to the average youngest and

oldest face shape (18 and 35 years, corresponding to the age range of stimuli in the reverse

correlation experiment), keeping all other variables (sex and ethnicity) constant. Finally, for

each social trait shape PC, I reconstructed the 3D shape based on both low and high PC

scores. Next, for social trait PC, AU and age shape models separately, I normalized (z-

score) their values for each dimension (x, y, z) separately. To reduce noise, I then identified

shape vertices that varied highly for each social trait PC (>70% of variance). Finally, I cor-

related (Pearson’s r ) the resulting 3D shape vectors of each social trait PC with each AU

and age shape model. I proceeded similarly for face complexion for age only (no data was

available for emotion complexions). Figure 2.5 shows the results.

Specifically, Figure 2.5A shows the correlations between the face features of each

PC (PC1 – y-axis; PC2 – x-axis) and the face features of each AU (positive correlations

only). Several individual AUs are labeled for illustration. Colors indicate comparisons of

female faces (green) and male faces (yellow) and equally colored ellipses illustrate the dis-

tribution of correlation values within the two-dimensional social trait PC space. As shown by

these ellipses, for male faces, primarily face features of PC1 (see colored face maps) corre-

lated with AUs. In particular, higher scores on this PC1, corresponding to arched eyebrows,
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Figure 2.5. Correlations between latent social trait face features and relevant social

judgments. (A) Shape: Facial expression correlation. A scatterplot shows the correlation

(Pearson’s r ) between each social trait shape PC (PC1 – y-axis; PC2 – x-axis) and each

one of 38 emotion-relevant AUs. Ellipses indicate the distribution of these correlation values

in the two-dimensional space of female (green) and male (yellow) comparisons. Labels

indicate the names of several relevant AUs. Negative correlations are excluded for clearer

visualization. Colored face maps correspond to social trait PC features as in Figure 2.3.

(B) Complexion: Age correlation. In a 3D scatterplot, colored points (female = green; male

= yellow) show positive correlations between complexion values of younger (average face

at 18 years) and older (average face at 35 years) faces in a similar manner as for shape

and for L*a*b separately. Labels indicate the corresponding age and L*a*b color channel.

Faces correspond to social trait PC features for PC1 (horizontal) and PC2 (vertical) as in

Figure 2.4. Face features of PC3 (diagonal) are excluded for visualization purposes as only

female face trustworthy, warm, and cold significantly correlated with this PC (see Table 6.3).
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puffier cheeks, and longer noses and chins, correlated positively with Lip Stretcher, Mouth

Stretch, Jaw Drop and Eyebrow Raiser. In contrast, lower scores, corresponding to low-

ered, protruding eyebrows, shorter noses and shorter chins, correlated positively with Nose

Wrinkler, Upper Lip Raiser, and Brow Lowerer, which are common in negatively valenced

facial expressions (e.g., Jack et al., 2016). For female faces, both PC1 and PC2 correlated

with AUs due to correlations between PC2 (high scores, corresponding to raised corners of

the lips and narrower faces) and AUs such as Dimpler, Lip Corner Puller, and Lip Stretcher

which are all part of happy facial expressions (e.g., Jack et al., 2016).

Similarly, Figure 2.5B shows the positive correlations between each social trait com-

plexion PC and younger and older face complexion in L*a*b separately (female = green;

male = yellow). Note that social trait shape correlated less strongly with age-related cues

and these results are included in the Supplementary Material (Figure 6.21) only. For both

female and male faces, age complexion correlated with PC1 such that PC1 features forming

the dominant/untrustworthy/cold cluster (slightly darker complexion with darker folds around

the mouth and less contrasting eyebrows) positively correlated with older age. In contrast,

PC1 features of the submissive/trustworthy/warm cluster (lighter complexion with dark con-

trasting eyebrows) correlated positively with younger age. Similarly, PC2 correlated with age

such that the incompetent/submissive cluster (darker complexion) correlated with older face

complexion.

2.4.5 Relative contributions of shape and complexion

The previous section suggests that shape and complexion play different roles in so-

cial trait perception. I therefore next tested the relative contribution of shape and complexion

information to social trait judgments using a 10-fold cross-validation. Specifically, at each

iteration I trained a simple linear model on the face information (402 identity components of

shape, complexion, or shape and complexion combined) of a sub-sample of trials (n = 1,080

of 1,200 trials) to predict participants’ social trait ratings (i.e, ’very dominant’ to ’very submis-

sive’). I did this for each sex of stimulus face, social trait, and participant separately. I then

tested each model on the holdout data and finally correlated (Spearman’s ρ) the predicted

responses obtained at each iteration with the true responses. Figure 2.6 shows the result-

ing per-participant correlation values as colored points for models trained on shape (red),

complexion (blue), and shape and complexion combined (purple) with summary statistics

represented as boxplots.

For all social traits and both female and male faces, the models trained on shape and

complexion jointly outperformed both of the individual models. Additionally, for most social

traits, including dominance, trustworthiness, and warmth, the shape model outperformed

the complexion model. However, for competence (both sexes), the model performed as well
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Figure 2.6. Social trait shape and complexion feature contribution. Boxplots and in-

dividual model points show the correlation (Spearman’s ρ; y-axis) between predicted and

observed values of a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. At each iteration, I trained a lin-

ear model based on the stimulus identity components of shape only (red), complexion only

(blue), and shape and complexion combined (purple), for each sex of stimulus face and

each social trait dimension separately.
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as or better when trained on only the complexion face information compared to the shape

information. However, the combination of shape and complexion still outperformed either of

the individual models.

Taken together, these results show that the perception of social traits is driven pri-

marily by a latent face feature space of 3D shape but also a latent 2D complexion feature

space. These feature spaces are furthermore systematically associated with facial features

of other socially relevant dimensions such as emotional expressions and age. Additionally,

there are some differences between male and female faces in the perception of some of

these social traits and how they relate to other social dimensions (e.g., positive affect).

2.5 Discussion

Chapter 2 addressed the longstanding search for latent face features driving social

trait perception and showed that perceptions of key social traits are structured by two 3D

shape and three 2D complexion face feature sets. Specifically, I used reverse correlation to

model the shared 3D shape and 2D complexion features of four key social trait dimensions

– dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. The results reveled that social

traits systematically cluster according to two shape feature sets and three complexion fea-

ture sets. For example, trustworthy and warm are highly similar on the basis of narrower

face width, arching eyebrows, protruding cheeks, upturned mouth corners, and darker, con-

trasting eyebrows. I furthermore showed that these central features correlated with emotion-

related facial movement patterns for 3D shape (PC1 for male faces, PC1 and PC2 for female

faces) and with age cues for 2D complexion (PC1 and PC2). Finally, I showed that for all

social traits except competence, face shape best predicted social judgments but shape and

complexion combined outperformed shape alone.

The two central 3D shape feature sets identified here together cluster social traits

into four subgroups: dominant-competent, submissive-incompetent, trustworthy-warm, and

untrustworthy-cold. These correspond closely to models of social trait perception, namely

the trustworthiness-dominance model and stereotype content model that suggest that social

trait perception is structured along two orthogonal dimensions often summarized as intent

(dominance and competence) and ability (trustworthiness and warmth) (Fiske et al., 2002;

Fiske et al., 2007; Oliveira et al., 2019; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008). Such commonalities

suggest that social trait perception could be driven by a latent set of face features that

project onto two dimensions – intent and ability. However, while the results presented in this

chapter support the idea of two orthogonal social trait dimensions of intent and ability, they

also reveal that the latent shape features driving the perception of these dimensions do not

directly equate to ’ability features’ and ’intent features’ but rather combine together to form
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the four subgroups of intent and ability.

Additionally, I showed that social traits and emotional facial expressions share face

shape features such that in particular the first PC correlated with Action Units of negatively

valenced facial expressions such as disgust and anger. These emotions in turn relate to

avoidance (e.g., Curtis et al., 2011; Stins et al., 2011), aligning these results closely with

recent findings suggesting that approach/avoidance is a main dimension of social trait judg-

ments (A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021). Not only does this support the hypothesis that the rela-

tionship between emotion and social trait perception can be characterized by approach and

avoidance (Knutson, 1996) but it also contextualizes recent findings that emotion-similarity

is highly predictive of trait judgments (Jaeger & Jones, 2022) by identifying the precise re-

lationship between emotional expressions and social trait perception. These findings are

also in line with the emotion overgeneralization theory which posits that positively valenced

social traits such as trustworthy and warm are perceived as such because they resemble

positive emotions such as happy (Montepare & Dobish, 2003; Said et al., 2009). Moreover,

I show that emotion-related features play a larger role in social trait perception in female

than in male faces, in particular for competence perception. These results correspond to

the western stereotype that women are more emotional than men (Brescoll, 2016; Shields

et al., 2017), but also to true physical differences between male and female faces where

female faces physically resemble emotions such as happy and fearful (Hess et al., 2009).

These results furthermore resolve two conflicting findings in the literature. Firstly,

recent evidence suggests that the face information that drives perceptions of the two ability-

related traits, competence and dominance, diverges (Oliveira et al., 2019) and I show here

that this is due to the importance of face-width in male faces and lip corner height in female

faces for the perception of competence but not dominance. Secondly, while some work has

identified two fundamental dimensions of social perception (A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021;

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) and other work three (Sutherland et al., 2018; Sutherland et al.,

2013; Vernon et al., 2014), I show here that the perception of the third social dimension,

age, is driven primarily by complexion rather than shape face features. In particular, the first

complexion feature set which includes contrasts in the eyebrow region and wrinkles around

the mouth was associated with age-related variance.

Such wrinkles and folds are more common in old age and increase perception of

age while decreasing attractiveness perception (Aznar-Casanova et al., 2010; Samson et

al., 2010). Similarly, stark color contrast drives perception of health and youth (Russell et al.,

2016). Accordingly, previous work has shown that older looking faces are perceived as less

warm and less healthy than younger faces (Zebrowitz et al., 2003). Such perceptions of age

are largely driven by complexion and texture cues with only minor contributions by shape

(O’Neil & Webster, 2011). However, skin complexion is rarely studied in relation to social trait
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perception even though it has been shown that overall face complexion makes a significant

contribution to social trait perception (A. L. Jones et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2019). For example,

perceptions of dominance are driven by darker face complexion (Vernon et al., 2014) which

I found here is a reflection of overall darker face complexion in negative traits such as dom-

inant, untrustworthy and cold. Overall, however, social judgments were better predicted by

shape than by complexion face information, with the exception of competence, replicating

earlier work (Oh et al., 2019), although shape and complexion together outperformed shape

alone. I therefore show, for the first time, the specific latent complexion features that drive

the perception of key social traits and which are closely linked to age-related complexion

features.

In conclusion, chapter 2 showed that social trait perceptions are driven by a latent

set of shape and complexion face features. Together, these dimensions form a feature

space which clusters social traits into ability and intent subgroups. These results support the

fundamental assumption that trait perception is primarily structured along two dimensions,

namely ability and intent but show, for the first time, the latent face features underlying

these perceptions and the specific contributions shape and complexion face features make

to social trait perception.



Chapter 3

Social class perception is related but not

equal to social trait perception

3.1 Chapter abstract

Social class is a central hierarchical structure in human societies that significantly

impacts individual lives and wider societal functioning. Social class standing (e.g., whether

someone is rich or poor) is, like other social attributes, judged from the face. It remains un-

known what facial features drive the perception of social class and how these relate to other

central social dimensions, specifically social traits. This chapter addresses this question by

objectively modeling the 3D facial features that drive the perception of social class in 30

Western participants using a data-driven approach analogous to that of chapter 2. Analysis

of the resulting 3D face models showed that while some facial features are common across

social class and social traits, no one social trait is isomorphic to social class. The results

reveal the specific facial features that drive the perception of social class in a Western cul-

ture, showing that the perception of social class is related but not equal to other core social

judgments.

51
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3.2 Introduction

Chapter 2 identified the latent facial features that subtend social trait perception.

The centrality of these facial features in social perception suggests that they may hold im-

portance for other key social concepts. One such concept is social class. In human soci-

eties, social class is a central social hierarchy (e.g., Kraus et al., 2013) that affects health

(e.g., Adler et al., 2000; Sapolsky, 2004), access to education, and employment (Bjornsdot-

tir & Rule, 2017; Kraus et al., 2019; Morrison, 2019; Richardson et al., 2020; Rivera, 2012;

Rivera & Tilcsik, 2016; Whitty, 2001) and inclusion in economic opportunities (Nelissen &

Meijers, 2011). Importantly, social class conceptually relates to social traits. For example,

individuals of high social class standing are stereotyped to be more competent (Durante

et al., 2017; Spencer & Castano, 2007), warm (Fiske et al., 2002), and to have experiences

of more positive valence (i.e., greater happiness; Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002) than indi-

viduals of low social class standing.

Such conceptual overlaps between social class and social traits suggest that these

judgments may also share a perceptual overlap. Such top-down influences of social infor-

mation (e.g., stereotypes) on social perception is demonstrated in extant work showing that

when people consider two social traits to be conceptually similar, their impressions of those

social traits from faces also overlap (Stolier et al., 2018, 2020). Additionally, such concep-

tual and perceptual overlap between social traits is determined by group stereotypes (Xie

et al., 2021). Correspondingly, social class and social traits exhibit some perceptual overlap

– faces judged as higher in social class are also perceived as more competent, warmer, and

more positively valenced (Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017, 2020; Bjornsdottir, 2019).

However, although, like social traits, social class is often judged from facial appear-

ance (Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017), the specific facial features that drive these critical social

class judgments and the extent of their intrinsic relationship to social trait judgments remains

unknown. According to general accounts of communication (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 2011;

Edelman & Gally, 2001; Shannon, 1948; Tinbergen & Tinbergen, 1948) and human percep-

tual expertise (Schyns et al., 1998; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991) the face, as a complex and rich

source of information, could elicit correlated perceptions – for example, rich and compe-

tent – based on the same or different facial features. Identifying these facial features and

examining their relationships to different social perceptions thus has important implications

for understanding human social perception. This chapter examines this critical missing link,

between facial features of social class and social trait perception, by using methods analo-

gous to those used in chapter 2, namely reverse correlation, to model the face shape and

complexion eliciting social class perceptions and comparing them to those of social traits.
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3.3 Data-driven modeling of face features associated with

perceptions of social class

3.3.1 Participants

Thirty white, English-speaking British participants (15 females, 15 males; mean age

= 22.30 years, SD = 3.69 years) took part in the experiment. All participants completed a

pre-screening questionnaire to assess whether they had lived in the UK most of their lives,

that both of their parents were born in the UK, that they were of middle socioeconomic

status (scoring 4-7 on the 1-10 MacArthur scale of subjective social status; Adler et al.,

2000; M = 5.45, SD = 1.19), and that they had minimal experience with and exposure to non-

Western cultures (e.g., de Leersnyder et al., 2011, see Supplementary Material – Participant

questionnaire). All participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no

symptoms of synesthesia, or of psychological, psychiatric, or neurological conditions that

could affect face processing. Each participant provided written informed consent prior to

testing and received a standard rate of £6/hour for their participation. The College of Science

and Engineering at the University of Glasgow provided ethical approval.

3.3.2 Stimuli

This experiment used the same stimuli as chapter 2 and as illustrated in Figure 3.1A.

Specifically, participants viewed 2,400 white Western faces (1,200 female, 1,200 male, 18-

35 years), each of which is described as a set of 14,319 3D shape coordinates and 2,048

× 1,072 RGB complexion pixels.

3.3.3 Experimental task

All participants read the task instructions and provided informed consent prior to

testing. On each experimental trial, participants viewed a randomly generated face identity

and rated it from richest to poorest on a 7-point scale (1 = richest, 4 = middle income, 7 =

poorest; see Figure 3.1A right). Participants used a GUI controlled via the Psychophysics

Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) in MATLAB R2018a to select their response

from the range of response options displayed vertically to the right of the stimulus. Stimuli

remained visible until response and participants were instructed to base their responses on

their first impressions and to work quickly. Following response, the next stimulus appeared

after an inter-stimulus-interval of 300 ms.

Each participant completed a total of 2,400 trials presented in random order across

the experiment and an additional 10 practice trials before the start of the experiment. The
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2,400 trials were split into four blocks of 600 trials each with a short break every 100 trials.

The experiment was blocked by sex of stimulus face (2 blocks per sex of face), alternating

across the experiment, with the first block randomized across participants. All face stimuli

appeared on a black background in the participants’ central visual field using a 1920 × 1080

resolution color-calibrated monitor. Participants viewed the stimuli at a constant distance of

72 cm maintained using a chin rest. The face stimuli (18 cm in height × 11 cm in width on

average) subtended 14.25° (vertical) and 8.74° (horizontal) of visual angle. Each participant

completed the experiment across three to four 1-hour-long sessions each separated by at

least a one-hour break and conducted over a two- to three-day period.

3.3.4 Social class face modeling procedure

Following the experiment, I derived a model of the facial features that elicit social

class perception in each participant by measuring the statistical relationship between the

3D shape and 2D complexion variations presented on each trial (represented as identity

component coefficients – see Figure 3.1B, left panel) and the participant’s corresponding

social class ratings, using linear regression (see Figure 3.1B, center panel; see also sec-

tion 6.3 in the Supplementary Material for a discussion of the appropriateness of using a

linear model). Specifically, I first reverse-coded the participants’ responses such that higher

values denoted higher social class (i.e., 1 = poorest, 7 = richest) for ease of interpretation

(higher number = higher class). Next, for each individual participant and each sex of stimu-

lus face, I measured the statistical relationship between each of the 402 PC stimulus identity

component coefficients and the participant’s responses using a linear regression model (Ro-

bustFit, MATLAB 2018b). Specifically, for each PC, I regressed the stimulus identity compo-

nent coefficient onto the participant’s response. For example, in Figure 3.1B (center panel),

the face shape variations represented by the orange color-coded identity component is pos-

itively associated with this participant’s social class ratings (see orange regression line). I

applied this analysis to 3D shape and 2D complexion separately, resulting in a total of 60

models [30 participants × 2 sex of stimulus face] for 3D shape and 60 models for 2D com-

plexion for social class. Figure 3.1B (right panel) shows one example participant’s resulting

face models of a rich and poor female face. Note that I also re-computed each social trait

face shape and complexion model in this manner as previous models (see chapter 2 – So-

cial trait face modeling procedure) were based on ridge regression on the 3D vertex and

2D pixel stimulus information, not identity components. Models from the two analyses were

highly correlated (shape: minimum r = .92, median r = 1, corrected (Bonferroni-Holm) p <

.001; complexion: minimum r = .76, median r = .98, corrected (Bonferroni-Holm) p < .001).

However, using the identity components here allowed for easier comparison to social class

due to reduced noise.
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Figure 3.1. Modeling the 3D facial features that elicit perceptions of social class. (A)

Stimulus generation and task procedure. A generative model of 3D face identity added

random face identity components (3D shape and 2D complexion) to an average face, pro-

ducing random face identities. Participants rated each face according to social class (e.g.,

see red circle). (B) 3D face modeling procedure. To model the facial features that drive the

perception of social class in each participant, I linearly regressed the face variations (i.e.,

the identity PC coefficients, color-coded) on the participant’s social class responses. Here,

variation of the 3D face shape represented by the orange color-coded identity component is

strongly associated with this participant’s social class perceptions (see orange regression

line). One example participant’s resulting female face models are shown on the right. (C)

Example face models of social class. Each face shows, for 3D shape and 2D complexion

separately, the direction and magnitude of deviation from the average face, for one exam-

ple participant’s poor and rich female face models (see color bars at bottom). For shape,

red represents positive deviation from the average, blue represents negative deviation. For

complexion, colors represent the direction and magnitude of the deviation in L*a*b color

space. Values are normalized across shape and complexion separately.
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Figure 3.1C shows the resulting 3D shape and 2D complexion models for the same

participant. Each face shows the deviation of these features from the average face (female,

white, aged 18–35 years). In 3D shape, red indicates positive deviation from the average –

for example, this participant’s poor face model is wider than average – and blue indicates

negative deviation – for example, this participant’s rich face model is narrower than average.

In 2D complexion, coloration indicates the deviations of lightness, green-red, blue-yellow

from the average (see colorbar to bottom). For example, this participant’s rich face model

has lighter, redder, and yellower cheeks than average. Before further analysis of the face

models, I validated each individual model of social class for 3D face shape and 2D complex-

ion separately with methods similar to those used in chapter 2, as follows.

3.3.5 Validating 3D social class face shapes

To validate each social class 3D face shape model, a new group of participants

judged the social class of faces generated from these models. Twenty participants (white,

British, 10 female, 10 male; mean age = 22.80 years, SD = 3.49 years; mean subjective

social status = 5.70, SD = 0.92) took part, recruited based on the same recruitment method,

eligibility criteria, and pre-screening measures as described above. Using each of the 60

face shape models [30 participants × 2 sex of stimulus face], I generated seven faces

ranging from poorest to richest including extrapolations, resulting in a total of 420 faces [7

generated faces × 60 models; 210 females, 210 males]. I fixed the face complexion across

trials using the average complexion model. I then created all pairwise combinations of faces

from each individual model (excluding identical pairs) for each sex separately, resulting in

1,260 pairs of faces [30 participant face models × 2 stimulus face sexes × 21 pairings of

the 7 faces ranging from poorest to richest].

On each experimental trial, participants viewed a pair of same-sex faces generated

from the same model, presented side-by-side (with the side each face appeared on ran-

domized), and judged which of the two appeared poorer (or richer, depending on the task

block) in a 2-alternative forced choice task. Each participant judged all 1,260 pairs of stimuli

in each of two separate tasks – poorer or richer – conducted in blocks randomized across

participants. Participants responded using a GUI by clicking on one of the faces, with the

next pair of stimuli appearing after an inter-stimulus-interval of 300 ms following response.

Participants were instructed to work quickly and base their judgments on their first impres-

sions. Each participant therefore completed a total of 2,520 trials [1,260 stimulus pairs × 2

tasks; 630 female and 630 male face pairs per task]. Trials were split into four blocks of 630

trials each, with each block comprising one judgment task (poorer, richer) and one sex of

face stimuli. Both whether participants completed the female or male blocks first and which

judgment task they completed first were randomized. Within each block, trials appeared
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in random order and participants took short breaks after every 105 trials. All face stimuli

were displayed in the same way as described above (see subsection 3.3.3 – Experimental

task). Prior to testing, all participants provided informed consent and completed 10 practice

trials. Participants completed the experiment across three to four one-hour-long sessions

completed across two or three days.

To measure the validity of each of the 60 face shape models, I computed the av-

erage proportion of trials on which the participants accurately selected the richer or poorer

generated face and compared this to chance performance (0.5) using a single-sample t-test

and Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons. Results showed that 56 models

(93.33%, 27 females, 29 males) exceed statistical threshold (t ≥ 3.24, corrected p ≤ .02;

see Figure 6.10A in the Supplementary Material). I retained these validated models for

further analysis.

3.3.6 Validating 2D social class face complexions

I validated the social class 2D face complexion models in the same way as the

social trait 2D complexion models (see chapter 2 – Validating 2D social trait face complex-

ions). Specifically, I used a leave-one-out cross-validation approach, which tests the extent

to which the complexion features of one participant can be accurately classified (i.e., as

rich or poor) based on the complexion features derived for all other participants. Specif-

ically, I iteratively trained a general linear model on 29 of the 30 participants’ responses

(with stimulus complexion as the predictor and participant responses as the outcome) and

used the left-out participant as the test case. For each iteration, I compared the ranking

consistency of the values predicted by the training model with the participant’s actual rat-

ings using Spearman’s rank correlation. Following Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple

comparisons, results showed that 47 complexion models (78.33%; 22 female, 25 male) ex-

ceeded statistical significance threshold (ρ ≥ .084, corrected p ≤ .05; see Figure 6.10B in

the Supplementary Material). I retained all validated models for further analysis.

3.3.7 Visualizing the features of the face models

To characterize and visualize the 3D shape and 2D complexion face features of the

identity component based social class and social trait models, I first used the PC regression

values to derive predicted identity component coefficients and converted these to vertex

values (x, y, and z coordinates) for 3D shape and to pixel values in L*a*b space for 2D

complexion using the generative face model used to generate the stimuli. I did this for each

validated individual model (3D shape: n = 284 total [56 social class + 228 social traits]; 2D

complexion: n = 267 total [47 social class + 220 social traits]).
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I then proceeded as in chapter 2 – Visualizing the face features of the social trait face

models. Specifically, I computed the difference between these predicted values and those

representing the average face from the generative face model. For 3D shape, I subtracted

the average face’s x, y, and z vertex values from those of each predicted face, calculated

the cosine of the angle between the model’s difference from average (i.e., residual) and the

vector vertical to the tangent of each vertex of the average face, and calculated the mean of

the values across the validated models for each sex of stimulus face. For 2D complexion,

I calculated the difference from the average face, for L, a, and b separately. Figure 3.2A

shows the results (for average shape and complexion models of social traits and social

class displayed side-by-side see Figure 6.22 in the Supplementary Material).

3.4 Results

A visual inspection of the face maps shows that faces judged as poor are wider,

shorter, and flatter, with downturned mouth corners (see 3D shape) and darker, cooler

(greener, bluer) complexions with male faces showing more ruddy (redder, yellower) noses

and mouths than the average face (see 2D complexion). To illustrate how these features

overlap with those of social traits, Figure 3.2B shows the features that have the same di-

rection from the average face (mean across participants) for each social class and social

trait (female faces only for illustration). Specifically, on the left, face maps show shape fea-

tures of social class (exaggerated for clarity). In the middle, purple and green face maps

show featural overlaps between social class and social traits for female faces. On the right,

face width is shown as an illustrative example of feature comparisons between the social

judgments with red showing social class features, blue hues showing social trait features,

and black showing the average face. The figure illustrates that faces judged as dominant, in-

competent, untrustworthy, and cold each comprise features similar to poor, including a wider

and shorter face with downturned mouth corners. Similarly, faces judged as poor comprise

wider than average faces similar to incompetent and cold (see cross-section on the right). In

contrast, faces judged as submissive, competent, trustworthy, and warm comprise features

similar to those of faces judged as rich, including narrower face width, arched eyebrows,

and longer, thinner noses.

3.4.1 Mapping the relationship between the perception of social traits

and social class

To formally examine these feature overlaps between social class and social traits,

I proceeded in two steps. First, I replicated the finding that the perception of social class

predicts (i.e., correlates with) the perception of these four social traits (Bjornsdottir & Rule,
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Figure 3.2. Average 3D face models of social class and overlap with social traits. (A)

Faces on the left show the average predicted face models for social class and each stimulus

sex. Beside it, results are shown separately for 3D shape and 2D complexion. For shape,

color-coding shows the direction of deviation from the average face (red = positive; blue =

negative; see colorbars on bottom; see also Figure 6.11 in the Supplementary Material for

results separated into x, y, z planes). For complexion, color-coding represents the direction

and magnitude of the deviation from the average face in L*a*b color space separately. Val-

ues are normalized for shape and complexion separately. See Figure 6.12 in Supplementary

Material for cross-participant convergence. (B) Illustration of the featural overlap between

social class and social traits. On the left, colored face maps show exaggerated social class

features (female faces). Purple and green face maps show features that overlap (i.e., shape

deviation from average face in the same direction) with each trait (see color coding at top).

To the right, face width is shown as an example comparison between each social class (red)

and stereotypically related social traits (blue hues; average face values shown in black).
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2017; Bjornsdottir, 2019). To do so, I correlated the average social class rating (mean

across 30 participants) of each of the 2,400 randomly generated face identities with their

corresponding average rating for each social trait separately (mean across 30 participants)

for each sex of stimulus face. Results showed that judgments of social class correlate

positively with judgments of competence, r (2398) = .62, p ≤ .001, warmth, r (2398) = .51,

p ≤ .001, and trustworthiness, r (2398) = .52, p ≤ .001, for male and female faces, and

weakly negatively correlate with judgments of dominance, r (1198) = -.06, p = .03, for male

faces (see Figure 3.3). Therefore, faces rated as richer tend to be rated as more competent,

trustworthy, and warm, and slightly less dominant than faces rated as poorer, mirroring

existing findings (Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017; Bjornsdottir, 2019; Diener & Biswas-Diener,

2002; Fiske et al., 2002).

This suggests that the perception of social class could be driven by a set of facial

features that also drive the perception of specific social traits, thus sharing a common fea-

ture space. To test this directly, I examined the similarity of the facial features associated

with the perception of social class and those associated with each social trait using two

complementary analyses – Principal Components Analysis and a machine learning classi-

fier approach. Specifically, I first applied a PCA to all validated face models of social class

and social traits using the predicted identity component coefficients for the extreme ends

of each social judgment – e.g., ’very competent’, and ’very incompetent’ – , for 3D shape

and 2D complexion and for each sex of stimulus face separately. To do so, I pooled the pre-

dicted identity component coefficients (402 shape; 402 × 5 complexion) across all five social

judgments (social class, four social traits), separately for each sex of stimulus face and for

3D shape and 2D complexion and applied a PCA to each. To identify the optimal number

of PCs, I used the broken stick and elbow methods (see Figure 6.23A in Supplementary

Material) and cross-validated the results by reconstructing the predicted faces from the PC

solutions and comparing them to the original models by measuring the correlation between

the 3D face information of the reconstructed faces and the 3D face information of the faces

reconstructed based on all PCs (see Figure 6.23B in Supplementary Material). Together,

these results yielded a four PC solution for female 3D shape models, a three PC solution for

male 3D shape models, a three PC solution for female 2D complexion models, and a 2 PC

solution for male 2D complexion models. I then examined the distribution of the individual

participant face models within each derived PC space to evaluate the extent to which they

share features and/or comprise specific face feature accents. Figure 3.4 shows the results

(see also Supplementary Material – Figure 6.13C for green-red results in colorblind friendly

colors).
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Figure 3.3. Relationship between social class and social trait face perception. Color-

coded points in each plot show the average social class rating (x axis) of a randomly gen-

erated face identity plotted against its average social trait rating (y axis). Each point thus

represents one of the 2,400 randomly generated face identities. Purple represents female

faces, black represents male faces. Color-coded lines represent the correlations for each

sex of stimulus face (correlation coefficients shown in the top left). Results show that ratings

of social class correlate positively with ratings of competence, warmth, and trustworthiness

with a weaker relationship with dominance. Thus, faces perceived as rich are also perceived

as more competent, warm, and trustworthy, and slightly less dominant (results for female

faces did not exceed threshold for statistical significance). * p < .05, *** p < .001
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Figure 3.4. Face feature comparison between the social class and social trait face

models. (A) Shape – social class and social trait feature comparison. Each column rep-

resents a PC; color-coded face maps show the face features captured by each PC (red

– positive deviation from average face, blue – negative deviation; see colorbar; normal-

ized within each PC). Color-coded box plots show the distribution of PCA scores for each

social judgment (see labels on x axis; points beyond 1.5 × interquartile range plotted sepa-

rately; see also Figure 6.24 in Supplementary Material for PCs shown in x, y, and z planes).

Purple shows comparisons between social trait face models and rich face models; green

shows comparisons with poor face models (see legend at top). Darker colors indicate no

statistically significant difference; brighter colors indicate a statistically significant difference

(see legend at top). Dashed lines show the mean social class PC score on relevant PCs.

Grayscale boxplots indicate no comparison between social class and social traits (dark gray

– PC significantly associated only with social traits; light gray – not significantly associated

with social traits; see legend). On left, color-coded matrices show the average PC scores

for social class and each social trait, ordered according to their pairwise similarities (see

dendrogram to left). Brown represents negative PC scores; blue represents positive PC

scores; asterisks indicate the PC is significantly associated with the social judgment. Val-

ues normalized across sex of stimulus face and PCs, for shape and complexion separately.

(B) Complexion – social class and social trait feature comparison. Results are shown using

the same format as in panel A.

In each panel, color-coded face maps show the facial features represented by each

PC using the same format as in Figure 3.2. Below, box plots show the distribution of per-

participant PC scores for the face models of social class and each social trait (see labels on

x axis), ordered via their PC scores. To evaluate the extent to which the face models of so-

cial class and the social traits comprise similar features, I compared their average PC scores

using Welch two-samplet-tests (corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni-Holm

correction) and did so only if the PC is significantly associated with both social judgments,

as assessed via correlations (Pearson’s r ) between the PC scores and binary social trait

vectors (e.g., ’poor’, ’not poor’; corrected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni-Holm

correction). Colored box plots show these comparisons (grayscale boxplots indicate no

comparison). Dashed lines show the average PC score for rich and poor face models.

Purple indicates comparison between social trait face models and rich face models (e.g.,

competent and rich), green indicates comparison with poor face models. Lighter hues indi-

cate significant differences (p ≤ .05 after Bonferroni-Holm correction). Darker hues indicate

no statistically significant difference. To the left, color-coded matrices show the average

PC scores for each social judgment, ordered according to their pairwise similarities (see

dendrogram on left). Brown represents negative scores, teal represents positive scores,

and asterisks indicate the PCs that are significantly associated with the face models of that
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social judgment.

Results reveal similarities in the facial features that drive the perception of social

class and specific social traits, plus accents that distinguish social class from social trait

judgments. For example, rich and poor female faces comprise face shape and complexion

features (represented by PC1) that are more pronounced compared to specific social traits

(see bright purple and green box plots) plus features (represented by PC2) that are more

similar to specific social traits (see dark purple and green box plots). Similarly, the color-

colored matrices show that, overall, the face models of social class comprise a specific

combination of facial features (i.e., PCs and scores) that is distinct from all social traits. For

example, rich female faces comprise a specific combination of face shape and complexion

features represented by PCs 1–2 and PCs 1–3, respectively (see brown coloration and

asterisks) that is not observed for any social trait.

Together, these results show that female faces judged as rich comprise face shape

and complexion features that are similar to those of faces judged as dominant and compe-

tent – i.e., lowered brow, protruding chin, and a lighter and warmer complexion (see PC2

for shape and complexion) – with similar results found for complexion for rich male faces

(see PC2). Equally, while rich female face models comprise features that are also observed

in the face models of trustworthy – i.e., narrow faces with protruding features and upturned

mouth corners (see PC1) – they are more pronounced for rich face models. Similarly, male

rich and competent face models also comprise these features – narrow faces with upturned

mouth corners (see PC1) – but they are more pronounced for rich models.

In contrast, female faces judged as poor comprise face shape and complexion fea-

tures that are similar to those of faces judged as untrustworthy (shape PC1), incompetent,

and submissive (PC2) – i.e., wider faces with flatter features, downturned mouth corners,

and darker, cooler complexions. Male poor faces comprise complexion features that are

similar to those of incompetent (shape PC1, complexion PC2), and submissive (complexion

PC2) face models – i.e., a darker, cooler complexion. Equally, while poor female face mod-

els comprise complexion features that are also observed in the face models of warm (PC2)

they are more pronounced. A similar pattern of feature pronunciation is found for poor male

face models for incompetent shape features. In sum, these results show that while faces

judged as rich or poor comprise face features that are similar to those found in faces judged

according to specific social traits, they comprise a specific combination of facial features that

distinguishes them from these social traits, including more pronounced features.
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3.4.2 Classification of social class and social trait face models

To further test the distinctiveness of the social class and social trait face models, I

used a machine learning approach to classify the face models by social class and the four

social traits. Specifically, in a stratified 10-fold cross-validation, I trained a supervised learn-

ing classifier – Support Vector Machine (SVM) – to classify the face models reconstructed

from the analyzed PCs for 3D shape and 2D complexion and for each sex of stimulus face

separately. Specifically, I reconstructed 282 validated models of female shape based on

4 PCs, 286 validated models of male shape based on 3 PCs, 260 validated models of fe-

male complexion based on 3 PCs, and 274 validated models of male complexion based on

2 PCs. I converted predictor variables to z-scores within each fold to prevent data-leakage

and employed automatic hyperparameter optimization for coding design, lambda, and binary

learner type. In each case I trained the classifier to predict the ten social judgment labels

(e.g., ’rich’, ’poor’, etc.) based on the reconstructed identity components (e.g., 402 identity

components × n reconstructed social class and social trait models). The SVM classifier

produced a mean classification error across folds of 46.7% for female shape models, 46.3%

for male shape models, 29.32% for female complexion models, and 41.45% for male com-

plexion models. Figure 3.5 shows the aggregated classifier performance across all folds.

Accurate classifications of the face models would indicate that they comprise sufficiently

distinct features, whereas consistent misclassifications would indicate that they do not.

In each panel, colored matrices show the face model classification performance with

green indicating correct classifications – i.e., diagonal squares – and pink indicating misclas-

sifications – off diagonal squares (see colorbar to right). Numeric values in each cell show

the percentage of face models classified/misclassified. Squares outlined in orange denote

misclassifications between social class and social traits above chance (i.e., 1/number of in-

correct classification options; misclassifications between social traits are not highlighted).

As shown by the green diagonal values, classification performance is high with some sys-

tematic misclassifications – for example, poor face models are generally misclassified as

incompetent and rich faces are generally misclassified as competent (and vice versa). How-

ever, correct classifications systematically outnumber misclassifications. Together, these

results show that the face models of social class comprise a specific combination of face

features that is highly distinct to most social traits but shares many features with face models

of competence.

In sum, by comparing the facial features of social class and social trait faces models

using PCA and then testing their distinctiveness using a machine learning approach, results

showed that the face features driving the perception social class comprise a specific com-

bination of shape and complexion features that are similar but not equal to those driving

the perception of social traits. The highest similarity was observed between social class
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Figure 3.5. Social judgment classification performance of a supervised learning clas-

sifier. (A) Social judgment classification performance for 3D shape and (B) 2D complex-

ion for each sex of stimulus face. Color-coded matrices show the classifications (x axis)

of the face models (y axis). Green shows correct classifications – i.e., diagonal squares;

pink shows incorrect classifications – i.e., off-diagonal squares (see colorbar to right).

Squares outlined in orange denote above-chance misclassifications between social class

and social traits. Numeric values in each cell show the percentage of face models classi-

fied/misclassified.
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and competence on the basis of their face width. Thus, while many of the facial features

driving the perception of social class also contribute to the perception of related social traits

– here, competence, warmth, dominance, and trustworthiness – they comprise specific face

features that mostly distinguish social class as a specific social perception.

3.5 Discussion

Chapter 3 addressed the central question of which facial features drive the percep-

tion of social class and whether they correspond to those that drive the perception of related

social traits. In doing so, it thus provides an important explanatory element in understanding

the intrinsic relationship between the perception of social class and social traits. Specifically,

I used a generative model of 3D human faces, a data-driven psychophysical method, and

subjective social perception to model the face features (3D shape and 2D complexion) that

elicit the perception of social class. Examination and comparisons of these face models us-

ing PCA showed that the perception of social class is systematically associated with specific

facial features – for example, faces judged as poor tend to be broader and shorter with more

widely spaced and lower eyes, flatter and shorter noses, downturned mouths, and darker,

cooler complexions. In contrast, faces judged as rich tend to be narrower with longer, more

protruding features, upturned mouths, and lighter, warmer complexions.

Further, I found that these features generally correspond to those that drive the per-

ception of social traits that are stereotypically associated with social class – for example,

faces judged as poor comprise features that are also found in faces judged as submissive,

incompetent, and untrustworthy and faces judged as rich comprise face features that are

also found in the face models of competent, and trustworthy, and with some variation ac-

cording to sex of stimulus face. These results correspond with existing results showing that

judgments of social class correlate with judgments of social traits from faces (Bjornsdottir &

Rule, 2017; Bjornsdottir, 2019), as replicated here (see Figure 3.3). The analysis also re-

vealed systematic differences in the facial features associated with the perception of social

class and social traits, whereby the social class face models comprise a specific combina-

tion of facial features that is either distinct from or more pronounced than those of the social

trait face models. To test this directly, I used a supervised learning classifier to classify the

face models according to social class and the four social traits – results showed high classi-

fication performance but with systematic confusions between social class and competence.

Together, these results show that the facial features that drive the perception of social class

are related to those of social trait, and in particular competence perception but nevertheless

comprise a set of features that is somewhat distinct from that of each social trait.

These results highlight the close relationship between the perception of social class
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and specific social traits, which reflects well-documented social class stereotypes (e.g.,

Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017; Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007). Specifically, I found

that faces judged as rich comprise features that are also found in faces judged as com-

petent, and trustworthy and those judged as poor comprise features that are also found in

faces judged as incompetent, and untrustworthy. Dominance, however, showed a conflicting

pattern of overlapping features, such that some features eliciting perceptions of dominance

also elicit perceptions of high social class (PC1) and others of low social class (PC2), helping

to explain the near-zero correlation between judgments of social class and of dominance.

Equally, perceived dominance does not always lead to perceived high status (Cheng et al.,

2013), and among women, greater femininity (which appears more submissive) may be as-

sociated with higher social class (Bjornsdottir, 2019). These findings expand upon existing

work showing that conceptually similar person judgments correlate with overall facial feature

similarity (e.g., Bin Meshar et al., 2021; Stolier et al., 2018, 2020) by demonstrating (1) which

conceptually related social judgments overlap perceptually, (2) their degree of overlap, but

also (3) uniquely pinpointing the sources of these overlaps in the face.

However, although the perception of social class and of specific social traits are each

driven by similar facial features, the specific combination of these facial features can be dis-

tinguished, including through variations in feature pronunciation. These results suggest that

while certain facial features can elicit related social perceptions, the specific combination of

facial features driving the perception of social class is mostly unique to this particular social

attribute. These results therefore suggest that the perception of social class is to some de-

gree distinct from the perception of social traits and cannot be reduced to any specific social

trait although it shares particularly many features with competence perception.

These results also contribute to the wider literature on face perception, including

overgeneralization effects (Zebrowitz, 2017; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). Specifically,

many of the features driving social class perception are also tied to the perception of other

social attributes such as fitness, emotion, babyfacedness, and familiarity. For example,

poor faces comprise broader features and cooler complexions which might indicate higher

face adiposity and are associated with poorer health (Henderson et al., 2016; A. L. Jones,

2018; Little, 2014; Said & Todorov, 2011). Similarly, downturned mouths are associated with

negative emotions (e.g., Jack et al., 2016) and shorter chins and lower eyes correspond with

infantile features (Berry & McArthur, 1986), which in turn are associated with perceptions

of lower competence (Berry & McArthur, 1986). Finally, darker complexions could reflect

ethnic outgroups for white perceivers (Blair et al., 2004).

In contrast, face features driving perceptions of rich social class standing such as

narrower face width and lighter and warmer toned complexions also relate to higher health

and attractiveness perceptions (Henderson et al., 2016; A. L. Jones, 2018; Little, 2014; Said
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& Todorov, 2011). Crucially, attractiveness and health perceptions relate both to social class

(Bjornsdottir & Rule, 2017; Bjornsdottir, 2019) and social trait judgments (Jaeger et al., 2018;

Tsankova & Kappas, 2016). Similarly, upturned mouth corners relate to positive emotions

(e.g., Jack et al., 2016) and more positive-looking faces in turn appear friendlier (Wolffhechel

et al., 2014) and more extraverted (Borkenau et al., 2009), agentic, and communal (Walker

& Vetter, 2016). Finally, nose length is associated with youthfulness/attractiveness (Vernon

et al., 2014). Such associations are reflected both in general social class stereotypes such

as competence and well-being (Durante et al., 2017; Varnum & Denson, 2013) and ground

truth social class correlates including mental and physical health (e.g., Adler et al., 1994;

Marmot et al., 1991) that laypeople often internalize (e.g., Diener & Biswas-Diener, 2002).

In sum, chapter 3 provided new insights into human social face perception by show-

ing that judgments of social class are related to but distinguishable from those of social traits

and are driven by a specific combination of facial features.



Chapter 4

Social trait facial expressions form two

clusters that may reflect approach and

avoidance signals

4.1 Chapter abstract

Emotion overgeneralization theory posit that resemblance of neutral faces to emo-

tional facial expressions drives social trait inferences. Similarly, humans make stable social

traits inferences from dynamic facial expressions. However, the facial movements that drive

such trait inferences and how they relate to emotional facial expressions and neutral social

trait face shapes are not well understood. In this chapter, I used data-driven psychophysical

techniques to derive dynamic facial expression models of four key social trait dimensions –

dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth – and compared them to emotional

facial expressions. Clustering of these models revealed that social trait facial expressions

form two clusters that are related to happy and disgusted facial expressions, respectively.

However, emotional features did not fully account for social trait features in either the facial

expressions or the neutral face shapes. These results support theories about the impor-

tance of approach and avoidance in social trait perception but call into question the emotion

overgeneralization hypothesis.

70
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4.2 Introduction

As shown by chapter 3, social traits perceptually overlap with other key social judg-

ments, such as social class. Notably, many of the shared facial features between social traits

and social class are also implicated in other social perceptions such as emotion perception

(Jack et al., 2016; Zebrowitz & Montepare, 2008). These data therefore lend support to

the emotion overgeneralization effect – an inference of social attributes from facial features

resembling emotion (Zebrowitz, 2017). Machine learning based approaches successfully

demonstrated that correlations between social trait and emotion inferences from neutral

faces stem from such face feature similarities (Albohn & Adams, 2021; Said et al., 2009). In

particular, positively valenced social trait perceptions, such as trustworthiness are, at least

in part, driven by facial features resembling positively valenced emotions such as happiness

(Albohn & Adams, 2021; Said et al., 2009). In contrast, threat-related social traits, such

as dominance, are associated with facial features of negatively valenced emotions, such as

anger (Albohn & Adams, 2021; Said et al., 2009). Indeed, emotional facial resemblance is

one of the strongest predictors of social traits judgments from neutral faces (Jaeger & Jones,

2022). Yet it is unclear which specific facial features drive these overgeneralization effects.

For instance, while it is likely that smile resembling features drive similarity to happiness (Gill

et al., 2014), shared features between dominance and anger are less easily identifiable.

Moreover, people not only infer social traits from neutral faces but also from facial

expressions (Gill et al., 2014; Knutson, 1996), in particular from emotional facial expressions

(Knutson, 1996). For example, angry facial expressions are judged as dominant while happy

facial expressions are judged as trustworthy (Hareli et al., 2009; Knutson, 1996). However,

there is little work showing the specific facial movements that drive social trait perceptions

or how these relate to emotional facial expressions. Nevertheless, Gill et al. (2014) found

that dynamic facial expressions driving the perception of trustworthiness and dominance

comprise facial movements from several different emotions. This suggests that perceptions

of social traits are not associated with any one emotion but instead are more closely associ-

ated with general affective messages. Similarly, it remains an open question how social trait

facial expressions relate to neutral social trait face shapes. If both are overgeneralizations

from emotional expressions, social trait facial expressions should be a mere exaggerations

of the neutral face shapes and be closely associated with emotional expressions.

This chapter investigates this mapping between facial expressions that elicit social

trait judgments and (1) emotional facial expressions and (2) social trait face shapes, using

methods similar to those in chapter 2 and chapter 3. Specifically, using reverse correlation,

I model the specific facial movement patterns associated with the perception of the four

key social trait dimensions – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. I then

compare these social trait facial expression models to (1) emotional facial expressions and
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(2) the social trait face shapes derived in chapter 2 before (3) comparing social trait face

shapes with emotional expressions.

4.3 Data-driven modeling of facial expressions that elicit

perceptions of social traits

4.3.1 Participants

Twenty-three white Western participants (14 female, 9 male; mean age = 24.0 years,

SD = 3.15 years) completed the facial expression rating task. Participants had minimal

exposure to non-Western cultures as assessed via questionnaire (see section 6.1 – Par-

ticipant questionnaire in the Supplementary Material for details) to reduce the impact of

cross-cultural differences on perception. Participants had normal or corrected to normal

vision and reported no symptoms of synesthesia, or psychological, psychiatric, or neurolog-

ical conditions that can affect face-processing, as per self-report. Participants gave written

informed consent and received £6/hour for participation. The experiment was approved by

the University of Glasgow College of Science and Engineering Ethics Committee.

4.3.2 Stimuli

I produced random facial expression stimuli using a dynamic facial expression gen-

eration platform (GFG; Yu et al., 2012) as shown in Figure 4.1. For each stimulus, the GFG

randomly selected between one and five Facial Action Units (AUs) from a set of 42 AUs, each

representing an individual facial muscle movement (Ekman & Friesen, 1978, Figure 4.1 left).

For each AU separately, the GFG then assigned random but biologically plausible values for

each of 7 temporal parameters (onset latency, acceleration, peak latency, peak amplitude,

sustainement, deceleration, and offset latency). Using this method, I created a set of 2,000

different, random, dynamic facial expressions (see section 6.6 in the Supplementary Ma-

terial for an exploration of how many trials are needed to derive stable facial expression

models). I presented these facial expressions on a set of 2,000 photo-realistic 3D face iden-

tities (1,000 female, 1,000 male; 18-35 years, white Western) randomly generated using

the same Generative Face Grammar (Zhan et al., 2019) and procedure as in chapter 2 and

chapter 3.
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Figure 4.1. Modeling facial expressions that elicit social trait perceptions. On each

trial, a generative face grammar selected random Action Units and assigned each one ran-

dom temporal parameters illustrated as three example AUs’ activation curves on left. Col-

ored face maps show the corresponding facial movements. These AUs combine to a single

dynamic facial expression (middle panel) of length 1.25 s. Participants rated these facial

expressions on each one of four social trait dimensions (right).

4.3.3 Experimental task

To obtain a set of facial expressions associated with the perception of key social

traits, each participant rated each facial animation on each of the four social trait dimen-

sions - dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth (for an example see Fig-

ure 4.1 right). Specifically, on each trial, participants viewed a random facial animation and

rated it on a given social trait on a scale from 1 (e.g., ’very submissive’) to 11 (e.g., ’very

dominant’) with 6 being the mid-point labeled ’neutral’. The expansion of the scale from 7

points in chapter 2 to 11 points ensured higher methodological similarity to the procedure

used to obtain emotional facial expression models (for details see Jack et al., 2014, but also

section 6.7 in the Supplementary Material).

Each participant rated each facial animation (n = 2,000) on all four social traits in

separate, randomized blocks. Each block consisted of 200 trials during which the sex of

stimulus face and target social trait remained constant. In total, each participant therefore

completed 8,000 trials across 40 separate blocks during between nine and eleven separate

1-hour sessions [1,000 trials × 2 sex of stimulus face × 4 social trait dimensions]. To

minimize fatigue, participants took breaks between blocks and sessions and completed no

more than three sessions within a day. Participants responded using a GUI on a 17-inch

flat panel monitor. I presented each animation in the central visual field for 1.25 s at a

constant viewing distance of 70 cm, subtending 14.36° (vertical) and 8.75° (horizontal) of
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visual angle. I controlled the experiment using MATLAB R2018a and the Psychophysics

Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007).

4.3.4 Facial expression modeling procedure

To model the dynamic facial expressions associated with each social trait, I ex-

tracted the AUs significantly associated with the perception of each social trait. Specifically,

for each sex of stimulus face, social trait (dominant, competent, trustworthy, warm, sub-

missive, incompetent, untrustworthy, cold), participant, and AU separately, I first binarized

the responses (e.g., ’submissive’, ’not submissive’) and counted how frequently each AU

appeared for each response. Next, I performed a Monte Carlo simulation (one-tailed) with

1,000 iterations, shuffling responses at each iteration and re-counting AU frequencies. I

retained those AUs with frequencies above 95% of the distribution of random frequencies

thereby obtaining a 42-dimensional vector of on/off values for each AU, social trait, partici-

pant, and sex of stimulus face.

Next, to model the corresponding dynamic movements, I performed an constrained

least squares regression between the response vector (i.e., social trait ratings) and each of

the seven temporal parameters, for each sex of stimulus face, participant, social trait, and

significant AU separately. I thus derived a set of 184 social trait facial expression models

[23 participants × 4 social traits × 2 sex of stimulus] each of size 42 (AU) × 8 (on/off + 7

temporal parameters). Finally, to derive aggregate facial expression models (mean across

participants), I first determined which AUs passed the population prevalence threshold (Ince

et al., 2021) for each social trait and sex of stimulus face separately. For AUs which passed

population prevalence, I then took the mean AU temporal parameters across participants

for whom the AU was significant. Figure 4.2A shows the resulting facial expression models

for each sex of stimulus face and each social trait. Specifically, colored face maps show the

AUs that passed population prevalence (mean amplitude across participants) for each social

trait in red. Below, colored matrices show participant counts per AU with more saturated red

corresponding to higher numbers of participants (see colorbar to right).
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Figure 4.2. Average social trait facial expression models and clusters. (A) Average

social trait facial expression models. Colored face maps show significant AUs (assessed

via population prevalence) per social trait and sex of stimulus face. Below colored matrices

indicate the number of individual participant models that included each AU where more

saturated red shows higher participant numbers (see colorbar to right). (B) Social trait facial

expression clusters. For female and male faces separately, colored matrices show the cross-

correlation (Pearson’s r ; mean across participants) between social trait facial expression

models (on/off binary AU vectors). Darker colors show higher correlations, lighter colors

lower correlations (see colorbar to right). Both matrices are ordered according to female

face hierarchical clustering of the pair-wise mean correlation values.

4.3.5 Validating social trait facial expression models

To validate the social trait facial expression models I used a Leave-One-Out-Cross-

validation. Specifically, for each sex of stimulus face and social trait, I trained 23 general

linear models on the stimulus data [1,000 trials × 42 AUs (on/off)], each one to predict the

responses of 22 out of the 23 participants. I then tested each model against the remain-

ing response data of the left-out participant. Finally, I correlated (Pearson’s r ), for each

sex of stimulus face, social trait, and participant separately, the predicted with the actual

responses. I defined models with correlations of p ≤ .05 after Bonferroni-Holm correction to

be validated. Using this procedure, the majority of models (n = 178, 97.8%; 89 female, 89

male; 46 dominance, 41 competence, 45 trustworthiness, 46 warmth) validated and were

retained for further analysis (see Figure 6.25 in the Supplementary Material for individual

model validation performances).

4.4 Results

Visual inspection of Figure 4.2A suggests that (1) social traits may cluster into fewer

sub-clusters based on their facial expression features compared to their face shape fea-

tures and (2) social trait facial expressions differ only little between female and male faces.

Specifically, submissive, competent, trustworthy, and warm comprise AUs such as Lip Cor-

ner Puller and Lip Stretcher, and, for female faces, Eyes Closed. In contrast, dominant, in-

competent, untrustworthy, and cold comprise AUs such as Upper Lip Raiser and Nasolabial

Deepener. To test these observations formally, I first cross-correlated (Pearson’s r ) all binary

social trait facial expression models (42 AU on/off; n = 184 models [23 participants × 8 social

traits]). Next, I clustered the resulting average correlation values (mean across participant-

wise comparisons) based on hierarchical clustering. Figure 4.2B shows the resulting cor-

relation matrices, ordered via the female face hierarchical clustering results. Darker colors
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denote higher correlations, lighter colors denote lower correlations. For example, untrust-

worthy, cold, and dominant cluster together tightly based on their facial expression features

with incompetence also forming part of this cluster but with lower correlations. Similarly, sub-

missive, competent, trustworthy, and warm cluster together, although trustworthy and warm

correlate more strongly with each other than with either submissive or competent. These

patterns appeared highly similar between female and male faces and, correspondingly, their

cross-correlation values (participant-wise comparisons) correlated highly (r = .78, p < .001).

4.4.1 Social trait facial expression clusters

To test whether these two main clusters of social trait facial expression models cor-

responded to particular emotional facial expressions, I used a supervised machine learning

approach. Specifically, for each sex of stimulus face, I trained a supervised learning clas-

sifier (SVM) to classify emotional facial expressions (happy, surprised, fearful, disgusted,

angry, sad) based on their 42-dimensional binary vector of on/off AU values (360 models

per sex of face [6 emotions × 60 participants]; see Jack et al. (2014) and section 6.7 in

the Supplementary Material for how emotion models were derived). I then tested the clas-

sifier on the the social trait facial expression models (184 models [8 social traits × 23 par-

ticipants]), thereby gaining a predicted emotion label for each social trait facial expression

model. Finally, I clustered the social traits and emotions based on these classification values

(pairwise Euclidean Distance) using hierarchical clustering. Figure 4.3A shows the resulting

classification matrices, ordered via hierarchical clustering that is displayed as dendrogram

trees.

Results revealed that, for both female and male faces, the two social trait clusters

were most frequently classified as happy and disgusted. Specifically, submissive, compe-

tent, trustworthy, and warm facial expression models (cluster 1) were classified as happy

and, to a lesser degree, as sad. In contrast, dominant, incompetent, untrustworthy, and cold

facial expression models (cluster 2) were classified as disgusted and, to a lesser degree,

angry. Finally, submissive facial expression models were frequently classified as surprised

and fearful. I further explored which Action Units drive these classifications with an ablation

analysis. Specifically, I repeated the machine learning approach described above 42 times,

removing a different AU at each iteration and obtaining classification results based on these

reduced sets of AUs. I then subtracted from these new classification results (i.e., count of

classification as a given emotion) the classification results based on the full set of Action

Units. This yielded a measure of which AUs drove classifications of each social trait as a

given emotion. Negative values indicated that removal of the AU decreased classifications

as a given emotion, suggesting it had positively contributed to classifications when included.

The results are shown in Figure 4.3B.
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Figure 4.3. Social trait facial expression clusters and associated Action Units. (A)

Social trait facial expression classification. Colored matrices show the percentage of social

trait facial expression models classified as each emotion for each sex of stimulus face sep-

arately. Darker colors indicate higher percentages (see colorbar to right). Axes are ordered

via hierarchical clustering of the pairwise distances (Euclidean) between these classifica-

tion percentages (see dendrograms). (B) Action Units driving classifications of social trait

expressions as emotional facial expressions. Purple face maps in the top row show AUs that

drive classifications of social traits in each cluster as a given emotion (see also AU labels

to right). Below, cyan face maps show AUs associated with social traits in this cluster but

which do not drive classification results. Red face maps similarly show AUs associated with

the emotion but which do not drive classification results.
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Purple face maps in Figure 4.3B show AUs that drive classifications of social traits

in each cluster as a given emotion. For example, social traits in cluster 1 (submissive,

competent, trustworthy, warm) are classified as happy on the basis of Lip Corner Puller

and AU25-12 (Lips Part + Lip Corner Puller). Below, cyan face maps indicate AUs that are

significantly associated with the cluster’s social traits (> population prevalence for at least

two of the four social traits) but not the emotion. Red face maps show AUs significantly

associated with the emotion (> population prevalence) but not the social traits. Note that in

some cases, AUs were significant for both social traits and the respective emotion but did

not drive classification results (see Figure 6.26 in the Supplementary Material for full results

for each social trait).

Results revealed that social trait facial expression models in cluster 1 – submissive,

competent, trustworthy, and warm – were classified as happy on the basis of Lip Corner

Puller and AU25-12 (Lips Part + Lip Corner Puller). However, happy facial expressions

further comprised Sharp Lip Puller and AU12-6 (Lip Corner Puller + Cheek Raiser) while the

social traits additionally comprised Inner and Outer Brow Raiser (female and male faces),

Jaw Drop, and Eyes Closed (female faces only). Additionally, social trait models in cluster

1 were classified as sad based on Eyes Closed for female faces but a wider set of AUs for

male faces, including Brow Lowerer, Chin Raiser, and Nostril Compressor. In contrast, social

trait facial expression models in cluster 2 – dominant, incompetent, untrustworthy, and cold –

were classified as disgusted and angry in particular on the basis of Nose Wrinkler (disgusted

and angry), Lip Stretcher (disgusted), and Upper Lip Raiser (angry). However, the social

trait models in this cluster additionally comprised the AUs Brow Lowerer (female and male),

Lower Lip Depressor, Lip Pressor, and Lip Stretcher (male). In contrast, disgusted was

associated with Cheek Raiser and angry with a wider range of AUs including Upper Lid

Raiser and AUs involved in the opening of the mouth such as Mouth Stretch.

4.4.2 Social trait shape features resembling facial expressions

The above results show that social trait facial expressions form two clusters that

are related to happy and disgusted facial expressions, respectively. This stands in contrast

to the four clusters chapter 2 identified for social trait face shapes, suggesting that there

is no one-to-one mapping from social trait shape features to social trait facial expression

features. To test this formally, and to identify the specific facial features that drive facial

resemblances between neutral social trait face shapes and different facial expressions, I

derived a measure of which specific individual Action Units correlated with each social trait

face shape as illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Specifically, for each individual AU, I obtained a 3D face shape representation of

the facial movement (at constant amplitude) using the GFG and obtained their deviation to
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Figure 4.4. Deriving AU-representations of social trait shapes. Each panel represents

a sequential step for deriving AU-representations of social trait face shape models. Left –

individual AUs (n = 28 bilateral) are represented as 3D face shapes (extracted using the

GFG), allowing for the calculation of the deviation to the average face. Middle – For each

AU, I identified the most relevant 3D shape vertices, i.e., vertices with deviation values above

the 85th or 95th percentile (depending on the magnitude of the AU’s movement, e.g., Lid

Raiser versus Lip Corner Puller) of the 14,319 vertices. Out of these vertices, I identified the

dimension (x, y, z) with the highest absolute effect size (mean deviation from the average

face). Right – For each sex of stimulus face, AU, and social trait, I correlated these shape

values (residuals from the average face) and thus obtained a 28 (bilateral AUs) × 1 vector

of correlation values for each individual social trait.

the average face values (Figure 4.4 left; see also subsection 2.3.7 for details on deviation

values). Next, for each AU, I identified vertices above the 85th or 95th percentile (depending

on the magnitude of the AU’s movement, e.g., Lid Raiser versus Lip Corner Puller) across

all 3D shape vertices’ (n = 14,319) deviation values as most relevant to that AU (Figure 4.4

middle; see Figure 6.27 for resulting vertex models for each AU). For this, I focused on

bilateral AUs (n = 28) by collapsing across lateralized AUs (e.g., Brow Lowerer Left, Brow

Lowerer Right) and I retained these AUs for all further analyses to avoid, where possible,

comparing the same features multiple times.

Having identified relevant 3D shape vertices for each AU, I then correlated the 3D

shape vertex values of these relevant vertices between each AU and each social trait face

shape, for each participant and sex of stimulus face separately (Figure 4.4 right). I cor-

rected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni-Holm correction and identified population

level AUs via population prevalence (Ince et al., 2021). This yielded a vector of 28 corre-

lation values for each social trait shape and sex of stimulus face, detailing the Action Unit

pattern the social trait face shape features highly correlated with above population threshold.

Figure 4.5 shows the resulting correlated facial features.

Red areas on each face map in Figure 4.5Ai and Bi show the face features of each

AU that significantly correlated with that social trait for female (Ai) and male (Bi) faces sepa-

rately. Below each face, I list the six AUs that most strongly correlated with face features of
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Figure 4.5. Social trait shapes represented as Action Unit patterns. (Ai) Social trait face

shape Action Unit patterns - Female. For each social trait (female faces), face maps show

the shape face features (red) corresponding to AUs that significantly correlated with that

social trait’s face shape, derived as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Below, significantly correlated

AUs are indicated, ordered by strength of correlation (top – highest correlation; highest six

correlations only; see also Figure 6.28 for all correlation values). Arrows and labels indicate

specific AUs that were also significantly associated with different emotions (assessed via

population prevalence). For example, female dominant face shape models correlated with

Lip Corner Depressor which is also common in sad facial expression models. Colored

frames around each face indicate the correlation between the full social trait shape AU

pattern (28 × 1 AU correlations) and the corresponding social trait facial expression AU

pattern (proportion of participants per AU). Green corresponds to positive, pink to negative,

and black to zero correlations. (Aii) Trait shape-emotion correlation - Female. Correlation

between the social trait shape AU pattern as in Ai and the AU patterns of each of the six

basic emotions. Green corresponds to positive correlations, pink to negative, and white to

zero correlations. (Bi) Social trait face shape Action Unit patterns - Male. Results for male

faces are shown as in Ai. (Bii) Trait shape-emotion correlation - Male. Results for male faces

are shown as in Aii.
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each social trait (top row = highest correlation). For example, female dominant face shapes

comprised shape features similar to Lip Corner Depressor, Brow Lowerer, Upper Lid Raiser,

and Nose Wrinkler. Arrows and labels around each face indicate which emotions each of

these AUs was significantly associated with (assessed via population prevalence threshold).

For example, Nose Wrinkler is significantly associated with angry and disgusted. Addition-

ally, colored frames around each face map indicate the correlation (Pearson’s r ) between

AU activation patterns of the social trait face shape and corresponding social trait facial ex-

pression. Green indicates positive correlations, pink negative correlations and black zero

correlation. For instance, female dominant face shape models positively correlated with fe-

male dominant facial expression models. Finally, on the right, Figure 4.5Aii and Bii show

correlations between AU patterns of each social trait face shape and each of the six basic

emotions. Here, green indicates positive correlations, pink negative correlations, and white

zero correlations.

Figure 4.5 reveals that each social trait’s face shape is systematically associated

with specific Action Units. In particular, submissive, trustworthy, and warm face shape mod-

els all correlated with six or more AUs that were mostly associated with smiles (e.g., Lip Cor-

ner Puller, AU12-6, Mouth Stretcher) but also with upward eyebrow movement (Inner and

Outer Brow Raiser) and lengthening of the chin (Jaw Drop). In contrast, dominant, untrust-

worthy, and cold face shape models correlated with the opposite eyebrow (Brow Lowerer)

and mouth movement (Lip Corner Depressort), as well as Upper Lid Raiser, an AU that is

also associated with angry but also surprised and fearful facial expressions. Each of these

social traits’ AU pattern also correlated positively with its corresponding facial expression AU

pattern. In particular trustworthy, warm, and dominant (male faces) showed high similarity

between their shape and facial expression models, suggesting the facial expression mod-

els comprised features that were exaggerations of the neutral face shape models. However,

competent and incompetent stood out through their negative correlation between shape and

facial expression models (with the exception of male competence). Competent face shape

models correlated with smile-related AUs such as Lip Corner Puller but also with Nostril

Compressor and Jaw Drop for female faces and Brow Lowerer and Nose Wrinkler for male

faces. In contrast, incompetent face shape models correlated with AUs corresponding to a

downward movement of the mouth (Lip Corner Depressor, Lower Lip Depressor) but also a

raising of the eyebrows.

Furthermore, these social trait shape AU patterns also correlated systematically

with different emotional facial expressions (Figure 4.5Aii-Bii). For example, dominant, un-

trustworthy and cold face shape models correlated with fearful, angry, and sad facial ex-

pressions. Submissive, trustworthy and warm face shape models correlated positively with

happy (except female submissive and trustworthy) and surprised facial expressions. Finally,
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competent shape models correlated positively with surprised expressions for female and

happy expressions for male faces while incompetent models were mostly associated with

sad facial expressions.

Together, these results show that facial expression models of social traits form two

clusters that are closely associated with specific emotional facial expressions, in particular

happy and disgusted. However, an ablation analysis and correlations between face shape

and facial expression models revealed that emotional facial expression features did not fully

account for social trait features. Therefore, while social trait and emotion models shared

some features, emotion perception alone does not fully account for the perception of social

traits.

4.5 Discussion

In this chapter I addressed several key questions regarding which facial expression

patterns elicit social trait judgments and how these relate to emotional facial expressions

and neutral face shapes of social traits. I did so by applying methods analogous to those

in chapter 2 and chapter 3 to facial expressions. Specifically, I used reverse correlation to

model the specific Action Unit patterns that elicit social trait perceptions of four key social

traits – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. This revealed that facial ex-

pressions of social traits form two main clusters. The first of these clusters, which included

submissive, competent, trustworthy, and warm, was associated with facial movements of

the eyebrows and mouth, in particular brow raising and AUs involved in smiles. In contrast,

the second cluster of dominant, incompetent, untrustworthy, and cold was associated with

furrowed brows and a wrinkling of the nose. Importantly, these two clusters were closely

associated with specific emotional facial expressions based on their AU activation patterns,

namely happy and sad for the first cluster and disgusted and angry for the second. How-

ever, in each case, the social trait facial expression models also comprised AUs that were

not associated with the respective emotion. Furthermore, I showed that these social trait

facial expressions correlated positively with their respective social trait face shapes with the

exception of competence. Comparison of the social trait shape features with Action Unit

features further revealed the specific facial features shared between neutral shapes and dif-

ferent facial expressions. For example, trustworthy and warm face shape models comprised

raised brows and lip corners similar to facial expression features of happy and surprised.

These results stand in contrast to those of chapter 2 that found that social trait face

shape models cluster into four subgroups. Instead, social trait facial expression models

grouped into two clusters, aligning with extant work showing that social trait judgments from

facial expressions are less variable than those from neutral face shapes (Hehman et al.,
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2017). Moreover, these two clusters relate to affective facial expressions – happy and dis-

gusted – which may reflect approach and avoidance signals (Adams et al., 2015; McArthur

& Baron, 1983) that play a central role in social trait perception (A. L. Jones & Kramer,

2021). Indeed, social trait impressions from neutral faces have been argued to be a sub-

stitute for approach and avoidance inferences in the absence of dynamic facial expressions

that normally afford such inferences (Todorov, 2008). The results in this chapter support

this hypothesis by showing the close alignment between social trait inferences from facial

expressions and approach and avoidance signals.

I further found that facial expressions judged as competent comprised features simi-

lar to those of submissive, trustworthy, and warm facial expressions while facial expressions

judged as incompetent showed higher similarity with dominant, untrustworthy, and cold fa-

cial expressions. This is in contrast to perceptions from static face shapes where competent

face models share more features with dominant than submissive face models while incom-

petent face models share features with submissive face models, particularly for male faces

(Judd et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2019; Sutherland et al., 2016, see also chapter 2). Such

divergence in the perception of competence between male and female faces and from face

shapes and facial expressions is in line with research showing that judgments of compe-

tence tend to be more variable (Hehman et al., 2017; Sutherland et al., 2018) and depend,

more so than other social traits, on perceiver characteristics (Hehman et al., 2017) and con-

textual cues (e.g., Chan-Serafin et al., 2019; Oh et al., 2019). Here, I extend these findings

by showing that neutral face features and facial expression features that elicit competence

perceptions do not overlap (with the exception of male competent). In other words, compe-

tence is perceived from a wider range of features than other social traits, going some way

to explain variability in its judgments. Moreover, competence is generally associated with

positive social attributes. For example, competence is associated with emotional stability,

conscientiousness (Abele et al., 2008; Abele et al., 2016), likability (Willis & Todorov, 2006;

Zebrowitz et al., 2010), and perceived leadership ability (Chen et al., 2014; Klofstad, 2017;

Sussman et al., 2013). The similarity between competent, warm and trustworthy facial ex-

pression models in the current results may reflect such positive associations.

The results further showed that, although facial expression models of submissive,

competent, trustworthy, and warm shared AUs with happy facial expressions, they also com-

prised Eyebrow Raiser and, for female faces, Eyes Closed. Although many of the AUs in-

volved in these social trait facial expressions, specifically Lip Corner Puller, AU25-12 (Lips

Part + Lip Corner Puller), and Dimpler, are associated with smiles (Ambadar et al., 2009;

Ekman et al., 1990; Frank et al., 1993), it is much less clear whether these form happy

smiles in combination with the remaining AUs. People smile for many reasons other than

happiness, such as embarrassment (e.g., Ambadar et al., 2009; Keltner, 1995; Keltner et
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al., 1997), to signal appeasement (Goldenthal et al., 1981; Hess et al., 2002; Keltner et al.,

1997), affiliation, dominance (e.g., J. Martin et al., 2017; Rychlowska et al., 2017), and phys-

ical or psychological pain (e.g., Harris & Alvarado, 2005; Kunz et al., 2009; Singh & Manjaly,

2021) and observers are sensitive to these differences (Calvo et al., 2013; Dibeklioǧlu et al.,

2012; Krumhuber & Manstead, 2009). For example, eyebrow raising as observed here in

social traits is very uncommon in amused smiles but highly common in sentimental ones

(McDuff, 2016). In contrast, AU12-6 – a smile with raised cheeks (i.e., Duchenne smile

Williams et al., 2001) – as observed in happy but not the social trait facial expressions, is

more common in amusement (i.e., happy) smiles than in other types of smiles (Ambadar

et al., 2009). Furthermore, smiles can convey lower social status (Ketelaar et al., 2012)

and lower physical dominance (Kraus et al., 2013). Similarly, steady and direct eye gaze is

a sign of dominance in primates (Bolwig, 1978; Jacobus & Loy, 1981) and humans (Main

et al., 2009; Toscano et al., 2018) while lowered gaze is associated with avoidance behav-

iors (Adams & Kleck, 2005; Jack et al., 2016) such as pain expressions (Prkachin, 2009;

Prkachin & Solomon, 2008) and disgust (Fischer et al., 2012; Jack et al., 2016). The clos-

ing of the eyes in female competent, trustworthy, and warm facial expression models may

therefore reflect such avoidance, submission (Terburg et al., 2011) or appeasement.

These findings extend to social trait shapes such that submissive, competent, trust-

worthy, and warm face shape models physically resembled AUs involved in happy facial ex-

pressions (e.g., Lip Corner Puller). However, they additionally resembled Eyebrow Raiser,

Mouth Stretch and Jaw Drop (likely reflecting the lengthening of the face), making them sim-

ilar to their respective social trait facial expressions (with the exception of competence) but

less so to happy expressions. This suggests that any physical similarities between these

social trait shape models and happy facial expression models are not necessarily evidence

for overgeneralization from positive emotional signals but may be associated with general

approach signals (A. L. Jones & Kramer, 2021; Slepian et al., 2017; Todorov, 2008). In

contrast, dominant, untrustworthy, and cold face shape models exhibited physical similarity

to fearful, angry, and sad facial expressions, suggesting an overgeneralization from nega-

tive affective signals (Adams et al., 2012; Montepare & Dobish, 2003). However, similarities

between these social traits and fearful and sad expressions appear counter-intuitive and

run counter to extant work that showed negative correlations between, e.g., dominant and

fearful/sad (Adams et al., 2012; Albohn & Adams, 2021). The similarities here arose from

correlations with individual AUs that each form part of several different emotional facial ex-

pressions. Ultimately, it is the combination of different AUs that conveys a given meaning to

the perceiver (Ekman & Friesen, 1978; Jack & Schyns, 2017). In other words, though dom-

inant face models may comprise features also found in sad facial expressions, this does

not necessarily equate to dominant faces being perceived as sad. Equally, however, as

seen with the happy facial expressions, obvious featural overlaps, such as smiles, can be
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misleading and may result in oversimplified conclusions (e.g., trustworthy = happy). The

current results therefore highlight the difficulty in making inferences based on whole face

correlations.

In summary, chapter 4 identified a latent space of social trait facial expressions com-

prising two clusters that closely aligned with approach and avoidance signals. Moreover, I

found only limited evidence for the overgeneralization hypothesis. Specifically, facial ex-

pressions eliciting judgments of submissive, competent, trustworthy, and warm were related

to appeasement smiles and face shapes of these social traits similarly reflected general

approach signals. Results therefore formed evidence for the centrality of approach and

avoidance in social trait perception while questioning the wider applicability of emotion over-

generalization accounts.



Chapter 5

General Discussion

5.1 Summary of main findings and contributions

Across three experiments, this thesis examined the face features that elicit percep-

tions of four key social trait dimensions – dominance, competence, trustworthiness, and

warmth – in three separate dimensions – 3D shape, 2D complexion, and dynamic facial ex-

pressions. Results revealed that social traits cluster into four subgroups on the basis of their

face shape and facial complexion (chapter 2). These subgroups closely align with intent

and ability subgroups (Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske et al., 2007; Walker & Vetter, 2016), support-

ing earlier work showing the centrality of these dimensions (Fiske et al., 2002; Oosterhof

& Todorov, 2008). However, chapter 2 extended upon this work by (1) modeling the pre-

cise face shape and complexion features that subtend each social trait cluster, (2) thereby

pinpointing sources of perceptual variance between the dominance and competence di-

mensions (Oliveira et al., 2019; Sutherland et al., 2016), and (3) revealing that judgments

grouped by intent and ability arise from an underlying latent face feature space.

These social trait face features were furthermore systematically related to other key

social judgments and dimensions. For example, social trait face complexion was highly

related to age complexion, such that dominant, untrustworthy, and cold face complexions

correlated with older aged complexions whereas submissive, trustworthy, and warm face

models correlated with younger aged complexions. These results highlight the importance

of disentangling the effects of different feature spaces on social trait perception and help ex-

plain why some research has found a third, age related, dimension (Sutherland et al., 2018;

Sutherland et al., 2013; Vernon et al., 2014). Similarly, social class, a central hierarchy in

human societies (Kraus et al., 2013), was perceptually related to stereotypically associated

social traits and in particular to competence (chapter 3). However, no single social trait’s

face features fully accounted for social class features, suggesting social class perception
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cannot be reduced to these stereotypical associations.

In contrast to social trait face shape, facial expressions that elicit social trait percep-

tions formed two, not four, distinct clusters and these were likely related to approach and

avoidance (chapter 4). Facial expression patterns within these clusters comprised Action

Units from stereotypically related emotional facial expressions (e.g., happy) but also addi-

tional Action Units. Similarly, social trait face shape features could not be fully accounted for

by any single emotional facial expression. These results lend support to the overgeneraliza-

tion hypothesis only in so far as some social traits’ features were associated with generally

negative or positive affective signals (e.g., dominant with negative valence). However, in

light of evidence that facial expressions of happiness can bear similarity to facial expres-

sions of less positively valenced facial expressions such as pain or embarrassment (Keltner,

1995; Keltner et al., 1997; Kunz et al., 2009; Singh & Manjaly, 2021) and these bear some

resemblance to social trait features (e.g., raised eyebrows and closed eyes), it is possible

that social trait inferences are either overgeneralizations from other facial expressions than

previously hypothesized or are not emotion overgeneralizations at all.

Together, this set of results builds on and expands work showing the interrelated

nature of social trait perceptions and perceptions of other socially relevant categories from

faces. These social judgments are fundamental to human social interactions (e.g., Chua &

Freeman, 2022; Connolly et al., 2021; Fiske et al., 2002; Qi et al., 2021) and decision making

(e.g., Antonakis & Eubanks, 2017; Jaeger et al., 2019; Todorov et al., 2005). Given also re-

cent advancements in machine learning to automatically predict humans’ stable traits based

on such facial cues (Al Moubayed et al., 2014; Keles et al., 2021; S. Song et al., 2021) and

the use of such tools in societally relevant ways (e.g., job applicant screening; Bekhouche

et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2013), understanding how humans make these judgments from

faces and how these judgments relate to each other becomes crucial for the design of social

interventions and ethical software and machines. When designing such interventions, how-

ever, one should take into account that although featural correlations between social traits

and other social perceptions (e.g., happy) may drive correlations between judgments, these

do not necessarily reflect a ground-truth (Todorov et al., 2015; Zebrowitz, 2017), meaning

their automatic inference from facial features is ill-advised (Keles et al., 2021).

5.2 Limitations and future directions

5.2.1 Social traits and age perception

The results showed that age-related facial cues, such as color contrast around the

eyebrows and mouth, contributed to social trait perception. For example, more dominant
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faces also comprised cues of older age. This suggests that social trait perception changes

with the age of the target face. However, the age of both the stimuli and the participants in

the work presented here were constrained to be between 18 and 35 years. It is likely that

widening this age range would change the results. This is because people generally favor

self-resembling faces (Bailenson et al., 2008; DeBruine, 2005; Krupp et al., 2008; Zebrowitz

et al., 2007), as predicted by the familiar face overgeneralization hypothesis (Zebrowitz et

al., 2007). With regards to age, people exhibit own-age biases in the perception of hostility,

competence, trustworthiness, aggression, and attractiveness (Zebrowitz & Franklin, 2014;

Zebrowitz et al., 2013). There is also more in-group than between-group agreement in

social trait judgments from younger and older adults (Zebrowitz et al., 2013). And while

in the current participant group of 18-35 year olds, competence was not associated with

babyfaced features, previous research found older aged adults perceived more babyfaced

individuals as more competent (Zebrowitz & Franklin, 2014). Similarly, there is evidence

that emotion overgeneralization is greater for older adult faces than younger adult ones

(Barber et al., 2019). Together, this suggests that the fundamental features driving social

trait perception may change across the life span of perceivers.

Additionally, the current results suggest there are gender differences in the relation-

ship between social trait perception and age. Specifically, I found that for female but not for

male faces, trustworthy and warm complexions also comprised older age cues, in particu-

lar lower contrast (PC3). Modeling the precise facial features of older and younger faces

as judged by older and younger perceivers on central social traits would yield further in-

sight into these relationships. Considering that people show preferences for self-resembling

faces in important contexts such as cooperation for the public good (Krupp et al., 2008) and

voting choices (Bailenson et al., 2008), understanding these perceptual differences seems

particularly urgent.

5.2.2 Cross-cultural differences in social trait and social class percep-

tion

Furthermore, there is clear evidence for cross-cultural differences in social trait per-

ception (B. C. Jones et al., 2021; Sutherland et al., 2018). For example, age perception may

be more relevant than competence or dominance perceptions in Asian cultures (Suther-

land et al., 2018). Historically, elder respect has been central in Asian, collectivist societies

(Sung, 2001, 2004), perhaps explaining the centrality of age in social perception in these

cultures. However, industrialization and aging populations are negatively impacting positive

attitudes towards elders (e.g., North & Fiske, 2015). It remains an open question how such

beliefs impact perceptions of social traits generally, and across the life-span.
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Similarly, future work should further examine whether and how conceptual knowl-

edge of and beliefs about social class might impact the facial features that drive these per-

ceptions, particularly in different cultures where social class stereotypes (Grigoryan et al.,

2020; Schofield et al., 2021) or physical attributes associated with health or beauty might

vary (e.g., Zhan et al., 2021). Investigating the conceptual and perceptual similarities be-

tween social traits and social class in different cultures might yield further insight into the

complex association between social class and social trait perception. Ethnicity but also

age-related facial features furthermore correlate with social hierarchies and are involved in

stereotype knowledge (e.g., Brown-Iannuzzi et al., 2017; Freeman & Ambady, 2011; Lei &

Bodenhausen, 2017) and impact on first impressions (Xie et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2021),

suggesting they might relate to both social class and social trait perception.

5.2.3 Do femininity and masculinity features correspond to central so-

cial trait features

Another fruitful avenue of investigation will lie in identifying the specific facial features

that drive masculinity and femininity perceptions. A recent conceptual shift suggests that the

concepts of masculinity and femininity may be the two primary dimension of social trait per-

ception (A. E. Martin & Slepian, 2021). Perceived gender also impacts a wide range of first

impressions. For example, female faces are perceived to be less competent than male faces

(Oh et al., 2019) and masculine and dominant-looking female faces are judged negatively

(Sutherland et al., 2015). Facial femininity and masculinity have also been shown to be pre-

dictors of trustworthiness and dominance judgments, respectively (Jaeger & Jones, 2022).

However, the current work did not measure perceptions of femininity and masculinity and

sexual dimorphism (an objective measure) may be only weakly related to masculinity and

femininity judgments (Hester et al., 2021). An investigation of the relationship between per-

ceived masculine and feminine face features and the fundamental social trait feature spaces

identified here may thus yield further insight into the importance of gender-perceptions for

first impressions. Indeed, reverse correlation is well suited to first modeling facial features

that elicit masculinity and femininity judgments and then measure their similarity to other key

social dimensions.

5.2.4 Facial expressions that elicit social trait judgments

Additionally, though chapter 4 is, to date, the most comprehensive investigation

of the association between social trait perception and facial expressions, many questions

remain unanswered. For example, different types of smiles (e.g., happy, embarrassed, etc.)

differ not only in their AU patterns but also in the temporal activations of these AUs (Ambadar

et al., 2009). Such differences are likely to also emerge in AUs shared between emotional
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facial expressions and social traits. Though chapter 4 did model temporal parameters, a

comparison of these between the social traits and emotional expressions was prevented by

the differing study designs of the two experiments, making effects caused by experimental

noise more likely. It similarly remains an open question whether smiles associated with

submissive, competent, trustworthy, and warm resemble any particular smile type other than

happy. To test this, one would need to derive facial expression models of potentially relevant

smiles such as embarrassment or appeasement and compare their specific AU patterns to

those of each social trait. Similarly, it remains to be tested empirically whether the two social

trait facial expression clusters identified here correspond to approach and avoidance.

An additional factor potentially influencing the perception of social traits from facial

expressions is face complexion. People perceive emotions from face color alone (Thorsten-

son, 2018; Thorstenson et al., 2018). For example, green and blue face complexions elicit

perceptions of sadness and fear while red is particularly associated with anger but also with

happiness (Thorstenson, 2018). These perceptual associations have a physiological basis.

Specifically, high arousal emotions such as anger, happiness, and surprise involve a red-

dening of the face due to a widening of the blood vessels (Drummond, 1994; Levenson,

2003; Shimbo et al., 2013). In contrast, low arousal emotions, including sadness, fear, and

disgust involve a constriction of blood vessels – blanching (Hayashi et al., 2009; Kreibig

et al., 2007; Rohrmann & Hopp, 2008). Considering the tight association between social

trait perception and affective signals (Knutson, 1996; Said et al., 2009; Zebrowitz, 2017), it

is possible that such facial coloration interacts with facial expressions to elicit certain social

trait perceptions, though the impact of facial expressions is likely to be greater due to the

greater salience of the movement. One possibility is that that facial coloration that is congru-

ent with the perceived emotional valence of a given social trait could intensify the perceived

social trait (i.e., Nose Wrinkler with red face = extremely dominant). Alternatively, face color

may facilitate social trait perception such that congruent face complexion (e.g., red face and

angry expression) leads to faster judgments of the associated social trait (e.g., dominant)

than incongruent complexion. These are speculations that remain to be tested although

there is some converging evidence to support them. For example, smiling expressions in-

crease perceived skin lightness (H. Song et al., 2012), which aligns with generally lighter

complexions of trustworthy and warm social trait models (chapter 2). Additionally, while face

shape can be transformed through muscle movement (i.e., facial expressions) to resemble

a certain social trait (Gill et al., 2014), overall face complexion does not physically change

with facial expressions, making an interaction between complexion and facial expressions

more likely as the complexion’s effects cannot be masked. In contrast, details, such as wrin-

kles, can be enhanced by facial expressions. For example, Nose Wrinkler produces folds

around the nose (Ekman & Friesen, 1976; Y. Zhang & Ji, 2005) and such folds are related

to the perception of dominant, untrustworthy, and cold (chapter 2), suggesting at least some
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featural overlap between social trait and emotion complexion. However, as the current work

did not measure face coloration in relation to emotion perception, these questions remain

unanswered.

5.2.5 Imbuing virtual agents with task-relevant social traits

More broadly, the results presented in this thesis can inform the design of humanoid

artificial agents and social robots. While robots in general do not require a humanoid ap-

pearance, humanlike facial appearance can improve perceptions of robots and agents, de-

pending on the task (Broadbent et al., 2013; Duffy, 2003; Prakash & Rogers, 2016). Imbuing

such social agents with different social traits is particularly important in fields where users

are vulnerable and trust towards the virtual agent/robot is crucial. Examples include virtual

therapists and support agents (Brander et al., 2021; DeVault et al., 2014; Marsella & Gratch,

2003; Philip et al., 2017; Rizzo et al., 2011), medical (Farrier et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2022)

and inter-personal training (P. Kenny et al., 2007; Traum et al., 2005), and education (e.g.,

anti-bullying Aylett et al., 2009). In each of these situations, robots may benefit from a warm,

trustworthy, and/or competent appearance. Perceived social traits of such agents also im-

pact interaction enjoyment (Lee et al., 2006) and likability (Zhong et al., 2022). Increasing

perceived trustworthiness can furthermore reduce perceived ’creepiness’ of artificial agents

(Watt et al., 2017). However, imbuing such agents with social traits requires two things: First,

the facial features found here need to be transferred to virtual agents and social robots. This

may not be trivial as, for example, artificial faces receive lower trustworthiness ratings than

real faces, although this may be particularly due to differences in the eyes (Balas & Pacella,

2017). As the stimuli in this thesis were photorealistic but the features derived from them

may be transferred to entities with less humanlike appearance, it remains an open question

whether these features still elicit the desired social traits. Second, a greater understanding

of what drives perceptions of relevant social traits in these virtual agents and social robots

is needed. The current thesis goes some way in building a comprehensive understanding

of the types of facial features that elicit positive social perceptions. However, to use them

for the development of such agents, these need to be integrated with other modalities, such

as gestures and voice. In sum, imbuing social agents and robots with task-relevant social

traits via their facial features as derived through psychological methods can benefit many

important social applications but requires further research for successful implementation.

5.3 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, this thesis revealed the latent 3D shape, 2D complexion and dynamic

facial expression features that elicit perceptions of four key social trait dimensions – dom-
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inance, competence, trustworthiness, and warmth. These results support previous work

showing that two orthogonal dimensions, namely dominance/competence/ability and trust-

worthiness/warmth/intent, shape human social inferences and that social traits share fea-

tures with social class and with affective signals that may reflect approach and avoidance

attributions. At the same time, current results challenge ideas about the overgeneralization

of emotional facial expressions to social inferences. In sum, these results inform theories

of social perception and can furthermore guide the design of digital social agents although

it should be considered in these applications that such social trait inferences seldom reflect

ground-truths (e.g., Todorov et al., 2015).



Chapter 6

Supplementary material

6.1 Participant questionnaire

Each participant completed the following questionnaire to assess exposure to non-

Western cultures prior to being admitted to the study. I included only those participants who

answered ’no’ to all questions or, if they answered ’yes’ to question 2, had only been on

vacation in non-Western countries for a short period of time (at most three weeks) or not in

the recent past (at least two years).

1. Have you ever lived in a non-Western* country before (e.g., on a gap-year, summer

work, move due to parental employment)?

2. Have you ever visited a non-Western country (e.g., vacation)?

3. Have you ever dated or had a very close relationship with a non-Western person?

4. Have you ever been involved with any non-Western culture societies/groups?

*By Western groups/countries, we are referring to Europe (Eastern and Western), USA,

Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand

6.2 Determining required number of trials – 3D Shape and

2D Complexion

A previous experiment investigating the related social attribute attractiveness (Boshyan

et al., 2014; Jaeger et al., 2020) using reverse correlation based on larger trial numbers (n =

1,950; Zhan et al., 2021) had indicated that fewer trials (∼1,200) were sufficient to achieve

stable model estimates. To confirm that 1,200 trials were sufficient to similarly derive stable
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estimates of 3D shape and 2D complexion models for each social trait, I collected pilot data

for four participants (white Western; 2 female, 2 male; mean age = 23.75 years, SD = 4.79

years) with procedures as described in chapter 2. Specifically, each participant rated 1,200

random male face identities on each one of four social traits (dominance, competence, trust-

worthiness, warmth) on a seven-point scale from, e.g., ’very submissive’ to ’very dominant’

with ’don’t know’ as the central fourth button. Face identities were generated using an ear-

lier version of the GMF based on a reduced set of identities (350), resulting in fewer identity

components (350 for shape and 350 × 5 for complexion).

Following the experiment, I derived shape and complexion models for each social

trait and participant using ridge regression. Specifically I regressed the social trait judg-

ments (n = 1,200 per social trait) onto the individual identity components (350 shape and

350 × 5 complexion) of stimuli presented at each trial. Next, I repeated the model build-

ing procedure (i.e., ridge regression) 120 times based on subsamples of trials. Specifically,

for each social trait and participant, I derived 120 separate shape and complexion mod-

els based on increasing numbers of trials (10-1,200 in steps of 10). At each iteration, I

estimated bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (100 bootstrap samples) of the beta co-

efficients. Figure 6.1 show the resulting 95% confidence intervals (z-score; mean across

participants and identity components) for shape (left) and complexion (right) with estimated

beta coefficients (z-scores) on the y-axis and number of trials on the x-axis. The figure sug-

gests that confidence intervals do not change drastically after around 400 trials. However,

considering the high-dimensionality of the feature space in consideration, I chose to retain

1,200 trials per social trait and sex of stimulus face in the final experiment.

Figure 6.1. Confidence intervals (95%) of 3D shape and 2D complexion model beta

coefficients. Each plot shows bootstrapped (100 samples) 95% confidence intervals of the

model beta coefficients for each social trait (see plot titles) and shape (left) and complexion

(right) separately at increasing numbers of trials (x-axis). Beta coefficients (y-axis) are z-

scored for comparability and shown as mean across identity components and participants.
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6.3 Testing the linearity assumption for modeling 3D shape

and 2D complexion

Using a linear regression to model the shape and complexion that elicit social judg-

ments would be unwarranted should the relationship between either of these modalities and

social judgments be non-linear. To test the linearity assumption I proceeded in the following

steps. First, for each sex of stimulus face, social judgment (dominance, competence, trust-

worthiness, warmth, and social class) and shape and complexion separately, I computed

the average (median) across face stimuli for each one of four rating bins. Figure 6.4 through

Figure 6.5 (right) show these face models for the lowest and highest rating bin and for each

sex of face, social judgment, and shape and complexion separately. Next, for each average

model, I quantified the deviation from the average face as described in subsection 2.3.7 of

chapter 2. This yielded a 14,319 × 4 matrix of distances for shape [14,319 vertices × 4

rating bins] and a 5,562 × 4 matrix of distances for complexion [1,854 downsampled pix-

els × 3 L*a*b × 4 rating bins]. Figure 6.4 through Figure 6.5 show these matrices on the

left for each social judgment separately. Blue corresponds to negative deviation from the

average face and yellow to positive deviation from the average face. A linear relationship

between the deviation from the average face and social judgments should be reflected as a

linear transition (i.e., from blue to yellow or yellow to blue) from rating bins 1 to 4 for each

vertex and pixel (i.e., per row). Figure 6.4 through Figure 6.5 do largely show this pattern,

confirming that the relationship between vertex and pixel deviations from the average face

and social judgment ratings was indeed linear.

To further confirm this relationship, I applied a K-means clustering to each of these

distance matrices separately. Colored bars next to each matrix show the corresponding

clusters (matrices are ordered by these; number of clusters was determined via silhouette

scores – maximum mean score across 10 iterations) and line plots show the deviation from

the average face at each rating bin (i.e., cluster centroids) for each cluster. Line width

corresponds to the number of vertices/pixels within each cluster. These line plots therefore

show the patterns of change within each cluster from rating bin 1 (submissive, incompetent,

untrustworthy, cold, poor) to rating bin 4 (dominant, competent, trustworthy, warm, rich).

The near straight increasing or decreasing lines primarily confirmed the linear relationships

observed in the color matrices. Together, these results indicate that the linearity assumption

was warranted for modeling the 3D shape and 2D complexion of social trait and social class

judgments.
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Figure 6.2. Linearity check – female face shape. Colored matrices show each vertex’s (n

= 14,319) deviation from the average face (blue = negative; yellow = positive; see colorbar

to left) in each one of four rating bins (median across participants and trials) for each social

judgment. Clusters (K-means) within these matrices are shown to the right. Line plots show

cluster centroids at each rating bin. To the right, colored face maps show the median 3D

shape features (deviation from the average face; see colorbar to right) for the lowest and

highest rating bins (median across participants and trials), normalized across all five social

judgments.
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Figure 6.3. Linearity check – male face shape. Colored matrices show each vertex’s (n

= 14,319) deviation from the average face (blue = negative; yellow = positive; see colorbar

to left) in each one of four rating bins (median across participants and trials) for each social

judgment. Clusters (K-means) within these matrices are shown to the right. Line plots show

cluster centroids at each rating bin. To the right, colored face maps show the median 3D

shape features (deviation from the average face; see colorbar to right) for the lowest and

highest rating bins (median across participants and trials), normalized across all five social

judgments.
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Figure 6.4. Linearity check – female face complexion. Colored matrices show each

pixel’s (n = 1,854 (downsampled) × 3 L*a*b) deviation from average face (blue = negative;

yellow = positive; see colorbar to left) in each one of four rating bins (median across par-

ticipants and trials) for each social judgment. Clusters (K-means) within these matrices are

shown to the right. Line plots show cluster centroids at each rating bin. To the right, colored

face maps show the median 2D complexion features for L*a*b separately (deviation from the

average face; see colorbars to right) for the lowest and highest rating bins (median across

participants and trials), normalized across social judgments and color channels.
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Figure 6.5. Linearity check – male face complexion. Colored matrices show each pixel’s

(n = 1,854 (downsampled) × 3 L*a*b) deviation from average face (blue = negative; yellow

= positive; see colorbar to left) in each one of four rating bins (median across participants

and trials) for each social judgment. Clusters (K-means) within these matrices are shown

to the right. Line plots show cluster centroids at each rating bin. To the right, colored face

maps show the median 2D complexion features for L*a*b separately (deviation from the

average face; see colorbars to right) for the lowest and highest rating bins (median across

participants and trials), normalized across social judgments and color channels.
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6.4 Determining optimal social trait PCs

To identify the optimal number of PCs for social trait shape, complexion and each sex

of stimulus sex separately I proceeded as follows. First, as a primary diagnostic tool, I used

the elbow method, plotting variance explained by each PC (see Figure 6.6A and Figure 6.7A

left). In addition, I plotted the second derivative of the variance accounted for as an indicator

of the rate of change between PCs (Figure 6.6A and Figure 6.7A right). Both tools pointed to

a 3-component solution for shape and complexion. However, the variance explained by each

PC may not only include social trait specific variance, i.e., variance among the social trait

models that is associated with social trait variation, but also participant-specific variation.

In other words, some amount of variance explained by each PC will be due to idiosyncratic

participant differences rather than primarily due to social trait variance. As I aimed to identify

facial features associated with social traits, I therefore evaluated the extent to which each of

these three PCs was associated with variance across the social traits or variance originating

from idiosyncratic participant differences.

To measure this, I first calculated the Mutual Information (MI; Shannon, 1948) be-

tween the 229 × 1 [4 social traits × 2 poles × 30 participants] vector of PC scores (220 in

the case of complexion) and a vector of the same length of corresponding trait numbers, i.e.,

1 (submissive) through 8 (warm). Here, a low MI value would indicate that the PC scores

did not vary systematically depending on which social trait category each face shape or

complexion model belonged to; a high MI value would indicate that the PC scores varied

systematically depending on which social trait category each shape or complexion model

belonged to. I then repeated this procedure, replacing the trait numbers by participant num-

bers, i.e., 1 through 30, associated with each PC score. Here, a low MI value would indicate

that the PC scores did not vary systematically depending on which participant each facial

shape or complexion model belonged to; a high MI value would indicate that the PC scores

varied systematically depending on which participant each shape or complexion model be-

longed to. I thus quantified the information shared between the PC scores and the social

trait category related variance and between the PC scores and the participant-related vari-

ance. Finally, I established the statistical significance of each MI value using a Monte Carlo

simulation method (one-tailed) with 10,000 iterations.

The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 6.6B and Figure 6.7B for each sex

of stimulus face, PC, and shape and complexion separately; solid green lines represent

statistically significantly high MI values (p < .05) for participants; solid purple lines repre-

sent statistically significantly high MI values (p < .05) for social traits. Non-significant MI

scores are indicated with a dashed line. Results showed that, for shape, the PC1 and PC2

scores were statistically significantly more strongly associated with social trait variance than

with participant variance. In contrast, PC3 was not significantly associated with social trait
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Figure 6.6. Social trait shape choice of principal components. (A) Scree plot shows

variance explained by each PC (left). Color here represents sex of stimulus face (green =

male, purple = female). In addition, I show the rate of change in the variance explained

(second derivative) by each PC (right). (B) To identify which of the PCs are significantly

associated with trait-related variance, as opposed to participant-related variance, I calcu-

lated Mutual Information between the PCA scores and either participant information (green)

or social trait information (purple). Density plots show simulated MI values derived using

Monte Carlo simulations. Next, I used a one-tailed test (alpha = .05) to determine statistical

significance of the actual MI between each PC and participants/traits, indicated by the ver-

tical lines (solid = significant, dotted = not significant). This indicated that the first two PCs

were significantly associated with social trait variance.
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variance but was statistically significantly associated with participant variance. Given the

primary focus on identifying fundamental social trait face features rather than idiosyncratic

differences in social trait perception, I selected a two-factor PC solution to represent the

main sources of shape variance across social traits. For complexion, all three PCs were

statistically significantly associated with social trait variance suggesting that three PCs were

needed to describe social trait complexion features. To confirm this, I included the following

additional analysis for complexion only.
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Figure 6.7. Social trait complexion choice of principal components. (A) Scree plot

shows variance explained by each PC (left). Color here represents sex of stimulus face

(green = male, purple = female). In addition, I show the rate of change in the variance

explained (second derivative) by each PC (right). (B) To identify which of the PCs are sig-

nificantly associated with trait-related variance, as opposed to participant-related variance,

I calculated Mutual Information between the PCA scores and either participant information

(green) or social trait information (purple). Density plots show simulated MI values derived

using Monte Carlo simulations. Next, I used a one-tailed test (alpha = .05) to determine

statistical significance of the actual MI between each PC and participants/traits, indicated

by the vertical lines (solid = significant, dotted = not significant).

To test how much information each additional PC added in terms of complexion

face feature information, I first obtained predicted complexion models, for L*a*b separately,

based on a one through five PC solution. For example, the one PC solution model was

based on the first PC only, the two PC solution model was based on the first and second

PC and so forth. Visual inspection of the resulting faces (see Figure 6.8) indicated that

complexion information added by the fourth and fifth PC was not detectible by the human

eye. To formally test this, I calculated the rate of change from each PC model to the next

as follows. First, I calculated, for each predicted complexion PC model and in each color

channel separately, the Euclidean Distance (d) between each PC solution and the previous

PC solution. For example, for the model based on the first and second PC, I calculated

d between this model and the model based on only the first PC. As the model based on

the first PC only did not have a natural predecessor model, I calculated for this model the

Euclidean Distance to the average complexion model. Next, I calculated the rate of change

with each added PC (i.e.,

dPCn − dPCn−1/dPCn−1

). This revealed that, for both male and female complexion and for each color channel, the

rate of change decreased upon adding the fourth PC and thereafter, indicating that these

additional components added little additional complexion information. I therefore retained

three principal components for social trait complexion.
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Figure 6.8. Social trait complexion choice of principle components based on added

face information. To further clarify the optimal number of PCs, I plotted the predicted com-

plexion effects in L*a*b separately based on 1 to 5 components, successively adding each

additional component’s face information to the predicted complexion features. In addition,

above each predicted model I show the rate of change compared to the previous model

(dPC – dPC-1 / dPC-1). For example, for male complexion in the Lightness channel, the

rate of change increased until the third PC after which it decreased.
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6.5 Determining optimal K-means clustering solution

To derive the optimal K-means cluster solution, I computed the K-means solution

for 1 through 8 factors, calculating silhouette scores at each iteration. Silhouette scores

describe the average distance between each point within a cluster divided by the average

distance between all clusters and therefore give a single value per data point describing the

goodness of the cluster solution (Rousseeuw, 1987). To select the optimal cluster solution, I

first excluded those solutions with any negative silhouette scores, which indicate poor cluster

fit, and solutions that included clusters with fewer than 2% of the data points. Next, from

the remaining cluster solutions I chose the solution with the highest mean silhouette score.

This yielded a two-cluster solution for both female and male PC1 and PC2. Note that when

retaining female competence models for PC1 (i.e., models non-significantly associated with

PC1) a 3-factor solution best described the results for PC1 with competence forming the

third cluster. To plot the cluster solutions, I indexed the data points within each cluster and

used the cluster centroid and the mean of the these data points as x and y coordinates,

plotting ellipses around them at a distance of 1.5 SD.

6.6 Determining required number of trials – Facial expres-

sions

To determine the number of trials required to derive stable facial expression models

of social traits, I proceeded similarly as for 2D shape and 3D complexion (see section 6.2).

Specifically, I first used previous work to estimate the number of trials needed before con-

firming this estimate with pilot data. Earlier experiments demonstrated that many facial ex-

pressions can be modeled using reverse correlation based on as little as 300 trials (Jack et

al., 2014; Jack et al., 2016). However, social trait facial expressions in particular (i.e., trust-

worthiness and dominance) have been modeled based on 1,200 trials (Gill et al., 2014). To

confirm this number, I collected pilot data for five participants (white Western, 3 female; 2

male; mean age = 24 years, SD = 5.15 years) with procedures similar to those described in

chapter 4 with two exceptions: Firstly, each participant viewed 1,200 random dynamic facial

expressions per sex of stimulus face and social trait (i.e., 9,600 unique facial expression

stimuli). Secondly, participants rated each dynamic facial expression on a scale from 1 to 6

(e.g., ’very submissive’ to ’very dominant’) with ’don’t know’ as the fourth central button.

Following the experiment, I derived facial expression models for each sex of stimu-

lus face, social trait, and participant separately using methods as in chapter 4. Specifically,

I obtained significant AUs based on Monte Carlo simulation (one-tailed; 800 permutations).

Then, for each significant AU, I used constrained least squares regression to estimate the
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temporal parameter values. Next, I repeated this procedure, basing each model on a sub-

sample of trials (i.e., 100-1200). Finally, to test model variability with increasing trial num-

bers, I correlated (Pearson’s r ) each facial expression model with its predecessor (i.e., the

model based on 300 trials with the model based on 200 trials). Figure 6.9 shows the re-

sulting correlations for each sex of stimulus face (panel A) and each participant (panel B),

separately. Note that due to an experimental error, not all participants completed 1,200 trials

for each social trait dimension. As a result, I could not derive models for each social trait

for all participants. Nevertheless, Figure 6.9 demonstrates that after initial high variability,

models generally become stable very quickly (see panel A) with high correlations between

each model-pair. However, there is some participant variability (e.g., see panel B, partici-

pant 5), suggesting that higher trial numbers may still be valuable. Based on this converging

evidence, I therefore chose to include 1,000 trials per sex of stimulus face and social trait.
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Figure 6.9. Model stability of social trait facial expression models. (A) Facial expres-

sion model stability by sex of stimulus face. Each plot shows the correlation (Pearson’s r ;

y-axis) between each facial expression model and its predecessor model for female and

male faces. Each line corresponds to one participant and one social trait. Number of trials

on the x-axis. (B) Facial expression model stability by participant. Results are shown as in

A for each participant separately.
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6.7 Deriving emotional facial expression models

The facial expression models of the six basic emotions (happy, fearful, disgusted,

angry, sad) were derived in a separate experiment that was not carried out as part of this

thesis. For full details see Jack et al. (2014). The experiment derived emotional facial ex-

pression models using reverse correlation. Specifically, sixty white Western perceivers (31

female, 29 male; mean age = 22 years, SD = 1.71 years) viewed randomly generated dy-

namic facial expressions (generated using the GFG; Yu et al., 2012) and categorized each

according to the six basic emotions (and ’don’t know’). Additionally, participants rated the in-

tensity of each facial expression on a five point scale from 1 (’very weak’) to 5 (’very strong’).

Following the experiment, Jack et al. (2014) derived 720 individual facial expression models

[60 participants × 6 emotions × 2 sex of face] using Pearson correlation. Specifically, for

each AU, they correlated its binary activation vector (on/off) and participant responses to

derive a 42 × 1 vector of AU activations. Next, they regressed each temporal parameter

onto intensity ratings to obtain temporal parameter values for each significant AU. These

experimental methods were therefore highly similar to those in chapter 4.
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6.8 Supplementary tables

Table 6.1

Social trait shape PCA scores and correlations – Female

Social trait PC1 PC2

mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p

Dom -47.68 (30.13) -.41 *** 10.33 (17.25) .13 0.29

Comp -4.81 (29.35) -.04 0.69 16.84 (12.51) .21 *

Trustw 34.36 (23.95) .28 *** 21.47 (18.29) .26 ***

Warm 21.6 (22.14) .18 * 38.8 (22.11) .48 ***

Subm 52.1 (36.64) .45 *** -9.56 (19.43) -.12 0.29

Incomp 7.59 (44.39) .06 0.69 -21.71 (19.72) -.27 *

Untrustw -38.81 (26.67) -.32 *** -19.95 (20.7) -.24 ***

Cold -24.73 (25.55) -.21 * -36.31 (22.29) -.45 ***

Note. All p-values are based on Pearson’s correlation and corrected for multiple comparisons with
Bonferroni-Holm correction. * p < .05, *** p < .001
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Table 6.2

Social trait shape PCA scores and correlations – Male

Social trait PC1 PC2

mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p

Dom -58.63 (24.36) -.45 *** 8.74 (17.56) .11 0.3

Comp -29.31 (27.72) -.21 * 32.13 (22.02) .39 ***

Trustw 40.18 (24.55) .29 *** 22.13 (15.12) .26 ***

Warm 35.0 (21.01) .27 *** 31.77 (15.56) .4 ***

Subm 61.86 (30.6) .47 *** -10.05 (18.68) -.13 0.3

Incomp 30.79 (38.6) .23 * -37.24 (24.06) -.45 ***

Untrustw -43.4 (20.46) -.31 *** -20.85 (14.87) -.25 ***

Cold -36.71 (20.07) -.28 *** -26.84 (12.23) -.34 ***

Note. All p-values are based on Pearson’s correlation and corrected for multiple comparisons with
Bonferroni-Holm correction. * p < .05, *** p < .001

Table 6.3

Social trait complexion PCA scores and correlations – Female

Trait PC1 PC2 PC3

mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p

Dom 7.55 (8.56) .25 *** -5.96 (6.37) -.29 *** -3.33 (6.98) -.18 .16

Comp -2.75 (6.6) -.09 1.96 -6.62 (4.75) .43 *** -2.58 (3.99) -.13 0.69

Trustw -10.01 (7.3) -.34 *** -1.84 (3.5) -.09 1.96 -3.81 (5.73) -.21 *

Warm -9.04 (5.77) -.31 *** -0.13 (4.39) -.01 1.23 -6.5 (4.83) -.36 ***

Subm -8.85 (8.75) -.3 *** 5.46 (6.85) .27 *** 3.37 (6.39) .18 0.16

Incomp 3.92 (8.66) .13 .78 9.19 (11.35) .43 *** 3.37 (5.9) .17 0.19

Untrustw10.28 (9.07) .35 *** 1.15 (4.5) .06 3.1 3.29 (5.75) .18 0.16

Cold 8.98 (7.79) .31 *** -0.99 (4.31) -.01 2.33 6.29 (4.36) .35 ***

Note. All p-values are based on Pearson’s correlation and corrected for multiple comparisons with
Bonferroni-Holm correction. * p < .05, *** p < .001
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Table 6.4

Social trait complexion PCA scores and correlations – Male

Trait PC1 PC2 PC3

mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p mean (SD) r p

Dom 10.36 (7.53) .34 *** -4.22 (5.67) -.23 * 2.05 (4.46) .14 0.58

Comp 2.40 (5.31) .07 2.47 -5.81 (5.6) -.29 *** 0.79 (5.53) .05 2.81

Trustw -10.46 (8.45) -.33 *** -3.55 (5.33) -.18 0.15 -2.26 (7.45) .13 0.52

Warm -10.29 (8.87) -.33 *** -4.55 (5.66) -.24 * -0.50 (5.42) .05 1.43

Subm -10.71 (8.84) -.35 *** 4.29 (5.90) .23 * -2.04 (4.95) -.14 0.58

Incomp -1.90 (6.14) -.06 3.1 7.06 (6.26) .35 *** -0.76 (7.37) -.05 1.89

Untrustw10.82 (7.97) .34 *** 2.81 (5.07) .14 0.54 1.98 (4.47) .13 0.73

Cold 9.86 (7.13) .32 *** 4.04 (5.63) .22 * 0.73 (4.76) .05 2.75

Note. All p-values are based on Pearson’s correlation and corrected for multiple comparisons with
Bonferroni-Holm correction. * p < .05, *** p < .001

6.9 Supplementary figures
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Figure 6.10. Validation of social class and social trait face models. Each subplot shows

the performance of the social class and social trait face models for 3D shape and 2D com-

plexion separately, and for each sex of stimulus face, tested under a validation procedure.

Each point represents an individual participant face model. Black shows models that per-

formed statistically significantly above chance, red shows models that did not. (A) 3D shape

recognition accuracy. Each point shows the recognition accuracy of each model obtained

in a 2-alternative-forced-choice validation task. Participants accurately recognized a total of

284 (95%) models (141 female: 27 social class, 28 competence, 29 warmth, 30 dominance,

27 trustworthiness; 143 male: 29 social class, 28 competence, 30 warmth, 30 dominance,

26 trustworthiness). (B) 2D complexion classification performance. Each point shows the

classification accuracy, measured as Spearman’s ρ, obtained in the leave-one-out cross-

validation task. I obtained accurate classifications for 267 (89%) models (130 female: 22

social class, 25 competence, 28 warmth, 27 dominance, 28 trustworthiness; 137 male: 25

social class, 26 competence, 29 warmth, 30 dominance, 27 trustworthiness).
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Figure 6.11. Average feature deviations of the social class and social trait face models

from the average face. In each row, color-coded face maps show the feature deviations

from the average face for a given social judgment, averaged across participants (validated

models only) for each sex of stimulus faces and each x, y, and z plane separately. Red

indicates positive deviations; blue indicates negative deviations (see colorbar at bottom).

Specifically, in the x dimension, red represents outward (wider) deviations, blue represents

inward (narrower) deviations. In the y dimension, red represents upward deviations, blue

represents downward deviations. In the z dimension, red represents protruding deviations,

blue represents flattening deviations. For example, faces rated as poor are wider (x) with

shorter noses, lower eyes/brows, downturned mouths, shorter chins (y), and flatter (z) than

the average face. Values are normalized across all face maps.
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Figure 6.12. Replication of results across participants. In each row, color-coded faces

show the percentage of participants (validated models only) whose face models comprise

feature deviations from the average face in the same direction (positive or negative) for

each vertex for 3D shape and for each pixel for 2D complexion (for each L*a*b color channel

separately). For example, for rich male face models, most participants’ 3D shape models

comprised a narrow face with a more protruding nose and mouth. Similarly, for poor female

face models most participants’ 2D complexion models comprised darker, greener, and bluer

(i.e., cooler) complexions.
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Figure 6.13. Main complexion results with colorblind friendly colors. (A) Average social

trait and social class features - green-red. Face maps show complexion face features in the

green-red color channel for each social class and social trait and each sex of stimulus face

(normalized across all judgments). Red shows positive deviation from the average face;

green shows negative deviation from the average face (see colorbar to right). (B) Social

trait Principal Component features - green-red. Face maps show the complexion features

captured by each social trait PC in the green-red color channel. Colormap as for A (see

colorbar to right). (C) Social trait and social class Principal Component features - green-red.

Face maps show the complexion features captured by each social class-social trait PC in

the green-red color channel. Colormap as for A (see colorbar to right).
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Figure 6.14. Social trait judgment correlations. Scatterplots show the correlation be-

tween mean behavioral ratings across participants of each social trait pair. Each black point

represents one stimulus (1,200 stimuli per sex of face and social trait).
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Figure 6.15. Shape principal component features – female. Colored face maps show

the predicted shape effects for each one of the eight social traits, and each PC separately.

Blue corresponds to narrow/downward/flat features (measured in Euclidean Distance to the

average face). Red corresponds to wide/upward/protruding features. I also show the per-

centage of variance explained by each PC in parentheses.
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Figure 6.16. Shape principal component features – male. Colored face maps show the

predicted shape effects for each one of the eight social traits, and each PC separately. Blue

corresponds to narrow/downward/flat features (measured in Euclidean Distance to the aver-

age face). Red corresponds to wide/upward/protruding features. I also show the percentage

of variance explained by each PC in parentheses.
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Figure 6.17. Social trait shape PCA clusters. Proportion of social trait models in each

cluster (K-means of PCA scores). Red colors indicate higher proportion (see colorbar in

center). For example, 30% of all social trait models in female PC1 cluster 1 (see labels at

top) were dominant models.

Figure 6.18. Social trait complexion latent feature space. Colored face maps show the

complexion features of each PC compared to the average face for each color channel –

Lightness (L), red-green (a), yellow-blue (b). Scatterplots show the distribution of individual

participant face models (small points) according to their PC scores with larger point size

indicating median scores across participants.
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Figure 6.19. Social trait complexion PCA clusters. Proportion of social trait models in

each PCA cluster (K-means of PCA scores). Red colors indicate higher proportion (see

colorbar in center). For example, 32% of all social trait models in female PC1 cluster 1 (see

labels at top) were trustworthy models.

Figure 6.20. Social trait complexion PCA cluster features in CIELAB color space. Each

row of faces shows the complexion features (in L*a*b; see colorbars to right) associated with

each cluster (derived using K-means) of social traits (see labels) for one PC and for female

and male faces separately. Each row corresponds to a different PC.
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Figure 6.21. Correlations between latent social trait face shape features and age-

related features. A scatterplot shows the correlation (Pearson’s r ) between each social trait

shape PC (PC1 – y-axis; PC2 – x-axis) and younger and older adult face shape features.

Colored points (female = green; male = yellow) show positive correlations between shape

values of each social trait PC and younger (18 years) or older (35 years) faces (based

on aging of the average female and male face shape). Colored face maps show the face

features of each social trait PC. Negative correlations are excluded for clearer visualization.
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Figure 6.22. Average 3D face models of social class and social traits. Faces in the top

row show the average predicted face models for social class each social trait and for each

sex of stimulus face. Below, results are shown separately for 3D shape and 2D complexion.

For shape, color-coding shows the direction of deviation from the average face where red

represents positive deviation (e.g., poor faces are wider) and blue represents negative de-

viation (e.g., rich faces are narrower; see color bars on right). For complexion, color-coding

represents the direction and magnitude of the deviation from the average face in L*a*b color

space separately (e.g., rich faces have redder cheeks). Values are normalized across all

social judgments and for shape and complexion separately for display purposes.
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Figure 6.23. Social class Principal Component selection. Each panel shows the results

of two complementary analyses used to estimate the optimal number of Principal Compo-

nents (PCs) to represent all social class and social trait face models, for 3D shape and 2D

complexion separately and for each sex of stimulus face. (A) Eigenvalues. In each plot,

gray and black lines show the proportional eigenvalues (eigenvalue/sum of eigenvalues)

across PCs for female (black) and male (gray) face models. The horizontal red line indi-

cates the variance accounted for by each PC expected by chance where the broken stick

method identifies the PCs that explain more variance than would be expected by chance

(e.g., Cangelosi & Goriely, 2007; Caron, 2016). The vertical dashed red line indicates the

elbow point (i.e., the point at which the curve of Eigenvalues visibly bends (e.g., Zambelli,

2016)). Results indicate 5 PCs for 3D shape and 3 for 2D complexion for male and female

faces. (B) Correlations. Color-coded lines show the average correlation between the face

models reconstructed based on n PCs (see x axis) vs all PCs for all social judgments (see

legend). For 3D shape, results indicate that 4 PCs for female face models (85.18% variance

accounted for) and 3 PCs for male face models (80.88% variance accounted for) are suf-

ficient to obtain correlations above 0.9 (indicated by right-most magenta line) for all social

judgments. For 2D complexion, results showed that 3 PCs for female face models (32.83%

variance accounted for) and 2 PCs for male face models (28.25% variance accounted for)

are sufficient to reach correlations above 0.9.
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Figure 6.24. Shape Principal Components represented in x, y, and z dimensions sep-

arately, with social class as an example. Colored face maps show the shape features

captured by each PC that is significantly associated with representing the social class face

models, for female and male faces separately. Red indicates positive deviations from the

average face; blue indicates negative deviations. In the x dimension, red represents outward

deviations; blue represents inward deviations. In the y dimension, red represents upward

deviations; blue represents downward deviations. In the z dimension, red represents pro-

truding deviations; blue represents flattening deviations. For example, for PC1 for male

faces models, poor faces are wider (x – red), have shorter noses, lower eyes/brows, down-

turned mouths, and shorter chins (y – blue), and are flatter (z – blue). Rich face models

show the opposite pattern. Values are normalized across all face maps.
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Figure 6.25. Validation of social trait facial expression models. Each subplot shows

the validation performance of the social trait facial expression models for each sex of stim-

ulus face. Each point shows the classification accuracy, measured as Spearman’s ρ, ob-

tained in the leave-one-out cross-validation task. I obtained accurate classifications for 178

(97.8%) models (89 female, 89 male; 46 dominance, 41 competence, 45 trustworthiness,

46 warmth).
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Figure 6.26. Social trait and emotional facial expression ablation results. Colored

matrices show, for each sex of stimulus face, social trait cluster and each corresponding

emotion the AUs that drove classifications of each social trait as the emotion in purple (based

on ablation analysis). Cyan indicates AUs that were significant (> population prevalence) for

the social trait only and red indicates AUs that were significant (> population prevalence) for

the emotion only. AUs that were significant for the social trait and emotion but did not drive

classification of one as the other are shown in black.
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Figure 6.27. Face shape vertices of each Action Unit. For each AU (see titles in black),

red areas on the face map show the 3D shape vertices that are most relevant to this AU

(>85th percentile of distances to the average (Euclidean)).
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Figure 6.28. Correlations between individual Action Units and social trait face shapes.

For each sex of stimulus face, gray-scale matrices show the correlation of 3D shape

vertex residuals (from average) between each AU (y-axis) and social trait shape (x-axis;

mean across individual participant comparisons). Only significant positive correlations (p ≤
.05; corrected with Bonferroni-Holm correction) that also passed the population prevalence

threshold (Ince et al., 2021) are displayed (others set to zero). Darker colors correspond to

stronger correlations. For example, Inner Brow Raiser positively correlated with dominant

for female faces. See also Figure 4.4 for further details on how these correlation values

were derived.
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